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. \ABSTRACT 
r I · 1 • 
. . l ': . t. 
/ The aim of. this ·:th.~'sis is to invest~g~te the extent 
. tq i'~hich . s 'urface phonetic ~o~trasts . a~e. ac~ttally pr~~ent· in ·. \ 
/~.h~ aco'us~ic' sta~~ .of the . speecl:~ .. chain, 'and t~ iefine . t~e ' . \ . 
acoustic na~ure_ of sucp, . contr~sts • . This. is mainly a - spectre;-
graphic study. of . the three ilextreme" vowels, Ui!, /a/ ahd 
' . ' 
/u/) to determine some ~f the acoustic effects on vowels of 
" ·/ .,. ·, . ' . 
,vowel and consonant gen\inatio11; in. - t~o ·_unrelated languages, . ,, 
.•. 
· · Eskimo (L~brador Inuttut) and _Fre?cn (St. Pi.er_re e~. Miq~el·o~ 





• 0 • \ ,,, 
dialect). The p~onological . stat'tis of vowel and consonant .. , 
·. 
"o' 
~ gemi_nation in' F;rench is quite. diff~rent· from thei~ status · in___ 
Eskimo. In · Fr.ench these · p1;ocesses o.ccur across word : 
' . 
boundaries, whereas in Eskimo they . are word internal.· 
. ... . . . . 
Mi'nimal ·pairs in -sequences of the types 
~. t. ·. -
cv~, cvvc, 
CVCC, and CVVCC were· ~eco~ded by two informants (one of each 
. \ . 
'sex) for each dial~ct. The various qisplays available from a 
- . 
modified Kay Sonagrap~?- provi.ded the rel:eva~t .-data 6h. ~owe.~.: 
- ----.-· 
"' quantity and quality. . 
· , The -r;nain concl_?sions· concerning vowel .quantity are as ·. 
follows: 
(a) The vowels in the above fou·r '.ty_p~s of sequertces are . ' 
r 
. , . . . 
riot ·always · diffei!.E:mt·. in abso.lute duration but they 
,:;- .. ' 
t I , '• • 
always co~trast in ~elative duration (i.e., as . 
, . . 
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(b) The gemination of a following·consonant is found to 
.. have a ~qre reducing -effect o~ the du~ation _ of a 
~ . ~ . 
"" ' . . . ' . . 
preceding vowel in Eskimo (a· language which has 
. "M . - ' ' . ' . . . 
gemi·nation within word bouiJ,daries.)· than in French·. 
. . (a language which has gemination across word 
boundaries). 
(c) · _Gemination of a · followin'::f consonant is found t .o 'have 
· a greater ·eff~ct o:n the d-qration of a preceding 
J 
slhgle vowel than on a .preceding double vowel. 
The concepts o; co-articulatiQn effects and language-specific 
neutral tongue positions prov.ided -bases fQr tentative 
explanations for some of variations in duration. · 
Measur-ements of formant frequencies _and· inb~nsi ties 
.' . ' ·\ ~ -
. . 
·suggested the following genera~izations abQut vow~l 7quality; 
. (a) Whereas all three single. vowels in Eskimo . are ·more 
mid-central than -their corresponding double cor-




(b) · The effect on its quality of the" doubli~g of a vowel 
.,. .... .~ .. . . 
·.is greate-r than th.e effec.t of· the gemination of _ the · 
. . . , . 
. following ·co.IJ.sonant. 
'· 
. - I 
. . . ... ' I . . . 
~ore.consistent ' cues . than (G) 
' - I' . ... 
Formant "in·t.ensi ties ·:pr ovide 
. \ . 
.I ,...~ . • • 
do forrna~t · '·frequencies fc:>r .th'e Single/double vowel 





dodbl,i ng has, a gre.ate.r ~ffect on both ··vowe l quanti ty ·and 'c~ ... 
. ' .. 
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quality in both langu~ges- than has 
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I SO~ THEORETICAL BACKGROUND ' 
' 
.... .. t. 1.1 
-. 










. , I '.~ .... ~ .. ; 
. ,d';., ·;;,, J~-\{'· The aim· bf thfs chapter is to proy.ide: some ·theoretical ·· 
, . · ~·'i • I · .,- c" 
·background fo;:_ ·;a spectrographic study of voweis in Eskimo 
. . ' ~ 
. :. . r .:.. .. 4 • 
and French. :t.t' attempts to deal with such· ¢oncep~s as 
f.. • I - . I . 
·'· . ~ ." 
phonemes and 'th~ir distinc.tive features, · :and , how these are 
.. ' • . ' . ... 
manifested at .the various s~ages .~£ the speech chain 
·r . 
(par~icularly the acoustic stage) ._ It also tri·es. to dis-
tinguish '"deep" from ·"surface" phonology. 




Origina.'l;t.y·~ the phoneme ~~s defined in " psychologistic:; 
:q, o : r , • ' • 
·terms. J. Beaudouln de Courtenay and his· s 'ohool define(\ the 
,J ·' . . . , , , , . .· , c/ t:~- , . , . 
phonemea a~ the "psyc~o~ogical equivalent of the speech sound.". 
1•.:-
.. . , . ~-
1 (de · Cotil;'te,hay, 1895: 152) • ·. _ Th·e main ~rgurnent· against this . 
. . . 
. 
definitipn was presented ·by.Trubetzkoy of the Cercle 
. . . ·, -. 
. . . ~ ~ 
.:Linguis-tique d~ Pra~}le in ~is b<?_ok · Principles _ of Phonolqgy 
. . t . " " . • ~ . : I - ':.-(Grundzlige der Phonol6gie) : Trubetzkoy · () .. 9~~·.: 37-38), .in dis-
. . . ~ . . 
cussing d(2ourt~I?-.~~· ·~ vie~, .. ~ays. ·that: : -- .. .. 
_,·,. . ' . ,: ·. . !". . I £. ; . 
Several speech ··if6unds can>c.orrespond to · the same 
phoneme__, eadi' ... ;s~ch . sound 1having its own psychic' 
'7quiyal~nt, nani~ly acous·tic aJ?-d motor~,image co_r- . 
respond.j.Iig . to .. it. • . • j· T)lis . ~ef in~ tion is based 
·on .. the assumption that the .speech· s·ounci itself.· is_ 
a · concrete positive given entity ••• · • The ·· speech 
sound can only be defined in terms ·of · its re- ;· · ~ 
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-the 'p~o~erne one .proceed.~ ' f±-om . the : spe~ch . soq.nd' one· .. 
is ·caught in a vicious circle. : · · 
' 1. ' '!.·-=---..--· ~ .J 
1 Trubetskoy ·himself · {l93'9 :.35-36 (de' fined phoneme~ as follows: 
·' 
·Phonological units th~t, from the standpoint of a 
_given languag~>can not be analysed 'into smaller 
successive . ui/i ts. • ·•· . The phonemes are then the : 
·distinctive marks of the configurations of words. · 
.•• one :can . say that each word can be completely 
analysed i~to .. _phonemes, . that it consists of phonemes 
in the sanie w'ay as·- a tune composed in major. scale, ' : 
although each tun~ will. c;ontai--n. ... ..some'thing that '. , 
maRes it. a ·specif_ic inusic~l con~ig-ura-ti_on. • . • ; on,~ . 17 
can say· that .the phoneme 1s ·.the sum of -tlie--ph_ono- _ . 
log;i_cal~y. re1ev~nt proper'ties of a sound. :. .-----
- ' I 
With Trubetzk<?"Y . and Jakobsen, both· of the Pr'ague 
School, started ·a new tendency tow_ard pur·el;,y linguistiC? 
~ 
, \ 
abstractions (such as the phQneme)_ which could be ·defined 
•' .. 'tl •. r' 
.. '4 • . ' . 
Wi thO~.?:'~~ reference tO Other: s'cienceS 1 ·:for example 1 pSy,ChOlO~,Y o 
·In Amer i~a, Twa de 1 i ( l9 3 5 ), rev_iewed ·a . number of 
' . 
attempted_ def-inition;:; of: the ·phoneme and : sugges-t;.'ed f highly 
abstract of his own. Two. of · the -definitiohs-reviewed by . 
. tl . . ' 
·- , 
. Twadell (1935:65) were 'the ones,given -by Jones and Bloomfield 
. ' 
. . . 
, ~who both consider the-.. phohe,me as' a physical reality but •'whc>' 
seem-to ha'Ve opposed views of that ~ealit.:y. , ·-
It ·a~pears that Jones's :task in. _determining · a -·ph.oneme :_ 
is in·a way the converse of ~loomfield's. Whereas 
Bloomfield. has to determine. some- corrimon charac- · ·· 
teristics {aboustic) fraction which -rnc;tkes · all ·members 
of -t;he group. · Jones has to· determine the · hi~tus -of · 
organo-genetic similarity whi9h sets of all.members 
. of the group as distinguished from the members pf all 
· gro~ps • ! · ? · · · ', -
Not' only does T'\iadell criticize thqse who lc;>ek at the phon·eme . 
. - . 
as ·a physical reality ~ut he ~lso cri;tici:zes tQo_se ~ho. · 
.. . . . • . I 
_psychol09iC:~l realit~ •1. 
I -
consiqer the phoneme. as .a ·mental or 
-. . ' 
I . • 
. • . . · . 
\ . . 
~ . 
- ~ d. 
" ' 
' • ; 
. . ·· / 
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' '>' . . 
' ,, .·' 
·- . ) . , ' 




. . () 
-~ 
. \ 
He disagrees with ·tpe idea ·of the phoneme. as a. mental :reality 
. . \ 
' because, · as . a definition., it'· does .not meet.'the requl:rement - of 
' methodological feasi'bili ty within the framework of --linguistic 
stti'dy for: i ·t is ·inaccessible ·to scientific· method. Twadell 
(1935: 57~ in di-scussing the. principles which invalidate · the 
' 0 ' .,. 
'mental' definition of -a phoneme, ~ai~~s two objection~: 
,I '1) We have no right to· guess _about·. the ling~istic 
workings of an inao~essible 'mind'~~ : . 
·2.) We can_ . secqre no advantage from such gues·ses • 
. The . linguisti~ - process of the mind as. such are quite-
simply unobservable • . 
.. .I·n .~aying t{lis, Twa~ell (.l935:57); disagrees with Sapir· (1933) 
who gives in his articles 11 The Psychological Reality of 
. ~ 
. Phonemes", ·arguments for . justifying the . 'ascription of 
• • ' ' 1 
·reality to. mental sounds - and sound .patterns". Twadell I . 
. ' 
' ' (193~~58) .claims that iri all his exam~les "Sapir · is obligated 
to present I}.egative evidence · o·f the real ' mental existence of 
• • ' .t:l 
. . I 
the phoneme, ·that is·, .  the constant failur:_ of his supjects ._tQ 
·record differently sounds which are obje~ti~ely different"~ 
Twadell ( 19; 5: s()) · al~o sta~es tha~ rna~¥ p-~~: ·give · . 
. d~finitions bf the pqonerne _as.both 11 a : rnental and physical 
I . 
realit:-Y"·· ·. He says that, for · example, (1935:59) Jesperson at 
~ . 
the Copenhagen Conference defined a phoneme as 
..1• '• • • ' \ 
·• ,. .-a family of sounds which form an objective point of 
view may be regarded as distinct but which are felt 
· naturally by the : speakers of a certain language -as 
being ~dentical, because ' they are not used to.keep 
wor~s apart. · ~ . 
' •, 
I According to Twadell (19·~5: 67}, ·"all -~ttempts ·to : 
, ' 
\ , ~ ~ . 
... ,' . ' 
·:! 
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- · : . ... ' 
I . 
5 i 
associate the term phoneme with . either a menta~ or a physical 
~ 
_reality appear . open ' to seriou's 'if, not unanswerable objections." 
' . ' 
., 
He ·therefore proposes (1935.:67) a new interpretation of· the 
phoneme as a II fictitious unit" . According t-o him . ( 19 3 5: 6 7) ~' 
. . 
. ' 
,, there ?ti:'e two .advant.a<?es of such a' de~inition: 
1} 
. . 
.we could use'the pho~eme as a terminological 
convenienc~ just as well as present, 
·we should ~ot have tc;> use as leg'~l 'currency .in . 
out study the promissory nQtes of the laboratdry, 
·which are liable to a :qeavy · qiscount. ·· ·" 
" , I 
· · After listing def:!-l'l:it:ions ·prop~sed by others, Twadell · (1935:74) . 
, . 
. ' 
·illustrates his. own· interpretati<?n o·f .the. phoneme with this 
' ~ 
example: 
' ' ... ,. ' . . . . 
T~e mi~ro-phoneme whi~h \s co~re.lated to · aill .belopg~ · .• 
~i th . the ·mic'ro-phon7me': which is co~rela "tie to nap·. • · 
·• •. _The ~- phoheme l..S therefor-e the SUI!l of c;tll those , 
· ph9nological·differentiae which d~rrespo~d to a· · 
bilabial, voiceless, stop. Thus we qan· combihe .. the 
·stops of pill, na~, ta·pper. _. • = When we spe~k 'of · a 
phoneme we are us1ng an abstract1on as a term1no- . . 
logical differentiation· among .the· elements of . 
language.· . · .• A' phoneme does not odcur, : it exists • 
. ~ . , .. ' . ' , ... . .. 
. .... . 
trhis k~nd of _definition did not appe.~l strongly to 
all other' linguists for various . r~asons .' . "Such extreme, , 
. . 
, . I 
' • I, • • • I " 




for ·example,- wh·o . held a functional view .of the phoneme. 
" Ma~ti~e~ ·ou~lined his views in his book La Descrip~~on 
Phonoiogique ( 19?6) . For Martinet ( 1956: 11) ; 
. ' ' 
.  Tous ·ces instruments de communication. que · sont ·1es 
./ .. -langues dans le · sens otl les entend le linguiste·, 
comportent deux_ types distiilcts d' uni t~s: • 1) .des· 
Uni t~S d~U~eS d I Une Significa'tion et d I Une fO~Ine .· 
"phonique, 2) des unit~s· "distinctives qui ont une : 
forme phonique mais pas de signification ·en elles- · · .' · ' 










,· . . 
•. 
•. 




I . 6 
. :----~ 
': · 
, ~ ~ ' .· ... . ' 
Martiriet talks. about two · "ait:i~ulations ' du 
. ~ - . . 
-
langage humain" . 
. ~ 
One point must be maqe here. concerning Martihe_t' s te:rms ~ · He 
' \ . . 
does -not mean "arti;culation" in the English physiological 
' · 
I 
sehse of. th'e .word, but rather the two distinctive levels of ·. 
. . 
sequential ·units. The diagram :j:)elow illustrates his point: 
~ e.g . . , ~ 
' Premier~ 'art!culat,ion : m~aningful units : (= Morphellles) 
'., . . . 
~f.. being the meaningful un'i t .which translates 
· ~nt?, . sue~ meaningful English uni t;s . as badly, 
1 
.. 
or ~1.1. · I . ~-




Deuxi~me articulation: z:neaningless 'units (= Phonemes·)· 
. . 
· ·. /Mf, /A/ arid /Lf being · the .di~~incti~~ units· 
·. · . (= Phohemes) · whic_h serve to . keep Fren h · · 
. ··morphemes phonolc;)gica1ly · separate but. whiph . in 
. themselves are me_4,ingless. ' ·· 
. . . ~ 
MAL belongs ' to th~ ~· £irst articulation" J:5ecause it has a 
. 
. 
;;·: •, .. ~ 
meaz:ting but··~ . is_ ' ana1y~ed irito: thre~ . di_~tinctive sequential 
~ 
u~~-ts· ~ ./M/, /A/ and. /L/ which' have a spoken form Qut are 
meanin51less in them~elves.. "' 
., 
~ -
Martinet 1 s . views are sUmm~rized below· (1956~1\~ m_-4_0) 
En fran9~s ·, les seules unit~s dis.tinctives · sont l~s/,.1 
pbon~mes, c 1 est ~ dire les segments r~sul tant de lal. {. ._ 
seconde articulation. • • • Gn · nomme trait distincti..l: .: 
ou, ·pertinent toqt trait phortique qui permet, .c!i lu~ · · 
~ seul, de distinguer ' un signe, un mot ou un ~none~ 
d 1 un au~re sigpe, mot bu ~none~: ·'eri francyai~, la 
· nasalit~ ~i p~rmet de dist'inguer mouche de bouche1 ou 
. - bane . de bas est un . trait ·pertinent. . • ~ Un tral. t · . 




1 • • . . 
. dl 
. ·_. compl~e: four se distingue d·e .ec;mr du, fait de 
l'articulat~labiodentale et 'fr~cative .'de· /f/ . •: ·-
s I 0pposant a 1 l :ai-ticulat~on . bil_abiale ·e;t· 0CClus:i.~e de' ; • . ·:.  ,• . 1 ,, 
'. /p/. Ma~s· ; co~~ e~ fran'9ais 1~ _Bj.labiale est t~ujours · \ · , ~: 
. . . ~ . . ·. ~ . 
• ·• . !' ~ 
\ · ..... 
. ·. 
~ . \ 
. ., 




• r "1 , 
~. 







., I ' 
.· ·fricative, les deux ca~acteres non· dissociables; 
··labiodental et fric?tif, ·ferment ·un trait pertin~nt 
. un-ique. ' 
7 
T~~refore ~or Martinet (1956:40): iun phoneme -est ~n ensemble 
\ 
de t.rai ts pertinents qui se .realiserit simul tanement'~. ·Or, ·as 
I . r· . 
he defines it in ~nglish in his Phonology as .Functional .. 
Phonetics (1949:3') :· "Phonemes reveal themselves as· combi .... 
nations of severe;! relevant features". 
in America,- t:he famous structuralis-t:s Bloomfield and 
Sapir also recognized that the phoneme could · be decomposed.· 
int~ significant ei.l,'~ments·, but ·it was Jakobsen who" lived to 
. ·:- ' ., 
develop Tru_bet~_koy• s phonologicallY ~elat.fve . properties into 
-v· • 
. a fully devel>o'ped . ~h-eory ·.of distinct~ve features·. Jakobsen's ; 
. fe~ ~ures_, were .char~~t'erfz?~· by."' a high ·d.egree. of ~bstractne'ss1 
' . •. '-. . ' . . 
w~ich emphasi-zed a strong division between phonetics and 
' I phonology. 
. ''-- \ .. 
Vacheck (1966: 19) . not~d "that this separ.ation 
. . . . .' 
., 
· · provoke£! a ~'hosti,J.e· rea-ction ·.. • • ·in. ~~e ph~netic quar.~ers" ~ 
To various English-speaki:J1g iinguists and, phonet-icians, 
. . "'' . . .  . . ' ' - ·~;:.:wi ui' their empirical bias, . extreme abstractness .. ~id nat 
' , 
adequately reflect:· phonetic realities. · Iri the· Pl?oceedings of 
'"" ·l'> 
the· Internat;ional CoJ:igr-ess of Phonetic Sciences at: Ait_lsterdam ·. 
. . ! . . 
,<l932), England • s Daniel Jones defines the phoneme_:as "a " 1 I 
·. 
' . fam~ly, of.sounds in a given language: which are such-~hat no· 
I 
one of them ever occur in ~he· same surroundings- a~ any 
.... . " . -
6ther in words" • Palmer in his Principles .of Romanization 
' ' defin;s t~e phoneme as · 
a g~oup of · sounds, . . con~isting of an impor-tant s ·aund 
of the li\nguage ( i .. e. , .the most frequently u_sed . 
·: ... ' . . ( .• . 






' · -, I 
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. ' .... 
"" 
members of that group together wi~h . others which 
tak~ its place in par ic~lar . sound groups •.• 
(cited by Yuen-Ren Ch ,o, 1934:38) • . 
: 8 
I ri America, othe1 . EngliSh speaking . ~in~uis ts_ alsO 
tried to stay close to the . phonetic ground. Joos ( 1948,) ., 
for example, tried to atJack "the acoustico-auditory trends 
·in t~e .Prague. School" (P Jddock, 1970:27). Hockett in 1955 
·I . 
· in his Manual of Phonolog!X also attack~d the audio-perceptual 
b~ses of Jakobsen's ·t:eatu· es (see Paddoak, 1970:38-44) 
.,_,. Hockett (1955:173) retain articulatory definitions of 
~- features "a~ a relatively simple-minded sort of ~ecomp~sition 
I • 
, .. 
based 'firmly on articulati P"• 





1.3 · T e Speech .Chain 
. . . 
! · Twadell' s article···. not start a major controversy 
• . ; j . . I . 
o.ver1 .the reality of the Most' iinguis'ts and 
. I , . . . . . ~ . 
phoneticians · agreed, tacitly or otherwi-se, ·that . the phoneme 
. .;· I . 
possesses reality, that it is. as ·real as any other linguistic 
> ' 
unit such a.s t~e . morpheme, lexeme·, sememe, or sentence.· Its .. ~J • 
reality may be reg?rded as equivalent to that of theoretical < 
·units in other sciences, for example, -of atoms cind molecules · 
in physics and chemistr·y . . 
. . i 
·. The major controversy which, did develop, centered 
. . 
' 
' around the question o'f how best t() inves.tiga;te or observe the . 
. rrature of that ieali ty_. Here the conce_pt of th~ speech chain 
·provides .·us wi t.p a useful analytical too~ (see Fry1 ~956, or 
- D~nes - ~nd Pinson, i963)~ 
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One. mi,ght assume that the· best correla'tes for the 
r · , . 
. '· 
. . . pho~eme (or for its · distinctiye f~atures) are to .be f~und ~ · 
in the linguis·tic ]{nowledge stored in the brain ·of the 
' ~ . . 
speaker he are~.· • But-- the development . of .the' reiev~nt sciences 
· does ' riot enable· ~s to investigate such knowledge very 
directly despite ~periments · of the :type, carried out by 
Penfield, (see Penfield and Roberts, 1959·}. ~ . 
· . . ' .. · . ',:-.. .. . . . ... ·, ' 
.. • • <I , 
. ~However,· attention is ~ naturally focused- on the· stages 
. . . .. 
I • ' I • • • '-< ' Q; • 
. . . . 
of : the speech chain . which are closes:t. to that knowle'dg~:~ .. the 
• I • ' 0 t 
perceptual (or audi~ory) ·.·stage which f.or~s a sqppos~d direct 
• ' • I 
. . . 
·~nput to the lingu,isti-c stage, and the ·neutral commands 
. . . .. . , . 








the .linguistic s~age. This has ied to two main· th~ories of · 
. speech ·p·erception, that is, the ~udi tory. and the motor · 
· I 
theori~s. ' 
•. Jakobs6.n, Fant, and Halle in their Preliminaries to 
,. 
c • . .. . . 
S,peech Analysis· (19~2:12-.13) c:tec+a~e~ stro.r:tgly ..tn·, favqur .of 
. ' 
the· audii:ory theory: 
. -- ·E·ach of the consecutive' st~ges, 'from articul~tion' to 
. perceptio~~ may be pre~icted from the preceding st~ge~ 
Since.with each subsequent ·stage the selectivity ,.: . 
increases, this predictabill. ty if? "irreversible and' ·· . 
som~ ya:tiable's_ of any antecedent ·Stage . --~re. ~rrel,evant 
· · ·for ,the subsequent stage ~ · Tb.e exact measurement .of 
. , . the . vocal tract penni ts. the calculation of the sound 
· wave, bu-t. the . same acoustical phenomena may be · 
obt;ained by altogether different· means • . ·· Similarly". 
·any 'given·attribute .of ·the auditory sensation. may be 
.  
· the res~lt of different physical variables so ~at , . _ 
- there is no .one.:.. to-one relation -between- the dimensions · 
·· of the· acoustical stimulus and the auditory · attribute. : . 
. ·' The former cannot be· predicted ·from tfie latter, but ~ 
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... •l 
·..;. .. . ( .. 
' . . I 
th~ ~ttr ibute pJ:"edicta'ble. . 
· To sum up·, the specifications of the· phoneme 
oppositions may be made in re.spect to any stage of 
the· speech event from ar'ticulation to perception 
and decoding, on· the sole condition bhat· the 
variables of any antec~dent stpge be selected and 
. cor~elated in terms of the subsequent stage, · given 
the ev~dent · fact that we speak ,to be heard in order 





~hey ·defend their inclusion··pf acoustic (i.e. _spectro-
.graphic} data becaJ.Ise the ~coustic s.tage forms .' t):l~J)input .to 
. ' 1_ ' VJ ! ''. 
' 
·the .auditory ~? 'tage, therefo~e br~~gs ~ne a step close~ ~~~- . . 
.. ' 
... 
l . " 
... I ' ~ ~. 
. · 
. ' 
perception than doe~. ·the a:tticu!atory stage. I 
' . • 
.. ' ~owe:r~r· , s~:rrle experi~entalists ~ have 'noted that 
. . 
·; ar~ic'ulatory facts sometime~ correspo~·ci more closely ··to 
' 
\ • 1 
i· percep"t:ual reali~ie~ than dp ~he acoustic paramet7rs~ ..As- ., 
' • • I' . . 
- early as 1'957, Alvin M. Liberman made the f~ll'ow~n~ statement: 
. ~ ·: .. ' ' . 
The· ~ccasional complexity ·of the relation between 
articulation
0
·a_no the ·resulting s.ound wave is, for 
.tpe mos't part a nuisance, but it does provide. us . 
.. with a rare opportunity to .ask . this interesting · . 
qu.estion: When . articulq.tion and· sound wave• go . . 
.· the~:~; separate ways~ .which way does the per.ception . 
go? oThe answer so far is clear. The perception, .. 
always goes with ·articulatioll. (Li~errnan 19.57: 149} • 
~ . ' 
The reader is referred to. 'the second. half of 1 Philip · 
. . ' . . I 
• • ~ 1 
,• 
\ -
- Lieberman.'s Speech Acoustics and ,Percept-ion (l972} . f~r· a · ~ore 
• I • I 
I • 
~etail~d exposition of this motor theory • . j 
I . 
:we may not~ that in . th-eir Sound ·Pattern •.of Eh<Jlish . 
1 
'lo ' l . 
~·. (1~~8), Chomskx and Hall~ provide only articulatory ~orrelates \ 
- • I I ~ > 
o. . I . 
' for · their · ~evised featu~es, and that they abando~ such very 
' ' I ~ ' 
. . 
·abstta_ct· . J~kobsonian features as ·compact/~iffuse i~ ' f'av~r of· . . · 
. ; ·a-great~r -'nurnl:?er of. n~w · features whose phonetic correlate's . 
.ar_e .. easie:t tO' define~ 
· .
•' 




' \ 'I 
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"· 
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' ~ '·· 
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. ·, ' I 
. :1,.. 4· Generativ.e .PP,onology ,. . 
·.All tl)e above · controversy can be called "family 
· qu~rrels"- ,:w:f~~in the b~oad li~·gu~stic · schoo;J. ,call.ed · 
. • • ('I 
Jstructuralism. · When Chomsky applied his ge~erative m~thods 
• ' • I ' 
-to phonology, the whole question of empirical reality had 
. )I, . . . ~ ' -
' • 111 
to be ref.ormulated. Chomsky's ordered rules 'often weakened 
th~. li~ b~tbl~ ph,~netic real{~y · _a11d under?-yi~g :. 
• .. 1. 
p~onological entities. These rules .. also obviated much of . 
• 
.:.-t:he 'criticism whicp h·ad been leve!led at the abstractness 
\ 
. - . 
. ~f Jakobso~ dist.inctive. features'· and at tJte princi~le of 
·~trict binarity of .f ·eature·s, by Femoving them ~~ a deeper 
- - - -- ' . ' (l • . 
phonologi_cal level where no-· direct obs~fvation wa's possible. 
. ' . 
I! one' accepts. his m<;>del _of ~peec_h perc~ption. 'one ·_ 
~ ' . w 
must say that the experimental phonetician observes .only 
. . " . 
· '. . ' I 
c~rtain features of (surf~e~ phonetic con~rasts.. Chomsky_ 
and Halle warn us tha:t phon~tic d~tails whic~i,~we_ · asso~iate · 
I ~ 
.with various phonemes can b.e perceived by th~ · h~~re.r who · 
· ·expects' them even when they ~re not -actually: ~ese~t in . 
. . I . . . . 
._ I • ' 
. ( 
the_ acoust~c ·signal. . For .ex.ample, w~en discussing the 1stress 
contOU):'S of English ·they . state that (1968: 25) ' 
' . 
There is rio evidence from· experimental ph6~etlcs to 
\ . suggest .tl}at these .·contours are actually present as 
· physical properties . of utterances in . anything like 
the detail with which they ~re perceived~ 
Chomsky and Halle (1968:24) summarize their. own 
' . 
' ... . ' " 
· l 
~------:- -~·; · 
' theory pf perception as follow.s: 
we might suppQ.pe, on the b"a,sis· of .what has been. 




























perceptua'l proces-ses would be something like this: 
the hearer- makes ·u'se of. certcii.n cues and certai-n ' 
expectations to determine the syntactic 'struc.ture 
and semantic content of an utterance. Given a 
. ·hypothesis as to its syntactic structure--in 
particular its . surface structure--he· uses . the - ' 
phonological principles that ' he controls to deter- · ' 
· mille · the phonetic shape. The hypothesis 'will then · be accepted .if· it is not too· radically at .variance 
with the acoustic materi?-1, ·where the range of 
peimitted discreppncy -may · v:ary widely ·with c9h-. . 
ditions· and many individual factors • . Given 
· · acceptance of such a hypothesis, what the hearer 
·'hears' · is what is internalJy generated by ~:. the. · · 
p.Iles.. That· is, he will. 'hear' the· phonetic shape 
determined' by >the, postulated syntactic structure 




One of the aims of ' tb:is thesis is tq i'nvestigate· the 
. extent . ·to which certain sur'face phonetic contrasts are 
I . 
. ~ . . ]f . . ' . 
actually ·p:z:esent in th~ . acoustic stage and to ·define the 
' , 
aco~stip ~ature of such .contrasts. This thesis is main~y a 
spectrogr~phic Stl:ldY of' .vo~els to determine so~e of the· 
, r . . 
a ·coustic · eff-ects ·of · vowe'l and · consonant gemination. 1 
. . . . .. 
Eskimo 
French 
·1. 5 . Some Phonological Notes · ~:in 
Eskimo -and French 
' .. 
It :was decided to ex?mine· twq unrelated languages: 
an! ·French·~ · It seems -~~ m~ vf~Y interes~ing to,' us_e 
since . I · am mys·elf a native_ speaker of this langua~e 
' . , ... 
and since ·two· informants· froin my bwn dialect were available 
and willin-g t~ - 1?-~lp me. . The dialect observed is. the diq.lect 
\).c ' 
~ · 
J1o avoid possible confusion h~reu~der, -vowel gemi-
nati.on wi;l.l; :qe . re~erred. to as doubling ·, consonant g_e~inat_ion 
will be called 2emination • 
·, . 
, ( " 
'• 














of s~. Pierre, ~api.tal \of the · ar.chipel~go o~··· St; Pierre et 
- ~ ~ '\ . . -
Mi~uelon, last rre~ch' possessi~n in North America and 
. ~ 
situated at about twelve miles ·!Off the South coast of New-· 
£oundland (see Ranni~, 1963_). The St. ·Pierre :dialect has 
. . . 
· strongly resisted influences ' from the English ·which 
'' 
"surround1,3" it; except fior a few borrowed Engli.sh wqrds 
' 0 1~-o lo 
' . . ( · · c~ee Park, ' 1972), it remains very .close to ·the so-c lled 
1 • I ' r I 
II Standard F·rencll". becaus~ of constant contact with ,. _ranee 
\ ' . 
.. j;.. r . 
. ' ' ' 
through education; administration, -radio, televisi · n, etc.. 1 6 
Eskimo, 
J' 
• ~ n # 
' ' . 
The ot}lir. language which is ~sed in thi~ . 
( ., ~articularly the type -called Labrador 
represent:~d by ·the dialects of Nain 9-nd Hebron. 
~ •!'t:- . '"' . I infor~~n~s w~re at hand in the ~i~g~istics 
. ' 





· The pJ;lonological st.atus of (con.sonant) .9'ellJina:tion 
- • (1 . ·: 
and (vowel) doubling_ in French is quite 'different from their 
( _ I • 
status in Esk~m.o. In French' these processes occur ~ainly 
I t 
across word boundaries, whereas i~ Eskimo they are word· 
internal • ., 
Example: French 
t Pie ici 
un .cap pas beau 
Eskimo 
Piisi . (Peas) 
Nukappiak (Child) 
Each· language ·has b~en studied by linguists •:of ~ ' 
• ' ' I ' 
. 
1 The reader is referred to Section 2.2· for .more 
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\ :.. . . 
d~fferent ~chools, but I - am not aware of any gene~ativ~ -
14 ,·, 
· .. ·description of Eskimo pho:r:10logy which . approaches ·the broad 
• • 0 • e • r 
I Q • ' ,..,. It 
,. ( :-' •• 0 • 
~ \ . . 
... 
" · sc~~e of Shan_e' s ;French Phonology ·anQ.. Morpholo~y (1968) ~ · 
,. • Q 
·. _  G~nerat·ive ._P~onology ' is a rel~ti~ly nerw development· and 
... ·:. . 
. : '_. ·at~e~pt'·a~-· c~rnpreh~nsive genera~·ive _phonologies[ have usually 
D •-• :a ' • ' 
- ~· . . 
...._ I • ·~ • • 
been conaerned ~witrr better known languages such as Russ1an, · 
.. ~:English and ~rencho 
_· · · ' ·~Ai3 ·a rna~ter. of fact I ·am aware of- only one gen~ra~i've 
·· ~ra-~sfo~at·~-o~~l - approach\ to- theo ~~-kimo langu~ge o This . study 
is .:.h"ow-· being . c,:.u;ried out . i~ tlie'-1;Department of Linguistic~· at 
' ~ ~ ~ I \ .... .. t • ,J> Q I I ~ ' 
\ .. Ml=moria:t~Univei-s·:fty of NeW:foundland ' by L. R. Smith, but h.i:s· 
.. 




. . \ 
. ' 
• • :'- <:, · 
• I • 
"!'' 
' · ., 
• •• • 4 
re~ul ts have· no_t yet bee_n made public. . 
.. . . 4r'~·~ ~tructur;list - approache~·- to ·th~ .study ' ._-. '; . -. of the· 
_'E:·skimo languag~ ·, th~ · issue of "v~~ le~~th" is a p~oblem 
. ' . 
·· ·:~hich sti.ll remains ·unsolVeP o 
. . \. . ~ 
' t' "' i 
. :tonsid~red this iSSU!= .. and the .next feW pages glance at a feW 
'Different l~nguists have 
( • • • 0 •• • - ' ' • ' • ... 
-_'considerations of thi·s' v·owel · length problem i'n both 
. . s 
ltanguage s .• 
. ·. ~- .. · , fL. :R. Smith (1974) a ~ling~ist at Mernoriai University-~ · 
/H doin~~Search on Labr~dor Inu~t:ut·, fOMiders three v9we1 _ . . 
' ' 
' phonezpes /i/ 1 /a/, . and . /U/ and says that ~n suiface OUtput . 
"the longest VOWel• or consonant c.l~ster is a seque!lC~- Of two._ 
. 
The . thr~~ vowels . can be doubled or pa_ired", to · yield--~ - total 
o\ I , 
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. . . 
smith (1974-), ~ls~ st~tes · that: ,, al-thoug!1 r morpho- 'o 
ph&n,emiC' di"stinbt_ion betwe~n ';long _an:d double vowels 
t • , ' "' \* ·~ · ' a I 
is likely 
1
' to be. desirable, there is- no surface contrast". 
' ' . -A. 1J 'l , • • 
• 0 
smith al~o: ... not:·~ces a Udifferenqe',;-1 fn quality bet,ween 
' . 
D 







. r . 
.. 
. ~ -
' \ . 
. , ' I 
p • i 
long and slior~ vowels,· due · to an ad<i·itional' time re_~ired 
0 
• h 
to reach the articulat,or~ ta.rget.:·, and 
p • . .Qu> - '\) . . 
,phonetic description~_ :of st~ady\v~wels 
gives the f~f.l~w~ng 
in Eskimo: 
i i: 
/i/ = . '1. /ii/ ·' 
' . l,a~ tense 
- •' -
.. 
..... u· u: I ~ • 
" - Ju/ = /tiu/ ' = 
lax .. tense 
.-
. 
"· ~-<r:.t ·a · - c a: 
•;. ' ... 
/a/ = jaaj --
_.-/ \ . 1~~ tens~ 
-
'(_ , . . () 
• 
" . {"" This v g_iv~s ·the perceptu_a<J. impression. of a · te'ns~/lax· distinction 
. ' , . .. 
·, betW.een. long o.r double vowels and shor~ or single' vowels. 
;h~s ~~o~~tid ~iffer~n~e i~ espeqially no~iceabl~ for an . 
Engl·i~h spe:~ki~g- l~~ui-~t ~ho -has a tense/lax d.i-sti'rie::tion in 
( 




In his 'articl~ ."West Greenlandic Eskimo and the 
II .'""' o 0 , 
-r~p~ese·n:atiori ·oi Vo~el .L~ng,th", Charles · PylE~ (1971: 1'15) of 
-~ 1>., I • • ' 
. .. 
,,. 
• • __ :_ -~ - \ lAdvanced/ret~a~ted' : tong~~ root~c has been recently , .. ·propdf~d by .Lind~au et al ' (1972)-~as the art~culatory cor~ 
relatr of thi§ traditional . disti~ction . .. · . . 
"' • • • 0 •• ' • 























. . .. 
the ·.univ~rsi.ty of Il·l~nois corisider·s· the· · two methods 
. ~ . . 
of representing long_ vowels _ wide~ have been.' ~sed 
more or less indiscrimina±ely,in phonological 
dE7scriptions .• · In some cases _long vowels have,.~ ·· 
·. • _ been represented in · a single segment marked for 
.· length and. in other cases they :have been rep-
resented as a sequence of identical short vowels • 
. , 
., Pyl~ (1971_: 143 )_ ·raises the prob;Lerns caused by. 
16 
: . I 




I . -tt - I di~ferent J-:kerlyin•g· sou:tces .fo~ ·these yowels and comes to · 
the conclusion that: ·~ 
. : . , . 
.. 
there are no vow~~s whi9h ate lon~~r than two.mora 
on the surface.·~ ·a1lthough there are several types 
bf cases. where .one ·would expect to find three mora .. 
lol)g vowels. • • . . A sequence of 'three identi'cal 
vowels must therefore be shdrtened·to only two. 
• • · . ~he ques.tion of how to represent ·vowel 
lerigth is apparently very complex. · 
• D 
Gregg's A Student's Manual of French-Pronunciation 
' (1963) may be regarded _as a typical ; ~tructural ' (surface) 
, 7 . 
I • 
analysis of French. 
. . . 
He . recognizes a maximum of sixteen 
. •; . 
·· surface vowel phonemes in 'so-called standard Fr~nch which 
1,' 
he subdivides as fol+ows (1963 :'32): ·. 
A) The normal oral vowels 
Front: ... _.[i] [e) [d ~ ['aj 
~ . . . 
Back:·· · [a] : [~] [o] [ul 
. moving :from close to open 
~oving· fr.orn opep to clos.e 
B) -The abnormal oral vowels 
..  ' . - . 
• ,(I, [Yl [¢] ' i:el [a] 
C). The nasa.lized_ ,.vowels : 
re:J ral roJ-:-, ~1 
'Gregg (p. ~8) regards all : ~~ French .Yowel~ ''a-s 
. . . 
-basically short in quantity" but recognizes _lengthened 
• • • ; ' • ... . .. . • Q • '~ • 
.1 allophones in certain phqnetic contexts. One cif these' · 
· ,COnte~tS, tiefore VOiCed f~ipatiVeS · (p. 39) 1 Will be 
. ..,. i . r . . • . .. • • . 
lo , ,· 7 • 
I 
~-- r-
. ... ,, ~ 
' . 
..,_ . 
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· i~vestigated in this· thesis ;(see section· 3.6 below) ·. . My two 
French informants ·have. no ~ front/back contrast in the fully 
. ' 
I . . . . . 
open· vowels. This lack of an ala~ dfstinc.tion s4.pports Greg.g·' s 
statement (f?. 34) t,ha.t~ "with the .. m~.]~ri ty 'of · the yo~ . .m9er 
;· gen~ration, how~ver, thi~ opposition is not observed". "Both· 
. '· 
.. 
. my .. ic;nfor.mants were in the~r late teens. In fact, this 
neutrali~ation ~s . general in ~he St. P~eire dialect of Frendh. 
. ~. . , . ' 
i . : .. ' . 
However, the degree of frontriess/backne~s of. th~ single ope~ 
I 
. . 
v.owel phoneme i~ an idiolectal feature in ~t •. P~erre.". My 1 I . . , 
. . ' . ' . l ' --- . . 
male informant consistently _uses more retracted allophonea 
. . . . . . . -
-
· of this p~oneme ., whereps the fema~e · info1?llant has more 
. ~ ' 
fronted allop~ones. 
- . 
In discussing }ore~ch '~on·somtnts . Gregg ~lso' l mentions 
(p. 6~) ~ the. fact that: 
the·. double 'donsonarit may be pronoupced double in a 
.. ·great many -learned words espec.ially···those borrowed 
f · from or tbro.ugh Latin,· ·e.g., ··inne [in-ne] illegal 
[i"!-le-gal]. 1 · • · ' 
As a native speaker of French (St.- Pierre. dial'ect) I ·can say 
. ' . 
: that th·is distinction i:s not applicable to the: dia;t.ec~ 
' -. . ' , . 
studied in this thesis, and tfiat ·the _only cas~ where consonant 
·: <I I 
..  ~emiri'eitlon . occurs ·.!i"'l this. ~ialect .~s across word · boundar~E7s ~ 
- . ,.... 
The linguist who firs't provided a ' major generati.ve I 
. . . . ,. . . 
.analysis of ·French is Sa~dford A. Schane· who published his 
. ' . . .... .. . . . ·; . 
"French Phonology · and Morphology in 196e. Schane ·stated ·in 
. 




• ... ,J,. • - • 
Within a · phonologica~, and ,-morphological.description 
of Fren~h we · want to be ·able to ·account for the 
,I 




. , · 
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' i . 
.. .... • ' 
-': 
.. • c;~.~:, , 
' . I 
" ... -phono'iogical alternations that .take place .J.n . 
rn·orphologically rela'ted forms •. 
-.Schane _(1968: 64) · · preposes a seven-vowel system for ' 
o;-' I 
underlying repre~~n·tations ·" 
. Each of the seven voweis may be tense 'or. lax I which 
is equivale11t to ·r'ecognizirtg a total of fourteen · 
· distinctive vowel segments. The . . feature 'tense'. is 
not 'simply an arbitrary xparker for distinguishing 
two ty.pes of vowel.s.: · We have chosen this particular 
fe.ature--:-an~ ·no.t some other · one--since,, ultimately, . · 
at the phonetic level we wi.ll have to state whether 
. the vowels are tense -or lax: In most instances, the. 
::underiyirtg specification . o~ tenseness ·. cdrresponds to 
tpat of the d~rived vowel: . underlying atonic 1 la~ 





.;. . ' 
. tonic or pretonic tense vowels remain tense. · 
I • • I ' I 




· . I,·E,E., A;:J, O,.U. 
.. , 
•' •· · .. 
. I 
His· undyrlying lax vowels are· repres.~nted by the lower case 
letters: . 
I ' I 
i , · e , · e , a , o , .o , u, · ' 
in contr-ast t ·o the. surface vowel "system, as· :j.n orthoepic 
' . ~ · . - '•' 
French, of 
I 0 
·'- /i e. e: a a 'o u, y ¢ CE a E a 5 - I l . CE • 
.. . .,. . 
For Schan~~ ( 1968: ~4) the under~y~·~Wei s are "Q_~s;C.ally_ . 1 
. . ·-
short in length" • ' . 
I 
· ·.
1 Par:allel' diagonal lines 1 I, are used J3y Schane to 
repre-sent a broaa phonetic transcription, ·which is equivalent. 
to the phonetic transcription established for orthoepic : 
. Frerich, alsq the · ~ign # ·between segrnehts denot~s' a -word · ' . "' 
·boundary.~ Schane' s sign convention wi ll be used in this 
thesis, also sometimes the sign · [ ·], wi.ll reE:>resE:mt tl)e :-





. ·t. . ·. ·-






. . . 
.. 
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·, 
.. 
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If one ·considers the corpus used for French (see 
. . I ' - : · · ' I . ' ' 
Appendix II) in this experiment, in the light of Schane's 
. . 
• .. 
tense/lax distinction, one may question the reiiability . of 
4 '' • I ' 
the data · by ; asRing . (a) if .the vbwels used in the study. are 
I t • ' 
tense. or lax · and · (b) if that . distinctilon could ·possibly· 
ttJ affect the results. 
·' 
' I' ' 
-·such- a- distinctive feature for Frenchovowels is · 
, r. ' 
novel and bontrove;sial. . . ' D. c. Walker in a ~e~ent p~per 
presented at the ' meetings of the·Canadian Linguistics ._ 
' ' ~ 
Asso9iation in Mai1 197~, in Toronto, 'triticizes Sch~n~'s 
I I 1 , • 
findings a~~ 'pfod~ces a new rule· for· stress. This· new rule 
•• • S j I • ' , , . 
regular-i-zes the cases 'of French Phonologt and Morphoiogy· · 
whidh require the ·special laxing rtile •.. 
They no longer necessitate, that is, a boundary . or 
abstract tense/lax underlying distinction· in· order 
to be stressed on the proper syllable. Pretonic 
syllables that acted like tonic ·ones 'in that they 
contained ;fronted or diphthongized .vowels will be ·. 
represented with the surface seg!rients in .underlying ._ 
forms and. will no longer require ad hoc extensions 
to the p:pono1ogy either.·o (Wa1ker-,-197'4:17-18) _. · · 
• I 
. " 
Since 'this ·tense/lax 'distinc1tion ·and the rules which -
. -
'ptilize it are so controversial, I a·ecided not to take them 
I ' • 
.into accmint .in the emp~rical part o£ this ,thesis • . ' My 
spectrogra~hic rne~s~rement~ will deal only, with selected 
surface contrast~ _in French without regard to the "rules"- . -
. .' 
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1. 6 · The Focus of this Thesis ··· 
b 
This thesis will be observing the acoustic stage _of· 
·the Speech Chain! . ·.lit . i~ . the. s~age which y~elds the. most 
·e~s.ily q~antit'i.able parameters. We will be dealing with the 
. ' 
manifestation·· of la~guage .'on which a phys~ca'l ·sound wave 
. "· . 
travels from . ~he I'l).outh ·C?f. the speaker t? the ~·ar, of the·. 
. . 
li's tener. ·, .. Because of rnode~n developments in · el-ectrical · 
I . \ , engin~ering, the . ac<?usti.c stage of ~e ·qpeckh ·.chain is ,- mor.e . ~ - . 
~asily acc~ssib.le to -'us than· any other stage·. It is. also 
. ' 
. .. m~re . reliable in fhe s'ens@ that obser'vations at any.othet' ,. 
I v • 
~reater effect -op- the hurna~ ·-
. . . 
stage are "likely to, have a 
subject and so . bias the experimenter'~ resul'ts. "'Added .to ". 
t-. 
these facts is "the .universal presence of sound in human 
.. • . i . 
languag~ which ."is obviously a · pro_ce~s where by on~ person 
transmits his thoughts by means .of an .. acoustic signal" 
•. 
. (Liberman, 1972:31}. . I 
I 
. .' It is possible to observe· and measure several · --.... 
f I / 
differ~nt acoustic · paramet~rs on a · sona~Graph Sound· Analyser 
(S9~nd-spect~og~aph) ·• 1 : · · 
In -order to carry out a usef ul inv·estigation of the 
acous,tic parameters one important fact must be ·kept in .mind ··._ . 
,! 
. . 
1 For more information concern'ing the sound ·spectro-
graph · the . reader is ref erred. to Koenig, W., H. K. Dunn, and 
. L. · Y. Lacy, · (~946) or Denes and Pinson, (i969:119) and 
,section 2.3 of this thesis for a · description of the 
modification made on- the spectrograph _used f or these 
·e xperiments. · · 
· ~ . ,. 
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, I • • - 1 • I : • • I 
It is generally recognized that t;he'r is no ': one-.~o-.-. - I 
one correlati'on between the pherno'men ·at the · various . 
. . . I , ' 
stages of the speech event. · Not a:·ll mov:ement o,f ·the . 
' t 
. . -:. 
•" . 
' . 
. · speech .organs have an acoustic effe.c ·, riot . all ·. . : 
. features of the sound wave are perc~~ved·.' 1 T:Q.e· sam~. :;_ 
. -·'. ~ . . .
·acoustic effec:t may · be due to different adoustic · ·,· 
stimuli. · · A change in two different · leittents a:t one . . . \ .•• ·· .. 
·stage may combine to produce .a · chang \ in o'ne - el~merit .. ·\: ·· 
·at the ·subsequent ·stage etc . . ·. • • ( ischer:-J¢rgem$e·n;·; ':· . . ~· 
1958·134) . . . . . : . .' . ~.,. , _, : . 
. . . . ' . . ,. . ' . '.  ~ . . . \ ~} . ' ·~' 
~ I , ~ .. ~ 'r 
\ D. B ~ Fry .in his article "Perce ti.on and Recog~·ti tibn : ~ ·:· 
' •·. · "' . I :. , , . I ; . . · · 
~n Speech" . (19'56:: 171) suggests that •thle ar7' (dimeni1 ~~~s· ) 
which appear to be basic in auditory percep~~~--~uality, iii:~h,, loUdnes~ and length". :ACcord~ng lo Paddock.(l970 :·4J) 
:"it would be very convenient if these, four df~ensionS on :· ~e· 
psychological side could be ' show:n to have 'a one-to-on~ ,· ' \ 
correspondence with fou~ :physic~i~ensions", but _.Fry . (195_6: 
. 171) indicate~ that : this has not · be~n shown: • . 
I 
.. . . ' . .. 
Although each of the ·four psychological dimensions 
·haq its principle counterpart in ~e physical wo~ld-~ 
pi t~h: · . frEiquency; ·.' loudness: ·. intensity; length:· · · 
duration; and quali.ty·: frequency complex--eacl) one 
may also be influence~ by changes in. any of the · . 
·physical . dimensions· ~ ·.;' Thus loudness is also ·depende:at 
on frequency, qualitYt and intensity .and so on, ·and 
hence t;here is inevitably a very ·,complex relationship 
between the· stimulus ·and the fqur- dimentional pattern · 
to which it gives rise~ · · ,. 
Observations made .on the acoustic stage of the. ~peech . :· 
. :· 
chain - m<:iy . ~ometlmes be co.rrel~~ed with . some .manifestations .at 
·· · .. the auditory stage·. ·. Therefore it will be· ~on;etimes · usef~~ to 
. ' .. ~ . . ' 
I ·~ ' 
refer ~o the above perceptual pa~arneters. A~tempts · will also -_ 
- he made to relate my acoustic observations to ·possib}e · ar·ti-
. I . - • , I 
· culatory -sources. We may in this · wa¥.· throw a little. light on 
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the connections between three stages of the !:!Peech \ 
' ' \ 
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2· I~TRODUCTION TO 'ANALYSIS 
-. 
' . 
. ' 'flo 
·2.1 Selection of ·a ~o~pus · 
·' 
Word lists · were established to yield rnini~ai pairs 
. . 
in which.different variables would appear .in two different 
•. Thepasic minimal pafrs sought were 
as follows. 
• I 
c v c <---> c v v c 
' · ' t· ! 
. ' c v c c <--->. c v v c c : .. 
. ,,r;t. 
where one varies two different factors, that ·is, vowel l~ngth 
• l 
_·going from i~~·t to right: and consonant gemination· going .from 
• •• • ' 'I • I • 
. . \ .. 
top to bottom. in. the above. diagram • . 
· Eac·h 6{ the ?extreme" .vowels, "_/i/ .&' /a/ & /u/ was used 
and c_~nsonant_s were varied so that the influence_' of differen't 
· .. t~ . environme~ts on the vowels could -be 'investigated. . In~Eskimo 
. ' 
.· · t . 
the· task of. finding such minimar pairs was relat ively .e-asy 
since. it is a · ·language which h~s · vowel length or vowel 
-:--------gefuina~i~n a's : a ~honernic d'istinctj,.on~ ~which some linguists 
• I • 
• ; l , 
might be tempte~ to c~ll . a tense/lax d~;tinction. 
Examp],e: /Pinik/ 11 insole 11 Vs /Piirdk/ "n.egati veness " .• 
. :; . .. • .rl ~ 
, . 
.Eskimo . has also· ·consonant gemination as a . phonemic di,stinctioq • . · 
. Example: /Panik/ "daughter" Vs /Panrrik/ "dry tree" _•, ; . I 
Til·i;:~~~ not·· the case for French, and·. utterances .. with word. ' 
. I . . . 
bo~dari~s had to be found in orde, t o obtai~ _suc~ ~ontexts. · 
·'· 
. ·~ ·. , . 












The sentences or utterances chosen for French were 
. . ' 
·collqquial Q_:r. even slangy so that the informants mi.ght be 
.. . t:, 
. r. 
encouraged to pronounce them more .ea·sily and naturally and 
. . 
the -requir~d geminatio~ occurs· more. pften in su.;_h speech. 
A list of the minimal pairs used.' for both languages- is given 
in Appendix II. 
2.2 Choice of Informants . 
···. It' was decided to use two ·informants· for each language, 
. .,..., 
~ · ~ ~--------~ 
and , since it was pOssilhe ,£o fiii~ i.(t~rrn~n,ts , of both s~XE;s 
the ·experiments were conducted W:L th ~e mal.e and one female · 
informant· for both Eskimo ··and .French. · For Eskimo the 
\\ 
informants "V?e:r::e Mr. Sam Melcalfe; who is pre~ently wor~ing 
~losely with 'the Linguistics Department' of Memorial . university · 
by. helping in "research projects ' -and ,teaqhing th~ conversation 
. . . 
class of Labrador · rn~tt~t, a~d Miss -Rose. Pamak, a future 
. ·. 
graduate student in Linguistics at :tlie same university. /:·.~ 
. . . 
' ' 
Mr. Sam Melcalfe was ~orn i~l 19 ~9, in Hebron: 
Labrador; . and he has · spent most of his life in ·Labra'dor. · 
. . 
His mother is· Eskimo and his father is part English, part · 
Eskimo. The lan<Juage . spoken at ho.me' was Eskimo. At the age 
of eight, · . Sam· moved to an orphanage, where he started· 
learning . English. _ He has been speak~ng . both· languages very ~ .. 
. - ·'- . 
, • ·, ,. .- a~ .. 
fluently since about age ten~ He has held a variety ·of 
d ' J~'f. 
.¥' • I " 1· 
. jo~~ in different parts of . L~orasior and has often ~e~ved. 
· as . an in·;terpreter. 
.··// • • .:: J _, 













. ' '" o , I 
Miss Rose Pamak was born in 194.7 in Nain, Labrador. 
. . " . I 
She has : spent most . of her life in Labrador. She started 
' . . .. . , .. ' . ' . . . . 
learning the. ~nglish l~nguag~ when she· was six y'ears. old. _ 
.. 
Both her I?arent·s .are bilingual but the.....lan~ge spoken at 
home is Eskimo. H<ir dialec~ .is the .one sp;,:e~ aroond :Nain. 
Her ~at!'ler learnt Engiisq befOJ?e he learnt Eskimo as he 
was aiJ. orphan adopted by an Engl;.ish settler family. He:x:: 
"· 
mother speaks also the I'nd{an Lang'uage. Naskap_i ~rid · Rose_ 
. -
understands :.it' but does ·not speak it fluently •. . She is .. 
· stbdying · French at .this uni vers'i t 'y .' ~nd speaks ·French with 
,. ~ slight :E,nglish accent : 
For French the informants were Mr. MarceL Re~x, 
• 0 
Q?rese11tly · a third year student ·at Memorial and· Miss ..Mari~ 
' . . 
Christine ·Briand, a fi·rst y~ar student • . 
. . ' ' 
- ·- · 
. Mr. Marcel Reux was . born ·in. 1954 in · s t.:-"PThrre 
' 
where he spent most of his life. f • He · came to Newfoundland 
. · ;~· ' in SepteJl\ber, 1973, after qbtain.ing, his ''.Baccalau_reat de 
1 I Enseignement Secondaire" serie . A in May 19 7 3 from the 
. ' J • . 
• , I ' . I t • 
Lyce_e de St_. Pierre~ . He"' speaks English fluently as well as 
. · Spanish, .and he is presently studying ~e~an • . His ~other-
0 • ' 
.. 
is Principal of "L' Ecole Pub.lique ·Primai·re .·de Jeunes · Filles" . . 
:in St. Pierre. liis father. is. Chief Harbour Pilot of st. ,. . 
. . 
r • . 
, • 
Pierre. Both· of his: P.arents were born on the i-sland apd · 
_. ~pe~k st~nd~~t St. · Pi"~~ra'i.s.·, also both o ·f t.hem speak a · 
.. . . . 
' ' 
co:z::rect En~l.ish, but '!:he commpn .language us'ed in· their home: 
. . 





















_ .. Ml.ss Christine Briand was born in 1957 ~ in St. Pierre· 
. . 
where she obtained· he~ B.E.P.C. (Junior matricul~tioh) · in 
1973. She came to St .. John;s in Septernb.er,~ 1973, ~nd ~udited 
. Sl'·" • 
some cl.asses at H_oly Heart of · Ma;,:y High School in : order to . 
i~prove her English. Her father owns a bookstore in St. 
Pierre and both her parents· were born on the Island and 
------~ .standart St. Pie'rrais. 
I ' 
2. 3 -~pparatus 
) 
I • T~e record;Lngs were made in an anechoic room, using 
' 
ari Ampex AG 600 tape recorder. with. optimal frequency response 
\ 
of 50 H~. ·to 7. 5KH-z. · at a recording speed . of 3 3"/ 4 i. p •· s. , 
' • I r- .... 
a~d·· low. noise- Scoteh . recordi~g tape. . The microphone· used 
· ~as a ·uni-dyne with a flat" frequency response of S_OHz. to 
' 
., 
10KHz. ..... . 
I 
.) The t~pe~ were\ played back ~n a W~lensak --~ap~ · 
r.~corder modei 1520 at a speed of 3 3/4 Lp.s. This 'tape 
recorder was connected to a T-K.~y . Sonograph 6061B equipped · 
. . I • 
with ~ ."Scale .m~gnj. fier and Amplitude _di_sp~ay unit, ty~~~~~- . 
6076C. The sono.6r?tph was modi f ied accord~ng ' to th~- plan-~lo 
·I . . . - . . . . · J (~ 
g~~ciou_s1y pr_6(i~d- by Dr.· ~e.ter Lad~foged (1972:78). , ~ .. · 
II • o a SWi t0h . and reSiStOrS Were added Which .enable the ~ 
I 
I ' 
.- ba-se line to ,-be . raised about 1 3/4", L e. , t o a point -aoout ·· 
• I . . 
' 
half way up the paper; · Using t his ~itch it is possible . to 
,, , 
'· 
scale" ~i~play .' could be obtained . ~n. the bottpm _part of the I •• •. 
------
. ' 
, . . 
'· 
. \ 
--:-.'""'_ :~-. --:.~------!..· 1~-
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I < 
_sheet ··for. measu'rements between : OHz. and 2KHz., and a 
.!'compi:~ssed" .. sc~le display could . be obtained on' the top 
- - "" 
. part. of th_e slleet o for me·asuremeilts between OHz .' and . 6KHz • . 
·The settings .of the 'machine were as follows: . , 






For normal spectrograms: 
. -
Mark level setting_: __ .J~_, 1: 
: -. 
AGC level setting 1 
. I 
Hs switch · "on" -· " 
. . 
( 
Frequency switch ·on 
~ I 
"Lin" • . ·· 
0 • • . • 
Wid~ band filter "on". 
For sections: 
Mark·' leve 1 setting 4.5 . 
AGC level 1. 
·' . ·-
- ·:Hs ·-switch "on." : . 
. . . ~ 
- Narrow hand f1lter 
~~ - ... "on" • ? -:. (l-








. .- ,Ekpandeq scale- section!') were made usin'g the scale magnifier· ~ 
.... . 
• '' I 
·and setting the 1,1pper limit, at 4KHz •• 
..; ,. .... 
-2.4 Recor~i.ng and Processing Methods 
·Each ~ord or -sentences, (Cf. Appendix II}, was 
. . 
"presented- in writing' at ra~dom to each informant, who w~s . 
I ' " . I 
0 




• ~ l ,- 1 
0 
• 0 0 • ' • 
0 
at a . distance of· ap-proxfm~tely 15 'inches from the microphone :• 
. . . o . - I 
The informants- .were -asked to x:epeat eac;li item three t~mes. 
I ' ' ,• • 
. ·The · recordi'rigs '-af ea:ch informant were all mad~ using the 
: ' I , , , I . , , 
~ I 
same apparat'll;S :f The; recqrding q f the'-utt~ranc~s were ·then · 
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- pl:obessed\ oil a soq~d· ~p~ctrograpli. modifi~Cn.s d~~cribed , 
I o 
' 1 
above· in s·~ction .2. 3·, :· q.nd spe~tro.grams . wen~ made u~ing'" :two 
~ I \. o • \ • • ' I •: ' 4'1 .. 
differerit · scales {i.e., OHz. to ~KHz. and OHz •. to . . 6RHz-:) • 
' c 
Examples · ofl such 
~ . ' . \ 
•"' Sec~ipn~ 
displays are given in Appendix III. 
. . ./ 
were made of the sequences of the type' · 
t {V) V- {t) '.t in each language. 
I . ~ 
First "normal sections·" 
I " -1 \ r . . ~ 
.were made, us,tng a norma!" (three:..dim~nsiona'l) . display 
, • \ ; • • , • J • 
betwe¢n OHz. and 4KMz. or · .th~ lowe~ haif.-o_.f t~e isheet; ·-t;~en 
' 1 • I • • ; 
l • . • • • 
an' ordinary s~ction was made on the ·' upp~r half of the sheet. 
' 
' .. l ' . 
Tht Same ~ec~i?ns were repro(L~cep ~n· another sheet 
t)l: \ j • I • • 
us~ng the s.c~l~ magnifier, so theft a· dl.splay . of the sect1.on 
fro~ _OHz ~· ~o 4~Hz was obtain~d on the full: width of the ~~per : This .en~\ b~ us . 'to obtain more .icc~r ate : r;,adi n.js o.f' 
frequency.· Exa pl~ of sections ·are ·given in Append~x ;IV. 
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3 QUANTITY MEASURE~NTS 
Methods of . M~asuremen~s 
.---· 
30 . 
3.2 Influenqe of Place of Articulation of Prece~ing 
I' \ 
Consonant on Following Vowel ·· 




Consonant on Duration of Preceding Vowel 
. 
' 3. 4 
. I Influenc~ of Manner of Arti'Culation of Follow~ng .-
. Consonants 
~ . 3.4.1 Influence of Nasals vs. ·Stops 





3.5 ~elati_ve . Length of Three Vowels in c V(V)C(C) 
sequences 1 • 
·.- · 
' .. 
3. 6 · ·Influence· o~ · Consorta~t ·Voicing on Prec7di~g 
Vowel 
· '" · 
3. 7 q rr{fl~~nce of Conson'ant Gemination · on Preceding 
Vowel 
. ~ . . f ; •, 
3.~ Influence of Assumed Do~ling of Vowel on Vowel 
. Lep<jth' • 
·. 
' : 1' 
' / 
~ 




. v · . ~~ 
. ' ( 
n, . 
-· 











3.1 Methods of Measurement~:? 
•' 
' .·.· ... · ~ ... 
. · .... 
, I 




It was decided . tc work w~th the - computed ratios of 
. , I 
the· duration o{ the . vowe~s ·t;:.o the duration of the·, CV (V) C (q) 
·se_qu.ences to which they belong, ·rather than to .work with 
. ·absolute durations of vowels~ · Thi~ ~as do~e in ~n a 't,tempt 
;· I 
. ' 
to compensate for the . lack of co~trol of th~ ·rate· of speech .• 
. ·. . 
for .each informa:;}t •. Even though each -info:r:-mant w'as asked to. 
. . . . . 
keep a ·steady conversational speed~ it w~s.'"impo'ssible . to 
... . . ·. . 
. . 
control. ac·curatel:'[ :the. rate, of ·hfs speech. 
work in 
The r~sults of -
.. I I 
exper~menta~ phonetics -also support the · idea that ·· 
, . 
. the whole spectr·lirn of a sequence ·plays' an impor-tant part .in 
. . ,.. . . . ·, . . ' . :! . . .. 
·. perc~ption _(see, f,or · ~xample Fischer-J¢rg~n¢e~~ 19-?B: 136-137 ). 
. . 
pne assumes tre·refo;re ·that the changes ·in tempo af~ct - the 
d~ratio~s of all the segm~nts and - ~.; s~d~-~f·~ abso;tute vow'1_1 : 
.duration would be less _r .eve'aling . thi:m the ' type .of rat_ip 




- I , , :.< I . 
The ·readings of time were . made/-f.rom each spectro-
··'2' J • ' ' I • • 
. graphic display produced as; desc'rib~d in ' se~~io~- 2. 4 .-· ·Tho~·e · 
'' • ::.t' I ' • J 
r.eadings w~re made usfng q_ .transparrrit'. "template" ; ~n which · 
each divisio'n e'quall~d one c~ntisecoficf (;== ' 1~- ~illiseconds) 
Durati~n · measur~me~~;s of s~qu~~~es a:nd ~owel.~ were 
.. in terpola te'd to_ the nearest : cen ti se'cond • 
. I · . . ; .. 
The _sequence measurement.s ·were.' made 1.as 'follows:_ 
·. I 
. ... . 
. '.:.· 
. ' . 
' I / . 
I . . . - . .. 
'· ' 










. . . 
. . 
,., 











- For voiceless stop seq~ences , · ~o~ 1exa~ple ..,pv~h~ -
32 
. . ·.. .. .. : 
. . ' . . 
measuremerits were "taken from. the ··burst of the · ini-tial ·stop 
• • • ' c.~ • / • 
': to .. the burst 'of the secorid stop. The .aspiration· following 
. . 
the l~st stop was: not :j.:ncluded in the measured duration. 
~.; • J 
- For nasal and fricative sequences, .for e~ample, pVn and 
. . I ' --
r ' -. ~ 
pVs, ·the ~easurements were taken from the. burs~ of the 
. . . 
· .. 
· .- ·· initia·~ _voiceless sto};? to the end of -t:he nasal· or fricative 
. ' . 
' I 
·. 
co~spn~nt . . A vowel always1 fo~lowed t~~_SgA_Q~-~~~~ati~! 
. in ail 'the ~e9uences in sU<;:h. a. way that: the. limit. bet~een 
the consonant and the v.owel W.as 'cleartlY visipl~. . See 
. ' 
. .. 
Appendix III for ex~ples of-spectrographic displays ·of · 
' I 
I 
nasal .and "fric~tive sequences. (Compare Peterson and Lehi·ste, 




. I . . , ~ 




arbitrarily deci.ded that the duration ·oi a :vowJ{ ·: · ·_ 
I ., 
be ·measure.d from the limit ·exist;.i.ng ·· betwe;eri the . 
I 
as-piration of_ the initial voiceless stop_ and the fol~owing . 
vowel, to. the -~oment in time · ~here the l.ntensity of the· 
I ' C' • 
.. vo~el .f~ll most rapidly' to'Wa.rds tJ:l~ _intensity o_f the 
1 J • • • 
following .consona.nt . (Compare Peterson .. and Lehiste, ·: 1960 .• ) 
· The results of duration measurements were tabulated 
.. __ ·--
·as .showed in Tab:Les 1 to 18 in Appendijc I. _· .. ··The .. reader . is · ·. 
. ' ~. 
· referred to the . iritro'duc-~ion to ?\p~enqix .i for 
_det.ailed: de-~cription, of . ~he · t~ble"'F ·. ·. · .. · . 




' . . . ~ ...:" ~ : '. 
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3. 2 .'Influen'ce of Place of ~rticulatio~ o;f' Pr~ceding 
,.,.f . ... 
Conso~ant ~n Duration iof Following vow~l 
.. 
rn 'order ~o ~~nd .out ~he~h:r or ·not the place of . 
·a~ticu1l~tion of a preceding ·consonant has any influence · on 
the ratio ·of · vowel duration 'to sequence duration, it was . 
. . 
decided to deal ~ith vowels having, the same . final 
environments while varying the pr~ced.ing consonants from 
~ . / 
. jp/ . to /t/ to /k/ in initial position. 
,.we inves-tigated the fallow'i,ng pai~s ana at"tempted 
' ' ,, I 
to·. make ~enera1iz~tion~ from . t~e resulting dat.a:· 
( 
p 
' • ' I 






:v· cv>:n (n) : 
'· 
: . .. 
The detailed results are· as shown in Tables A to D . 
. /. 
" . 




In examl.ning _· Table ·A- we ca~ see that for each 
·. informant_ the values of the averaged ratios remain· fairly 
_ __:......-
, • I I • • , I , 
constant.' in ev~ry case When ·We vary." the. pr~~edinc.( COns'onants ~ _· 
. . . 
~The . biggest differe~ce in . ;~'tios is fo:z; ·the high ·. 
front vowel ;i; with my male informant where the ratios. v~ry · 
-j - ' . I 
· from .650 for E._iit to' .527 f'or tiit which is a di'fference. 
.._, 
' . ~ 
' ., · . of ~123 · . 
.. A 'te,nt~-tive ~xplanati6n can be g:lven .. fo':t this . 
' . ; 
' · ' 
difference that -is th~·~rticulation of~ sequence like piit . ,_ 
,, 

























(i.e.; , th~ . lips 
.·, ' ~ ' 
production of a 
for /p/ a_nd the tongue for /if/) · wh.ile the 
, , l j • \ 
sequence -like · ·ti'it ilecessitates the use' of · 
. ' -- ' 
' . 
closely r~lated articulators (i.e.· , movement of 'the tonguen 
from · /t/ ~o ~/ii( positions}. It qppears that the yowel to 
' . 
sequenc~ ratio is bigger ·when two different articulators are 
.I 
· . used to pronounce the seq~ence, than when a rather ··small 
. movement . of the tongue itself· is involved. 
' . . . ' 
• 0 • 
' 0 
' I' 
we £ind '·that 'no bicj" or consis- : . I 
. I ..:, . t 
tent difference' can be notice.d wheri sequenees c!o~t·a{ii final 
nasals and in geneial vowels 
. I> 
. ' 
do not seem to be .influenced 
I . 
by the plac.E? of articuiation of the preceding . consona~t . · 
' ' . ~ 
The· ·greatest · difference found 'within the same 
CV(V)C(C) type of sequence is the .13S . difference b.etween 
. pun· · (.398} and kun (. 263). . Here. again the co~rticulati'on 
- I -- • ·· . 1 · • • 
' . • . . , I - •I ~ . ~ ' • • / ' . 
· theory as described by ·Sven Oh~an, (1966 & 1967) may 
.. 
explain the obs_erved facts~ ·. The basic articulation for the 
; . 
· /u/ vo~el:. in Esk.imo is ve lar (the labial movement 15' - · 
secondacy · and.;perhaps . o~t.ional) apd this vela.:r vowel ges_ture • 
. · . 
. 
. 
3.2.2 In French 
A look at 'French (Table C) reveals little or no · 
. ·. 
: in'fl,uence of the· _place of ~tticulation of · the precedi'ng ·.· .. .. 
-. 
. consonant· on the . ~u~~t~n· ~f . ::,_ fo.llowin~ vowel~ Although -.' : . 
the ·dif ferences which _occurs }:Jetween 'the ratios ·are in· 
~or. Eskimo, the only big differepce· 
. . ' 
., . ', -
' ,· '. 
•. ' . 
<' 
' . : 
. ... . 
.. d 
.. , . 
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~ . . . . ' 
which ex~sts be~ween these · ratios is for the sequence tuut, · . 
.. · ~ 
where for the male informant we .get an exceptionally high 
ratio of . 750 as compared· wl:th · .. 529 and . 530 for puut and 
kuut ·respectively. 0 • 
Two 'tentative explan~tions cim be_ ·g_iven here • . 
(1) .,Perhaps. the informant for so!'le :7eason pronounced the 
·' • I 
tuut sequence. in a tempo which . altered t~e - ratio of vowel 
. .· 
to sequence. . . . 
·. (~.) f Again we rn'ight; . attribute ·the ·difference _to coarticula- · 
. , . , . 
_t'ion effects (see Ohinan '1966 & i967) 0 Note that the labial ' 
. . ... ~ 
·consonant /p/ . and the. velar' consonant . /k/ have ·a shorter 
labio-v.elar vow'el /uu/ 
1
foilowi'ng · them than· does the. apica1l 
. ' . . . I , 
I 
. ' . . ' 
consonant /t/. : Also no big difference was obseryed in the . 
ra~ios where final nasals were used. . . . 
· . . 
. '' 
We _can reas.onably ~onclude . that in l?kki mo, as in ·'P'-
. _, .... , '"· :;. . 
French, the place of Articula'tion of .. a . Preceding <;ons'on~nt . . 
. ' \ ' .. ' : . .-
does ' not. significantly influence the values of the ratio' of 
. . . . . 
. . 
~he duration of the. yo~el v 'to the du~ation of the whole 
eve sequence in ·. which it occ~rs. . This agrees with the. 
I 
' . " 
results of Fant (l~f69) .and ~hose of Peterson and Lehiste 
I . 
(1960}. -Apparent exceptionsto . this :generalizatio~ are 
• • I • ., • ' • • ' 
perhaps due to. coarticulation . effect·s. Howeve.r, there does · 
• ' • • , ' • l r • • 
not seem to be any overall 'trend towards s?orter vow.els · in · . . ·. 
_the case'of · homorganic a~tic~lation .versus long~~- vowels in . 
. ' . 
the case of heteror'g:~nic articulat'ion. :· 
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TABLE ·A '· 
FI'NAL /t/ SEQUENCES IN ESKIMO 
.. 
:Low v High front v High back v 
Seq·uenc::es ' . 
Male - female ( Female Male Femal~ Male I 
pVt · . .384 .327 
' 
.310 ' .;261 .3ll 
-
. 313: 
' • . 
tVt .357 .427 .225 .288 ' . 232 .378 
.. . 
-
kVt • 287 
, . , .. 
• 3"4 4* . .268 • 2"57 ._?33 ·• 348 
D 
. ·, .... 
· pWt • 67.3 .576 .650' .517 ; 676 . .521 
tWt .668 ~ 627 ""527 .557 .q45 .483 
• . 
kWt .6,73 .547 .581 .512 .640 · ·.SOl 
-.... 
pVtt.. . .138 .203 . ~t01 .],.29 ~ 133· .133 
tVtt -.144 . • 23i·· .1i3 •. 126 . • 136 .. 201 
' 
kVtt .190 . .193 ' . ."111 .112 .los · I .121 
-
- . 
:-<.. • 35,1 ** PVV:tt ·< 400 • 209" .313 • 285" .368 
' . tWtt • 363 • 419 . .283 .284 .285 . • 352 
kWtt .292 .365 .295 . • 328 .285 .361 
· *Valiie for ,kuk. ·*.*Va1.ue for Paapp. 
' · 
' 
. , ' I' 
., -
. { 
. ' .. ~ 




. . ., 
·· .. 
- . . . ., 
I ' 4/ • 
·' 
, . I 
' ,·, 
~ • ' I 
. . . 
; • .. 
· , 
. •. 





I ,. . • '-,. • . 
· .. · . 
f • ~ . 
• I ,' • 
. ' 
. : l 
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TABLE B . 
37, 
~ . 
( - . .. ~--- ~::::.· . . 
FINAL'· /n/ . SEQUENCES .IN ESKIMO .-- . 
. , 
Low v I . High front v High back v 
. 
Male Female Male Female .Male Female 
';, 468 .392 ~436 .372 :. 533 .39'8 
. 
·• 487 . .414 ' ·• 3·43 .'3'46 .~87 ~-329 




.202 .125 .181 .-203 .156 
' 
.192 .240 , .187 .160 .234 
.157 ' . • 170 I ~- liS .131 ;156 .. 150' 




. • 730 • 678 • 634 ~ .• 583 • 6.82 • 560 
• 7'44 · .• 615 .6~4 
• ·381. .487 • 384-
• 41!''. ·~~ .452 ' • 379 .47 .,400 
·' 




' ~-. ... 
' · ~ 5.2f ' .711 -.. -~sa 
·. 
.. 
.424 • 366' .434 
• 40'7 .409 • 27.1· 








·.· : ..... 
.. · .... 
.. 
I 
-· ~ \ 
' . 
' ·. · 
' . 
~ •. . . 
' ~ ' ... . ,_ .. 
. .. : ~ ' 
.. . 
' - . . ' 
• • • • .J 
. . ' • . 
·' . 
• > 
. . ' 
' .. 
,· ·:. 
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SEQ miNcEs 4 FruiNcu .. . ·, I FINAL /t/ 
' 
... Low v High 
. . 
Fro~t v !iigh 
J."lab::' .... 
, !.Ma.1e lle~a1~ Male . 1"': 
.515 .477 .292 .362 .310 
.545 .366 .205 . • ·385 .455 
. 
.500 ·, . 403 .i .~33 .331 I 
.366 0 35~ .'1?7 ... o133 .238 
~ 
.333 0.364 '·' .• 250 .'242 .164. 
.323 .283 . .185 .133 • 238 ·' 
• 668 "\666 .5oo · ·• ~33 • 529 
• 607 ~ 590 . . .468 o750 .. 
. . 
.488 .483 .408 ~ ~530 
.• 
.561 • 538 . . 342 . • 296 • 487 '.' 
.666 ~ 562,. ·.38L .347 .• 3.67.· 
: 
..• 508 . .403 .2~~ I .434 . 
' 
. ~ 
.. . ._ .. . 
I · ' 
·. 
• • • ' .. • l 
. . . 
.. . ·' -
. ' ' 
• ·. , . I 
. . I . . 
. _ .. . 
~- .. 
. . . 
. :. 
. . I • 
38 ... 
I ' 










·· • 341 ' 
I 
.184 .. : 
• 216 . 
.247 
















• · • • 1 ' 
. . . 
0' • ' 
' ; . 
. ,. . 








.• ~ I ,"'' 
. . .... 
:· _ 











' ..... ~ 
FINAL /n/ 
~ - -· 
. ) 
. ·' 















tVn · : .461 
-
kVn .435 
-pVnn' . .267 
tVnn .317 
kVnn .2'72 
pWn ,' .6•71' .. 
twn .641 
" kVVn. .588 
' 
. 
pWnn · • 484 
tVVnn :•_553 
.. 
kVVnn . 510 
' ' 
( . 
. ' . . . ' 
• <'f._ I 
. ' 
. \ ·. " 
\ :· . . 
,. 
I 
•. ~ \ 














. • 358 





. -. 5],.6 
, i 
TABLE 'D 




.319 • 278 
.292 I • 2'35 
.203 . 190 
' . 
.134 .165 
. • 148 .191' 
·• 579 .474 
·.· 
."555 .• 500 





,• o \ 
. . ' 
. '. ' : , • /. . -
'· . . . • 
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.142 (J • • 
\ I ' 
\ 
.. ·250 
. - " 
~150 
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3.3 Influ~nce of Place of Articulation of ' Following 
·. 
. :Consoh~nts on P~~~eding ·vowels 
. . 
. In order to · inv~stigate the influen~e of . ~he place of 
,, , .13-rticulation of -the following ~onsonant on a preceding -vowel 
I 
'.> 
. . ' 
0 
· it was d~cided to · compute ·the averaged values of the ratios · 
' 
of --vowels to sequence {regar-dless of the initial consonant) . · · 
in sequences of ' :the type 
I . . p. (p) 
T v (V} t (t} 
• 'I 
k '{k) . 
.for. example, 
·Aver.aged TVp t' EtVp ratio+ rpvp ratio -+ EkVp .ratio 
ra 10 = . total number of ratios. 
-
'The ·results are given in Tables E and F for both languages. 
3.3.1 In· Eskimo 
The only. pon~istent difference which . c~ri . be ·seen in· 
' l this. tabl'e is' the difference which exists between the 'ratios 
- . 
of vowels ··to sequences for the s~quences Tu {u} t (t) on the one 
. 
, , . 
hapd and the seque.nce.s Tu {u} k (k) on the o.t~er . 
I '• 1 
We can see that in most cases the ratios of vowel to · 
.. 
I • ,. • ' 
sequences are signi·ficantly larger for the Tu (u) t {t) 
. .... . ~ 
,/ 
sequences -~han· for the' Tu.(u) k (k) sequ~nces. · This is ·. _ · · · 
. . 
'particularly true ~or· the cases where the vowels are doubled-~ 
, ~ . ~. I 
-, .. 
. ' 
o • • 
.. 
. I . . 
·-
·.: '. 




.- ·' ' 
I I ' • 
' . 




" ' , . 
' 
. , .. 
~, 
. ' 





. 1 . . j 
• 0 
' . 
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.339 \ 



















.1_34 ' .105 
.115 .127 
" 
~139 .• 116 
I 
• 579 ' .482 ' 
·• 567 .515 
.539 ' • 541 
• 25/ . 
' 
.274 
• 252' . .321 
·• z'a9 
.31L 
' { · ff 




' ' ' 
' 
. ·_ High back v 
Male Female 
. ' . 
. 
·• 287 .293 . 
' .. 
.310 •· 335 
' ' li -~ 3~~ .296 
.110 .• 126 
.127 .147 
' 
.·129 ; ' 
.1,43 
-. 568 ' -. 486 
I 
.655 .505 
• 572 ,' • 47·1 
. • 262 
. .294 





•. J • ... 






• ' . .. ._ ' 
: ' I ' 
• • 1' 
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• 37_3 . • 365 · 
~3;36 ' .348 
.. 




• 45.8 • 459 
.• 469 ... 603' 
.455 .532 
.· • 340 . . ; 321 ~ 429 
• 442 . .• 572 ., ~ 360 
I 
- Female 
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Example·s · ~ · .. · ' 




. . \ . . . .• 
Femal-e infoi)Tlan~ Tuutt .= • 360 Vf?. Tuukk-. = • 255 
~~ie ~?tf~r~-~t \ · Tutntt = ·• 28.5 vs- Tuukk· .= • 2°~-~ , 
Female .in~ormant\ , Tuut ~ ; 505 . Tuuk 'F • 4 71 




. - ( 0 0 • • • 
-··It is also noticeabl~ that ·in'rnost o~ the cases the Values~£ 
.• I ,• ~ "' ' I c..; • I • .J. C ' ' 
·J . 
tl:ie· ratios .for !?equences of the typE} TV(V)p(p) ''are small~r . 
~· ·-, . 
·"' · than the ~~~jos for sequenc.es of th7 type TV(V)~ <.t>. Th'i:s 
' -!~. ·. ,.., ~ .. , ., \ . 
· , differ~nce- .:can- be explained in te,rrns 'o'f .coarticul£ition 
• ' • !:' .. - I) , • ., ' • ' n 
:.:., • _ Co O I 




. :~;rtis::u~~·tory ~?ve~ents a~ready. carriep, ou~ for . ·the . preced_in~ 
• . .,.. ~ " : _ 0" • . 
. '1.~bio-v~lar vo~el whereas apical o/t/ ,requires comp.letely ne~ 
0 t, . . { .. . 
0 • ,. (• 
gest.u'res. (.Ill ·>t;he case. of /k/ the· required consonant gesture· 
.;J ~is ~lready Ilearly completed during :the ~owe~, _for,"~p/ :~he 
,.,, 
0 
·. ~ .· .lab~a~ r~~nding andio_r ~rotrus.~on .. ~. vowel. mus_~· ~e c~., 
0 " • ~ 
to labial clo'sure,. wh~reas for . ./t/ a· completely new ~est ~ , . · . 
must be . ihitipt~d. t . 
,, 0 
(> • 
3 .. '3. 2 I.n French 
: I I I I tv • . • • ·I .. 
.~. <>The :'Pa.ttern •.which. we notice i'h the tables for French 
. (\ 
is different than .. the_ on~ for .Eskimo. · .. 
. I . "' . . 
•This time - it is· re~evant tpat the ~patios fqr the· 
.. 
; (3 • ... , 
·Tilt:t.· ana., Tiikk sequences : are quite -different . . The vaiues are 
• .. <t· c. . . 
as follows : ~ 
? 
.. 
Female informant Tii tt~32L Vs- ·Tiilkk • 572 I ., 
' Male ·informant .T{itt .34b Vs. ' Tiikk .442 ' - ~ l 
~ 
• ' ~ J ' a ( 
A 'look at the other values does not revea~.~ny pa~ticular 
a ' )' 
• • a 
- ' •. 
u 
}) 









, . I 
' ; 
r . 








.Such a' comparison shows us ·that whereas in Eskimo 
. . .. 
• I 
.. 
the. ~verage aiscrepancy between the ratios is • 045 within 
the same cv (V) c (C) type of sequence, · (i.e.,· • 042 Male, • 0'4 7 
• I • •' 
. . ' . 
Female).',·. j!l) Frencl"~ the. average discrepancy is, ! 074 (. 081. Male, . -;:. 
• I , 1 , I 
. . 
~. 
... .-069 Female) • 
. t--
It can be noticed that biggest difference . in 
. 





Female Tuutt = ;360 Vs : Tuukk = .255 
Male· Tuutt = .285 Vs Tuukk -~ .200 
-r-· - - .-. __ .-,·-· -=Fr::~.~-e:,f_ ....... ~--
,_, Female Tiikk = ~ 572 vs Tii tt = • 321 : 
: I 




' " ... . 
- ~ '""'..: .. ' --~ 
-1- ' • 
. f 
{ Male Tii.kk = ~ 442 vs Tiitt = . • 340 0 
~ ;.A 
' .j 
look at these differenees in ratio;s tells .us that, in1 both 
' ~ ; I . 
0 
\ )f ";I • 
·languages the low ratios have in co~on the· fact that th~ir 
. . . . 
sequences are produced using closely associated articul~tors 
wh~rea~. high· ratios :have •in common rthe fact .that their ~ 
sequences. ·a.re produced using yery different articul.atorj 
•, 
movements~ · · It seems then that . in b~th languag:es the ratJo·-
of ~he vowe~. to' sequ~nce depends on. the relatedness of the 
. ; 
I artic~lators used :to produce the sequence. 
~. ' ' 
A further po~nt could be made here concerning these 
I 
results • I.; qe~ms · thjn th~ e·. the . "·nfi!utr ai" positi onS P,!re 
very· differerlt in · French and Eskim9.. Wherea~ in Eskimo · o 
• : ' ' ' I g .. •,. ' I 
-o. 
. .. 
, .. -· .. ' . 













the '"neutral" position occupiea by the ton$JU~ at · rest s~ems 
i • 
. . 
to_ .be high b~ck, ·.in French it .seems to be · high front. 1 This . 
would explain'why \he. ratio time. ~eeded to pro~ounce. "back" 
• 
sequences o is smaller in Eskimo than in French wherea·s the 
• 
ratio ~ime needed to pronounce tongue front sequences is 
a, • 
smaller in Fr~nch than it · is in Eskimo .. 
"'f 
I.f .we cornpar~ seqtion 3 .·3 and ~. 4 pf this thesis we 
. . . 
J I f 
- can see that in general, vowel duration i~ infiuenbed more 
. . 
-.. : by a f~llo\o?ing· consonant tJ:lan by _the prece1~i-~-g consonant. \ . . 
This agtees with the results of Peters~n & Lehiste (1~60), 
Elert (1964), and Karlsson & Nord (1970). 
. ..._ '· . 
\ -~ ~ 
.3. 4 · I-n.fluence 9f Manner of Areiculatiori of Fol~ow~ng _?; .:( .. " 
' consonants on Preceding Vowels 
, .. .. . . 
. ( . ··. 
,, . 
. ' 
' The next step __ t_aken, ' was to divide the raw data of ~ 
_Appertdix I and ·to reg+oup it into diff~rent" se~~ions. . 
' 
regarpless- of ~he place of articulation of the initial . 
consonant. 
The follm.Jing types of ·sequ'ence·s .were. disbrirninated: ' 
I .. 
sequence ?f the type: TV (V) T (~) ~-~., final voiceless stop· 
. . . . 
seqtiences ;for .both langua.ges . 
If II 
- - ' 
' I 
II ~~e., final nas~l sequences 
. 





" .. . . .
1The reader .is referred to. Beatrice Honikman' s ·. . . . 
· articte "Articulatory settings" (1964:TS) for more detl'ls . 
conc:er'ning
1 
i;his the6ry of "n~ut/l. Positi~ns~. · · •. . •.. · · : · . . ' 
I· ' . 
- . . 
. . 
( . :;_ -- . . ., . . . --- ; / 1---· .. 
>_..,:.:: . -/ - . . • . 
c • 




...... _ .. 
·. 
' I r 
.. 
I ,• • 0 
·. 
-- ; -.. 
. . . 
' 
• • • 1 
__ .. ;_., 
' 
•. 
sequences. of the type: TV(V) s (s) 






II - . ,; 
I 
1 
II tt · 
, _ 





' , . 
, I 
· · ·' apical ·fri'cative 
,· . 
~t ~-~~---~·-······t-·· · 
sequenc_es for ~rene!} . only 
: · TV(V) S-: 
. ::;--~ · .. 
i.e. , final voi~eles_s 
apical- fri'c~ti~e 
sequences for Eskimo only 
. ,. 
TV (V) q (q.) ·_. i.e., ' final voiceless 
' . .. 
dorso-velar .fricative 
sequences for Eskimo . . 
_only . (/oq/ = [xJ > 




sequences for Eskimo only . 
• I 
TV(V)g(g) - . i~ -e., final voiced 'velar 
. fricative sequences· for · 
c 
Eskimo :only (/g/ = . [ y]) 
· ... . ),._: . . TV(V)z(z}- i.e., fi,nalv.oicedapical 
,.. -
. ' ... ''. ·'' ..... 
' ' i ( fricative. sequences .for . \' ~· ' 
French only 
I 
II : CV(V}C(C) i.e. , gener·al sequences , 
for 6oth ianguages 
·Averaged proportions of vowels to sequen~e~ were computed , fo. ·r_. · ··) · . 
each sect'ion and were tabulated in the tables . G and H • 
. t . . 




.·f ·t ' 
.·, 
. ' 
· / . 
• 4 ), 
'- .. 
.\ .· 
. , ' 
.. , 















Different Types of Sequences in Eskimo 
Low v High front v High back v 
Sequences ' I 
Male Female · Male Female Male Female· 
.. 
-
TVT . .333 ~353 • 2,84 .265 ~ 309 .307 
~ ! 162 .202 . -TVTT .12;3 .117 •. 122 .139 
-
TVVT .653 · . • 5B1 · •. 561 .512 •. 605 . • 485 
TVVT.T .339 ·• 396 . .270 .299 ' .249 .304 
I 
TVn (· - . 469 .384 . • 353 .345 .407 .330 
' ' 
TVnn .160 .204 . :120 .168 .173 .18.0 : · 
TVVn . ·753 .661 
-· 625 .• 559 .67i .554 
-. 
-:-:-4.12 ~ - .351: · TVVnn . ·391 .473 . 388 • 369 . 
-
{' 
TVs . ~ 366 - .321 ' • 2~9 . • 22JL_._ ·• 387 -: 264', 
.. - : 
' 
TVVS .. 604 •. 488 . .590 • 4'63 ·- .596 .-451 




.386 .284 .281 . .352 .437 .405 
.' 
Q 
TVqq ·.171 ·lr62 .171 .190 
' 
.. ~VVq I o 584 .486 
- -
.302 ' • 412 TVF .376 .290 . ~ 286 
--
• -334. 
- · - . 
- TVFF .171 
·. 
.162 .171 .190 
. '· . . ·· -TvVF .604 .488 .'587 .474 .596 .451 
TVg* .386 .455 .422 . .414 · .386 .418 
. 
'TVVg .• 705 .1.71 .• 718 '· .700 .• 679 .-596 
.. 
1 
CV9 .377 .359 .327 ' • . 319 .385 .;344 
cvcc .164 .189 .138 . . 14,2 .161 . .159 
' 
ewe .663 .621 .612 .539 ~617 .548 
cvvcc .36~ .• 434 .341 .343 .309 • 327 
: 
-- . . - - ---·--
- ..t -, ·. 
. 
.- ·. *No data "was·· availabl~ for /pi and /k-/ initi a l 
. segments , so all these .. ratios comet-from / t / irii~ial segments. ,.., . 
' . 
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.. , ··' 
''· 
... 
- • I 
I , .48 
I • 
~ 
TABLE H ,, 
. . 
'Averaged Proportipns of Vowel to Sequence in 
Different Types of Sequences ·in French 
I 
Hi9h High ·-i'~ . .. Dow v. front V . back ·v 
Sequences I 
. . 
'Male Female Male . Female Male Female 
' TYT .447 .403 • 308 .354 . .. 324 .337 
TVTT '. 342 ' o309 o168 .191 o181 .204 
crVVT .611· ~570 0 504 o457 o514 o482' 
I 
I TVVTT o448 o492 o361 o434 .411 0 3'84 I 
' -
0 
·o4~4 ! TVn .-472 
.. 
o308 • 12611 .·• 308 .175 
-
Tvnn .286 • 324 ~160 -· .183 . .'17.8 . . :0 216 
' 
TVVn 0 .640 .556 o560 • 453 .. o507 I ' ~ 333 
TVVnn o508 0 54.1 
' TV.s , •. 376 • 368 : o301 o ..252 .247 .240 I ' 
0 
TVss " .·323 .315 .238 I .169' .·L63 .'17.7 I 
n 
TVVs .523 . • 4'95 .495 .382 • 463-, .390 .' 
~ 
TVVss - ;454 .458 • 384 :. .342 • 381- .. 
·' 
' 
'TVz* ; 558 . . I .391 ' .320 
..: 
-TVzz .437 J ·• 223 .201 
TVV.z o647 .500 .• 518 
. T.VVzz •. 705 - " 
·-
.zyc~ .463 .398 .327 .289 .299 .250 
• 347 
. 




cvvc .6Q5 .540 .514 .430 .500 .401' 
-
~ 
cvvcc • 528' • 497 . . • 372. .388 .396 . • 384 
' -
1*Data ava~lable _ for_ male· i~fo~ant only. 
I • > 
\. ' 
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3_. 4 .1 Nasals Vs. Voiceless Stops 
· The qifference between· the ratio~ . for vowels with · 
" 
' folldwing nasa.ls and the ratios for vowels with following 
. v.oice'less stops were Cf?mputed. 
3. 4 .1.1· · . Irt"~Esk.imo 
The _ ~ollowi~g results were obtained: 
. (~ 
Difference Low v High front v 
· of 









~T ' +. 002 -.002 -.003 +.051 
--
· TVVn - .. ., 
-rr-VVT +:ioo +.080 +.064 +.047 · 
--
TWnn ·- ' .. 
TVVTT + .. 050 +.077 . + .142 ·+.osg 
.. ~ ' 0 
. 
I > 





+.051 . +. 041 
" 
'+. 06.6 +.069 
-
+.'.120 +. 047 . 
J 
From·~h~s table the influence of nasals on the preceding 
vowel is quite appar~nt in Eskimo. . . . The ratios for t~e· vowels 
in ~equence~ with fina 1 . nasals are with orily t~? exceptions .. 
always larger .than . the ratios for th~ 'vowels · in sequences 
. . . . . 
·. 
with final voiceless stops. 0 . 
The two exceptions are for the ~ale informant ·f9r the 
' • I • ' 
vow~ts /a/ and ii'l in front o.f geminated nasals,· and even 
' ' ' ... ' I 
th~n the values .show us that the .ratios ~re almost.: equal for 
. ' . . . ' 
I ' 
final ~asa1s and final voiceless -stop sequence~. 
' . 
•' 
Therefore- one could easily . concl_ude ·that fQll<;>wing 
.. . . 
~. .. I 
.. ·. 0 
' I 
'. 
' . . 
· . . 
·~ . 
. .: ~ ' 
. t'::.: ," 
. . , 
. :. I ··. 
. .jl' 
. 
. : ... 






nasals1 slightly l ,engthen the preceding vowels in E_skimo, or 
that vow~ls /a/, /i/ and /u/: (simple 'or ' doubie) are in general 
_!,- ,• .· 
longer befo~e - nasals in Eskimo. - Smith (forthcoming in IJ~) · 
. . 
.. . 
has stated that "v.owels .·are allo.phonically half lengthened 
. . . . ' 
. before nasals". Smith Is statements are only ttaural . . I 
impressionistic a~d 'not ·ba~ed on spectrographi9 an~lysis 11 • 
. I 
Th} s is a good example of a . · differ~nce b~twee'n .. 
" a~oust.i·c duration and 'percept~al 1·ength. :rt shows us that 
-~ 
.. 
· · what Smith. consider perceptualy as a 11half lengthe~ed" · 
• , I 
:. .. _ ,! - - . - ~ : : . 
I • 
I . 
vowel i .s in fact on the average _only • 075 _ (of the sequence) 
' I . . 
longer in 4uration. 
3.4.1.2 In French 
The s~e comparison. between voiceless 'stops ahd 
~ • t • ... ~ ' I ' • 
I , 
. . - . 
nas~1 final sequences ra tics -were. made in French" and the 
... 




Difference Low .V ;High front v Hig~ back -V 
of" .j 
ra-tio's Male · Female 1/ Mal~ -Female M~le Female 
TVn ...; - -- .. 
< 
--"ifVT . +.025 +.021 . • 000 - -.093 . -.016 -.162 
-- ~ TVnn - .- ~ 1• 056 . · . TVTT +.015 -.008 -.008 -.003 -.012 
- -
TVVn - -





TVVTT +_. 060 . +. 049 ·~ · - . 
I • I • 
. -. 
~~ . ~ .. . 
I . • 
From the table above the in~lu~nce of · nasality on the prece_dmg_. 
















' · ' . ' 







vow~l i~ not apparent in ' Fre~cw. It. seems ·that the ratios 
- 0.~ . 
• I for, • the vowel /u/ to • the sequences with • £inal nasals are •.' 
alway~ smaller than the · ratios for ·the same vowel to 
~ " ' . 
. ~equences with £inal voic~less stops. 
The ratios · for the vowel /a/ with nasals ·seems to be 
. ' . 
.. / 
,bigger than the ·ratios for ·/a/ with voiceless stOP· . exc~pt 
in.' two instances: I 
• I 
., . 
1. For the male in£onnant where the ra\io .for the singl.e 
. . . 
vowel /a/· before geminate voiceless stop was-bigger than the 
.0 • . ./ • 
' ' I , " 
ratio forth~ singl~ ~9wel /a/ before·ge~inate nasals. 
J ' 
' : 2. For the female i •n:{ormant where the ratio for the 
,' ' 
-.., .. 
d~uble vowel /aa/ -pefore .. ~i~gle . voi~les~ .. stop. is b~gger than, . . 
the ratio for the same double vowel iaa/:before. ·s:i;ngle · nas.al. 
. 'i'he ratio for the vowel /i/ to its . s·equence does ·not 
'• . . : 
. . . 
seem td be influenc:ed very much ~y a followi~g nasal, except 
for the mal,e informant where the ratio ' for · double vowel'. 
,. -
before single nasal is greater than that for· double .vowel 
I 
befo,re . single stop. 
'• \ ...: 
•. 
3: 4 .1'. 3 Comparis·on ' of Both Languages 
Comparing·· bo_tti .. languages we c,an see · that: _. 
. ' 
- · 0 . 
final nasals increases the ratio of vowel to sequence in 
' . ~sk'i:'mo in every case while in French these r 'atios .are 
;~ 
' . 
slig~tly ~~cre~se~· by nasals for the vowel /a/ only. A 
I ' \ 0 
qu'estiqn may be raise.d here concerning the reliability ~of 
:-... I , • .. ' . · ·~-:'.J.< . · .·.. . . . L . . · · . · I , • 
:f:,. those results ' . since the methods of duration 'measurement.s · 
· :.~., -. " "' " . 
.......... 
.... " ~.._ ' I 
'• 





o • I 
. .. 




- . ~ 






for the final nasal . segments is no,t · .strictly comparable to 
' . 
I 
the method used · for the voiceless stop final segments. . {See 
.section 3 .1·) 
' (/'; =5·# . 
Since final aspiration was not . c9unted· as part of the 
' . 
duration of the stop-fj,.nal sequenc~s, the vo_we~ ratios. fo~· 
. 
such sequences are perhaps .slightly. "ipflated11 in re~ation . 
~· 
to the vowel ratios for 'nasal-fi.nal sequences. · This fact 
.. 
.. . . . . 
may ~ffect comparisons. of the effects of stops_ v~rsus nasals 
' . . . (on pr~ceding' vowels) within the same language, but it 
6 " • • • 
. ~ . "" 
does not· affect the. comparison of Eskimo and ;French results 
'•! -- li ~ 
· · , -which clearly indicate . tha~ aasals '!cause'~ a g:x:eater 
' ' 
~ ·J:e.ngt~ening of .preceding. voweis in Eski~o than in ~rench. 
• f - ' 
We may aSSl,lll\e that this le~gtl).eniJ?-9 is a perceptual 
... • . . . I ' , . 
feature of nasalized vowels in French, but that is not a · 
' • - (> • • 
_perceptual feattrre of oral vowels before nasals. :' In Eskimo, 
I 
ori the other han'd, there· is no -surface con·trast of oral · 
: ? j • 
versus_ nasal vowels and allophonic lengthening and 
~ .. • ' ' t 
. nasalizations . of vowels sometimes occur bef·ore nasals. This 
I 
illustrat~s the pr~nciple tha_t fewer . phonemic distinctions 
permit greater allophonic variations. 
• I ' 
3 ;4 .2 Influence of Fricatives · vs. Stops 
I . 
' The difference between .. the ratios 'for vowels· with 
' . .., . \ 
following voiceless fricatives and the ratios for vq,wel.s . 
· w,i th following voiceless · stops were compute d. · 
.; ' . 
·•. \,'' -
r. 
' . ' 
. l 
• ' , .. ·.·· 
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3. 4 • 2 . t -In ·Eskimo 
• l 
In this .ianguage ·gemination of voiceless fricatives 
.is very rare and onl·y a ·· small corpus was ~sed in the· 
~nvestig?tiqn. The following results were obtained: 
Difference ' Low v . High_ front v High bac~ v 
of 
· ' 





TVF-:- . ~ I l . 
-TVT. +. 043 -.051 +. 060 +. 021 +.103 +.027 
' . TVFF - . 












The results for the _male informant show that · apparently 
. . 
following v.piceless fricatives increase the d_uratipn of 
voweis ~hile .. th~ results a~e · · not consistent for my female 
I 
I . ' inf~~rnant·, especially 1for the vowel /a/ · where the ratios' ~re 
. consistently smaller than the ratios for the same ·vowel in 
' ·~ . . 
voiceless stop environments.: For the female infonnant, one ·: 
' . ' 
·_. may .. notice for the-vowel ./ i/ · and /u/ an i~cre·as~ of the 
., , ' . . I . . . 
ratios for TVF segments.'put a decrease •of the ratios for 
' . 
TVVF segments. · O~e mlght be - tempted to say that :tn Eskimo· . 
' I . • 
.· 
a voice.less frica,tive ' followi~g a . sing'l~ vowel lengthens 
- " . . 
this vowel; ,whereas· a· voiceless fricative followfn·g . a · double · 
vowel: s~ortens this double vowel. 
' .. 






~n~u:fficient 'quant~ty · of' data- to justify ·any_· valid conclusions •. . ' 
._· 



















3 •. 4 ~ 2.2 In F'r·ench 
For1 Fl='ench we have · ·the results su~arizefi in the 
table below: 
• ~ ' I' La:w. v Hi~li front V . High back· V DJ.fference 
o'f 
ratios Male Female 
" 
Male Female Male Female 
--




---vJTT -. 019 -.006 ' +. 01-b.~ ---.02 2 . -. 018 -. 027 
TVVF · - ' I 
-<rVVT ·-.088 -. 075 . - ·. 009 -. 075 -. 051 
-:- ~ ?-92 
TVVFF '. ' . -
TVVTT .+.006 .- •. 0 34 + .023 -. 092 -. 030 
- ' 
. . .. 
. 'l 
In· ¥rench the apparen:t· infl.uence of· fricati:ves is a · slight 
• ' I I 
decrease in the ratio of vowel to sequ~nce··. ' For the t.Towel 
' . 
/u/ the' voiceless fricatives ·de'crease the 'ra'tio.s in every 
. \ . 
case. In the cas~s of si.ngle· cons~nant tol~owing '·vo~els we 
• · , , r- . . { 
notice ~ \ \ecrease· of t~e . ra t_ios . for every vowel. . 
The cases ~here vowels ·are . fo'llowed by geminate .. 
. I . I . - . . . . 
voiceless \ fricative cons'onants are· not- so consistent even 
- \ ··< \ \ . 
though in general the ratios are _decr·easect as compared · to \ . 
the ratios fo'i: vowels before voiceless stops. This does not 
I 
. 
agree with Delattre • s statement . (19~.5: 64) that "v. owel. s are 
·I . 
·I 
longer before frica~iv~s than before plosiv~s consonants" 
.\' • J J ) J . ·.. . . • 
and \also with~. o1connor's statement · (1957:99) -that . 
I . 
· 
1HoU:se ~n~ Fairbanks in an. ~xperime~t· with spoken 
honsense syllpbles show a signif~~an~ relation i 











~ · I 








' , -55 . 
.. ~ 
as ·a func.tion not on'ly ~ of coz:1sonant ·"voicing" byt . · ~ 
also of; manner of ·articulation, since they ·found· 
" . 
, I 
vowel durations to b~ greater. when· surroupded by · ,, 
fr·icatives ... than by stops. · (House and Fairbanks 
1.95-:t\ . ' • 
. . ~Vf,.f:.">?• r.r · I 
·The fact that my results he~e are /at( variance .with· 
the findings .of bthecr inv~stigators ~aY. b~ caused by. my 
rne~hods of m~asurements (see dis'cussion in ·section'.3.4.i 
' . 
above} ~pich do not make the ratio's for ..vowels before.· stops 
·strictly comparable .with . those for vowels before fricatives 
- . ' 
and riasals • 
~ 
. ~· L . 
COFtparing both :t~nguages .we can see . that . as a rule 
,.-- · . 
-, 
I ~t; _, ~a 1 ~ ' • ~ • . , 
vowel:s are ... rshorte.ned .in Fre~ch before voiceless fr:ica tives' . . 
I .• ,.!'". . ·. • . -:--- . . · -·- ~-._j- : • ·- . . . . 
while~ .i.n ··Eskimo the ~re~ults are not .c'ons:L.stent fox: both 
. - . . . 
. . I . . 
in.formi:mts. • I r. 





in CV (V) c (c) Sequences 
_~-- '. . -
·. ~ . 
;,, ., . ~ 
I • 
... -- -- -- ·- - --=-- I 0 
.ft. / <.# • • .. I. 
'"-' /· In Eskimo the vow!=!l · /a/ is in ge_nera-1- . lo11ger than 
. . . 
the :~ow~ls /i/ and· /u/ . as a prpportion of the . s~quence .. (s~~ 
• • . 0 I • I • • • ' ' 
- table G) the only exception .is for.my"rnale info~ant and for 
.. . 
. the .' vowel lui in the context eve which is prl>porti~nally ' 
~ . . ' . 
lange~ than. /a/ before .t:ricat-i ves (voiced or v9iceless) · •. -. 
' . 
Fol Esk~o the general o:r:del;' of . the vowel lengt~ . seems _to be · 
. /a/. /u/ and· /i/ since the values of the ratios· .decrease i'n · 
. . ,... . 
·that · order •. (see table G) .• 
. . .1:.; . ' . . 
I . 
- In French also the vowel /a/ is proporc'iomilly longer 
' . ;.-. 
thari t he other ,vowels ·csee table H). · In this table · we ·can · · 
. .. - i·~ . • • 












. '' · 
~ 
. 
. . . 
'~ -~ ., 
l~; .. 
• I o i 










I ' . · , 
":'" /u/. · ·It can be observed that' the vowel~ /a/ in bqth·. lang"?-ages 
~ I} • ; 
h ' 
-.&, • ~ • ,. ., • . 
- ... \! ' o • "r;, • , I , ' • • ~ • . 'I" o , , 
is as a r -ule . long~r proportionally than the : Vowels /i./ and· 
. . 
' o ' ~ ' 'i1J. • I ' ' ' 
' . . 
1'41. : This may ·be explained by- the fact that ' .in·. order tb 
~ - ' ( • • . 0 .- "\. 
I. 
pr_oduce ·the ~owel /a/ addttional - ~ime is needed for the 
I o ' ' 
. . 
. . . . 
openfng of the rnout~ which i~volves,. for ,example, a movement 
• J 
o.f the '··lower 'jaw· not needed to produce the higher~ vowels /i/ 
w • ' ' - • 
.,. 
ahd /u/ . Th~s ._agrees- wit-h the ·results of Elert (1964),- · ·and· 
Lindblom · (1968). ' a. ... e . 
~~· . 
I ·. 
• ' ' I ' I ' • 
. 3 •. 6 ·· Influence . of :consonant Voicing 
. I ' . I I I 
on Preceding Vowel 
. . . 
. '• • 1 
' ' " 
\ ' 
3.. 6.1 In ' Eskimo 
~J , , 
" I 
· The infiuenc~ ~ ,of voici~g in Eskimo ·was investiga-ted .. · 
. ~ ' . . . ! . "' . 
by comparing voice~~s~:~ f.ri~_ative-:-fia~l . sequences ~i~h voiced_· 
· fticative-f'inal sequences .'iince there · are n~ voice contrast · 
in Eskimo f~r stpps. · 1 We c~in~~ the TV (v} F (.~) · se~uenc~s 
. . (Table G) wi.th · the TV(V) g'(g) sequences (Table· G). Insuffi-· 
·cient · data · forced us to use the aver~ged valuci.s of all 
voiceless- fricative·_: final ~equen~es 'TV
0
.{V) ~(F) instead 'of just 
D • 
the voic~les_s ve~ar· . fricati v·e,;..f;inal sequences TV (V}q ~q) w_hich 
\ ,. · ... 
· really ~~~ the voiceless equivalents of voiced-fin~! 
. sequences: TV (V) g (·g). • I ·' , 
' ,. y . - -- - . 
To . ~ee the influeb 'ce df I voicing. in Eskimo, w~ 
' 
·?omp_uted the· differences ·between· the , co~resp~ndin9 ratios; 
... 
. . . 
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• • o I • 
,• .· i 
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. Low v High front v Hi~h back ~V ComparisOn ~ 




T\Tg I - ~ . 
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.. Since no data was ava'ilable for g_eminate fricatives the 
.. influenc~ of .voicing· on single and double .vo~els before ~-- -
.., ·. 
j It • I .,• ' 
'?/' . single consonq.nt_s on.ly could' be i?vestigated. 
-
'It is -quite obvious that in most· of the cases the 
'·. 
; I • 
voicing of a con$onant lengthens the pre,ced~ng vowe.l.-
t'l. • .. . ".:~ 
. .. 
However one may notice th~~act that . in' thr:e. cases. i.e., " 
' o o I Q ,. ...- t ' 
·. for T~g, Tug and Tuug, ;_ for the malle inform?-n"t: •it w.as . found' 
t • : • • • •• • ., 
• ' • • l.. , • ... .. • • <... • 
that the ratios of · voWel . . to vo~ced . fricative~fina-.J. sequenc~s 
• :0 : • ' I \ ~- .. ' 
.. . 
• ,•''7 .. 1 0 • • 1 ~ J; __ ~were slightly· srnc3:ller th~n ·or equal to the ~atios of vowel. to 
. . ... .. . : .. (' . 
. voiceless . frica:ti,ve- 'fina'l .pequences. 
j>4 
The results for my • 
female ~formant shown in ev~ry ~as~ an increase of' -the ·ratio 
~ ... 
'Ji ~~wel.to sequence -when the vowel is followed .by a voiced 
fricative. 
C I 
3. 6. 2· In French \ ' ; 
To .tnvestigate th_e ).nfl~ence of voicjjng · i .n . Fre~ch it 
, .' 'was d¢cided to c'lmpare 1\lso the voic~lesS f;i;}a't~e-final ·. · · · . . 
s equenpes, with· the voiced fric.ative-final l_ones _. Wt1e n ~he 
. . ~ · . I • ' 


























I · • 









... ' f'f • t I 
inform~nt- W~s. uh.i-vail~~ a~d 'the: e~~~illl~ll~ had to be 
. • .. • !• . .., 
conducted with only the male. informa\tt. ,· · The r~sults for 
· · c. ~ It' .. 
0 
· ' ~ale informant only are t~e~efore dit~l~yed in ~he t~ble · 
·~ ; 
f) " 
:Pelow:. . . 
~ .~ :~: I ~ ~ 
• ,.J ":, Q 
58 
my ; · 
' . ~ . I. . . . • ~.. • - :'!;· 






Comparison ... ' 
··pai'rs : L0W- V High front v . High back v I • 
)1. ~ . 
TVz - TVs I :1- :,182 + .090 + .·073 
--
. 
"Tvz7 ;.. ·TVss ~ -+ .114 .015 + .038 .·-
' 
. 
TVVz "- .TWs· +. .1_24 . + : . 005 +' .055 
- --







Except for. the single case ·of :Tiss· vs. Tizi (where 
0 • • 
. '<i'":-,--··---~thel···vowef~ .. .r~tio i~ slightly · la~g~r before voi<;eless -ss}, 
' ' • ' I 
. • 5 t ·~ - : - J • 
the .voicing qf sequence-final fricatives cor.r:esponds to an 
• • '# 
. . 
increase in vowel to s~quence ratio. My· results therefore 
0 
suppo:rt the. affirmat'tion of R. J. Gr~gg •(1963!39) that: "all 
. Frencb y>JWeJ-:S ar._e; lengttten;ed~ if they occur before final 
I -
voic.ed ~ric~_tives~ [v;z, , ., . j·, R, V~]". -- . 
. . 
A· J:lie]j'a.rcihy of lengthening can be n?ticed .·in that 
··vowel /a/ . is very much lengthened, . vowel )u; i~ moder~tel,:y 
- . . . . ' 
, , I ' 
·. 
·lengthened · i n all three cases wh_ile vowel /i/ is ··on.ly 
' 
. . . . 
• .. ·? sl_ight~Y .. lengthened in two ·, ~ases • 
. . . 
· 3. 6. 3 comparison .of Effec~ of Voicing i:n Both LanguageS'. . 
• I 
i . 





·Eskimo ·show~ that •as a rule th~ ratio of ·vowel to ' s~quence 
\ . I 
' ... . ~ 
. J . .· . 
·0 
j 
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·-
·' . . ' 
• 
in voiced ·tricati~e-final sequences is larger · ~han t~e ratio 
. ' ' 
I I • · • 1 
..· of vowel to sequence in voiceless f~icativ~~inal seguences. 
... ~r 
·seq.u·ences containing ·the 
' ' 
Pe~haps 1 th~ different . hierarchies of lengthening fo:t7 .' 
. . -
· · the three vowels which ~·ere . foutTd"i~ t.be two \anguage~ ~a,~ be 
described in terms of 'the n~utrc;tl position theory ¢lisc1,1s~.ed. 
i l ' I 
. ' 
in ·section · 3.3 above. ~h~s .in._· French_· the vowel least • f 
len~th'ened i·~ /'i/ which is1 cl~s-es.t , tp the high-fr~nt (ton~:pie) · 
' • I 
neutra-l position postulated for tha.t language; whereas the ~ 
. · . · ~ow~l most . lengthened is /ai which.r is the .most distant o.f· 't-he 
. ·. . ' .· \ - . . 
tpree 1vowels , from _that position. iti Eski~o we note ·that.the 
' i .·. . ' · 
larg·est increase oc,curs with the o~_ly £ront vowel /i/ which · 
is farthest removed :6::·om the. retr~ct~'d neutral position whj,,ch 
i 
. . ' 
we have postul':lted ·for that language. . 
. -~·) ' ' . ....... ~,. , ' 
. .,. ·'i-~, . . ' . ~ . . 
,. . . 
!3.1 : Influence of Consonant Ge~nation 
... 
I .. . 




. Sm~ll summ_aori.zing tab_les were made so th~·t it would· 
• I ' • 
• ' I • ' 
be possible to/.observe mor~ _ directly the influence · of 
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--were obtained in different environments and tabulated (where 
.. 
r~tio in· ·the t~:r::ns o'f ~r equati_o~ ~ea.ns- r~t-ip of vowel to 
·t~c:'~ ·particular type· of seq_uence. · 
3. 7 .1. In Eskimo 
'For s~qu~nces with final voiceless stops, that is: 
. :· ~y(v)_1 (T). sequences. .. . 
• ..: I 
. .. 
Lmot v High front v High back v. - · 
.. 
I 
' Male Female Male Female Male :· Female 
- ' . 
·-
. 
TvTT ratios - · • . . ' I 




TVVTT ratios ' 
-TVVT ratios.· • 5-2 .68 .• .f8 • 58 .41 .62 
-
. 1 1 
· '·A·ll those . ra tics .. are . smaller · than· .one. . Tberefore .consonant 
. . . 
, :g-emination . follow-ing a_ single or double vowel fn fi.nal . 
.-- ·-~: '.. • I • . . . .• , 
. .. 
. '!oiceless s 'top · seq~ences ." in Eskimo reduc.es ·the ratio of . 
. ~ . (" 
vowel· to sequence. • 1' 
For ;sequences with final rlasal consonants. 
1 















.34 ~53 ·-· 
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\' •. -






H'ere again it can J!>e ·Seen th~t all the ratios are sma:he_r_.--~- ­
than one. : Therefore na:sal consonarit geminati-on following a 
. • • I • 
·simple <;>r · double vowed in Eskimo reduces the ratio of vowel I 
to sequence~ - . 
. 














I I cvcc 
.43 .52 .42 • 44 • 42. . 46' eve rat~o , . 
cvvcc ratio, 




Thi·s table reveals· the fact that vowels ar~ ·. sho~tened by 
fo~lowing gemina~e consonants in the sense that the .pro~ortion 
I 
0 }I 
of vowel to sequence is reduced considerably,_ that i _s, from · 
. I 
00 
.42 to .70 of its value be{ore single cqnsonants. · It is ' also 
I 
apparent that the effect of gemination o~ preceding .·si:Agle · 
,. o 
:vowels is; pr~portionally greater than on preceding do'uble 
vowels • 
• ' A 
3 • 7. 2 In French 
_For seque~ce~ . with f:Lnal . st~ps ~he .following tab lei 
was made: 
















\ ,~ . '• • I I 
.. 
-- --- /' .' .. 
J ' 
' . \\ .. 
-
62 
.Low. V Hi.gh Front. V High .Back v 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 
TVTT ratio 
.76 .76 .54 .54 .56 .60 TVT rat1o 
TVVTT ratio 
.73 .86 .72 .95 .80 .79 TVVT rat1o 
All those ratios are smaller than one. Therefore consonant 
gemination following a single or double vowel in final voice-
less stop sequences in French shortens the ratio of vowel to 
sequence. 
For sequences with final nasal: 
Low V High Front V High Back V 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 
TVnn ratio 
.60 .76 .52 .70 .58 1.2 TVn rat1o 
TVVnn ratio 
.79 .97 TWn rat1o 
This table also reveals the fact that most of the ratios are 
smaller than one. Therefore in general nasal consonant 
gemination in French following a single vowel shortens the 
ratio of vowel to sequence. The only instance where the 
gemination of the nasal /n/ does not shorten the ration of 
the vowel to the sequence is for the female informant and for 
the sequence TUnn. Here the value 1.2 obtained on the table 
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~ I ,, 




....,. .·the V,owel._ 
·": 
This anornalol,l'S ,- value comes of rom the fact that the 
.. items.· ,used to calculate the numerato_r , . . are not ,strictiy 
comparable to those . used for 1 the denomi•nat'or o In particu,lar, 
.I I ) 
•' 
the denominator· cori'tains. no value for .tun which , would raise 
' the value of the averaged Tun ratio (see Se<?tion 3. ·4 ··and · · 
. . 
t'Appendix I, Tables 12-15-18) and lower the ex?eptional .value ·:--. 
1. 2 to a value prot:>ably less than one. 















0 cvcc ratio ·. 





• 87 ' . 92 . -7 2 . • 90 ,. .82 .95 cvvc ·ratio . 
In genera1, iii ~ French, ·the. ratio of vowel to sequence- is 
. . ' 
reduc.ed -when vowels are · ~ilo~ed by geminate consonant's, from 
• 60 to . 95 ·of its vaiuJbefore~ single .consonants • . Therefore . 
·, 
' 
. - . 
vowels·· seem .r -educed in length when followed by _gemlnate con-.· 
. I 
sonants because -th.ey na~urally involve a sn;taller fraction o f . 
. I 
·the dura_tion of the to.t .al . sequence. 
I ' - . 
.. 
.  - ~ 
3. 7. 3. ··· Comparison : of Both Languages . 
I ";""• 
• .. 
' . . ' . . . "' . 
... . 
·. 
It can be said trhat the r~t~o ·of · V<?~el . to ___ ~.equence is - ~j 
\ t 
1 reduced more in· Eski.mp than· in French by gemination ·of- · · 
. . I e · • · ... 
' . , I ·II • ~ ' . ' 





' . . 
.. ' 
~· I 
' "- . 
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I I • 
shortenin_g· in· poth · languages: al?-d that in both langjlages -~ 
~ - . . ' ' ~ffect' of ·gemination on p~eceding single vow~ls · is pro-
portionally . greater tha~ on preced.ing double vowels~ · 
The difference between the Eskimo. a~d French results 
-
may be related-to the fact that the phonological status of · 
gemination .is not the same . in both lapgu.a(jes. 
. geminati~n occurs· internally .in words, whereas 
! . 
. . 
onJ_y .. acro~s !'lOrd boundarie·s in my Frepch dp.ta. 
In 
it 
Eskimo r . , \ 
occurs ) 
,For DeL~ttre (1971:31) ,;gem~nation appl·ies- here to 
. th~ . meanin~fu~ percept\1 doubl_ing of a ·· co~sonant phoneme. I~ ·. 
occurs frequently across· word· boundaries .. . . in French il 
' . . 
1 ' , I '1 . J · a~me vs. ~ aure. 
I 
It also occur~, but leS? generally within 
. . . 
·word boundary • 
.,-·_·. 




,. this experime~t all the French geminatio~ -se9uences which were 
analysed were across word b<;mndary (see Appendix· II}. 
I 
I 
DeLfttr~'s finding~ lead him- to the follo~ing con~ 
'J I 
elusions (1971: 4 3-44) : 11 • I • • • · _vowels befo.re· ge~inates a.re. : on 
the aver~g~ only sli~htly sh~rter than vow~ls befor~ single 
' ,_ 
consonants . . A rppi'd . sampling_ gives the following averag~d . 
. . . . . . -
_;ratio·~-: Spanish .94 to 1, English .9·6-to 1, French .96 -to _1, 1 • · . , 
German . 97 to ·1. 11 
.I ·. ' . 
DeLattre was workincJ with a l;imi ted. number. of minimal · 
- . ·--:- p 
·pai_rs_· arid_ was l~s·s. conce'~ned . about the 'e.ffe_cts on . vowel-
. . -
• I ' ' . • 
le_ngth. He investigat~d .~ostly the differe~ces in consonant 
·-\ duration between sing,le . and. geminate consonants. ·· The. · 
. ~ r • , I 
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.:; , · 
' 
I ' 
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~ nat~re' from the . one ca'~r-l.ed out· by J;lelatti::e and also more 
.. 
. . data was used~ b The p~irs ·_examined, had word b~:mndaries and .· 
I 
· also morpheme boundaries .. . . . . ~· The exper1ments were centered on 
. . . 
' 
the .'~ur~ace output; ·L e. , what is reqlly tran_smi tted and 
heard 'without considering in detail · the i int·ernal or "deep'~-
structure .of the sequences. 
. ' 
' . . Th~ Eskimq ~peaker uses word int~rnal ·g~mination and 
' J • • 
., 
he reduces his vowels before geminates more than the FrencQ 
~ • "" .. '\, • 0 ' • 
• I • 
speaker~ w~o- ha.s ge~ina'tidn across word boundaries.. . ~~erefore 
we may theo'rize that.the w{)rd boundaries ' invol,;ed irt. t'he.· 
·French data serve to '!protect" vowels · frotn· some O:f the 
. . , . 
potential shor!=ening effects of ·following- consona~t geminat_ion .· 
. . I . . . . (see Section 11. 5) . Though· the · 5.JUrface outp~t in both . 
languages sornetl!mes .result from • similar proee,sses I (-for 
. . I . I 
example, deletion ·Of consonant or VOWel) . th_eae processes 
. "' ..,--
. . . ( 
involv.e word boundaries in ·the French . bu~· ·not i~ the Sskimo. 
~ ., . 
I • 
• • !' 
3.8 Influence of Assumed Doubling of 
.. . I ' 
Vowel on Vowel Length I 
.. I. 
. I . 
·Tne .reason for , the title 
• . I . . I 
. 1s that, . a~~ nat1v~ speaker 
co~taini.ng the word "a~sumed" 
of Fr~rtch, · r' ·can -be sure. that 
. . I 
·the doubling of the vowel in French comes from ·an underlying . 
double vowels but. I am · les·s sure.· of. the status of the under- . 
~ .. .., " ... 
lying \TOWel~ in the ~skim? .. la~guage (se~ S~c.~:i:.~~ .1. .5 . ab'?v.e) ~ · 
·· · .· ·To · investigate . the influence of ·-the doubling· ~f a vowel 
.. • . . . . . . : ·:. I ~ . , . 
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sequence by .the. ratio of -single yowel·.to seq~ence. 
3.8.1 In Eskimo 
, . 
.• 







,\. . High front v High back v I 
- ·-
Male. ' l•' "* Male Female Male Female FemFile 
. ,¥' \, 
, I 
CVVC rati-o ~ 1. 76 ·: 1.73 I 1.87 1. 69 1. 6.0 J-.59 eve ra tl.O I ·-;, ' ;,, 
.. 
-.. ~ ~ r - .• 
' cvvcc J;atio 2·. 22 2.3 2. '47 2.47 1. 92 · 2.05 cvcc rat1.o · 
. 
" 
.These· figures show us that in Eskimo · the doubling o~ a vowel 
·. ' :.. 
• I 
. does 'not' mean that .the vowel is necessarily doubled in length. 
. I 
. . . 
_B_efo~e singl~ cons<:ma·nts th~ ratios of vowel to 
,- seqJe:nce ·: are ·on the ·average 1. 7 -larger for the doubl~· vowels . 
. . , • , . . I 
than for th~ single vowels. The above tahle also shows us 
J , 
I 
, . ·. that before ge~inate consonant.s the ratios. of vo~el to 
( . ·. 
' . 
•. 
s~quence are on the average 2.23 _larger for the double vowels~ 
I I' 
.thah for. the single vowels. · 
- . . "· · 
. , The diffe;rence which exist between those two different 
. . • I ' I 
' €myi~pnments. (i:e., ' fina·l -single ·consonants .vs. finai gemi~ate 
~.ons'onants)·,~ can -~ b~ explai~e~ from th~ · result~ of the-.· 
.. I . . ; : . r 
preceding se~tiqn in which. w discovered that' in gene·ra!'. 
I ' 
-. geminate-90nso~ants have a effect on single vowels 
I " 
. I 






Iri the· present •.cas the ratios ; of vowel to sequence 
0 
s~aller bacause .of the 
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67 
proportion~lly g;~ater - inf:lt~eripe · of gemination on· single 
. -. 




denominate~ than on · e numerator and we thus obtain a larger 
value when geminates are involved. 
. -
•' 
It can - be remarked that for · Eskimo the vowel /i/ 
seems to be ·the · mo'st lengthened· by doubling, whereas /ti/ is 
. ~.-. - .· . 
least· lengthened . . This supports the "neutral. posit ion" 
' " I I • 
theqry outlined :j.n se_c'ti~n 3. 3 above. ' The extra f lengthening 
. I 
. of. /i/ can be explained .b.Y the ~act that the tongue must 
· ' I , 
·, I 
I , 1 
move 'from <;1 retracte_d neutral' position to the ·fronted ;i; ' 
I ~ ( 
'posi.tion, remain on fhis target f.o'r the "intri'nsic'~ duration 
- - -- . I ---- --- ·- - - . - -~.. . . -- -. . -
of the vowel and thep ~eturn to its .baqk neutral posit~on. 
. . 
~ _ _ _ -· This ·extra fronting moveiJle.nt is not ~equired for either /u/ 
.. 
or /a/ .. 
·- . 
I 
' • a , ~ •. "" 3.8.2 In French · .· .· -
- . 
· We obtained -th·e following~ ·:~esu1 ts: 




.·. v hack v High front .. High v 
> 
. 
Male . Fe male Male Female Male Female • 
, . 
cvvc ratio I - -
eve ratJ.o 1. 3Q_ 1 •. 35 1.57 1.48 1. '67 "1.6 
. ,. . -





cvvcc r atio ,. 1.52 +.57. 1. 88 2;14 2.2 I 1.92 . cvcc r atJ.o " ' ' ' I ,.1• ... 


















' ·' • , J 
"'t' . 










And for Eskimo we ·ha.ve two diffe~ent res'ults {one bef-ore 
.·single:con'sonant, ,another before g_emina·tes) as on the 
·' · ~· ' average 
I "'" . • -' 
. I 
CVVC ratios · = 1.5 of ,CVC . ratio · and 
CVVCC ratios = 1.87 of CVCC ratio 
I 
The same reasqn ·as the one o~t~ined for Eskimo in 
~ 0 sec~ion 3:8.l.can be_given here to explain the difference 
. \ . ' 
. .. 
between the effects of following single ·a~d g~inate_ 
consonants. • '.. .... ,. 
68 
_- It can .~~'be, rema,rked that the dotibling of a vowel ·-iri - '· · 
9 
• • b 
French produces the following descending rq~k order of 
. . . ~ 
of · lengthening /U/ 1 /i'/ r /a/ • 
The vowel /a/ d:s_ compa1:atively J,ess lengthened by 
' 
' ~ I 
.to the fact tha~ - ~n . French this vowel . is in~rinsically much - _-_c·- . ........... ·--=--
'' 
longer th~n ' /i( ~nd )u/ ~o~. s~~tion 3 • . 5). . The neutral 
·, pos_i tion the.ory, (see se6tion 3 •. 3.) · can explain the fact that 
- . ., . 
/u/ is more lengthened than /i/ ·if· we assu~e a .more fronted 
. , 
·. • I I " • • • 
neutral position fdr French : th.an for ~ Eskimo • 
•. 
3.8.3 Comparison of Both Languages 
Ip general the followi;n.g . obs~-~vati~~s ·w~re made: 
1,' ·, ' 
. ' " . 
., 
. l . . ESKIMO : . . !;' FRENCH · ·. 
l.\ A ' 
, 
.cvvc ratio=l.1 of eve ratio cvvc ratio=l·.:·5 of ·eve . ratio 
I l 
, ' cvvee ratio=2. 23 ·of _evcc ratio cvvce ·ra.tio.:.l. 87 of . cvec ratio 
. ' • 
, .. 
. ' ' 
' . 
1 11 ' 
~ . . 
'o . I 

















vowel in ·~ Frenc;:h do.es . not .. lengthen the vowel. as .much as · the .. 
)6 
doubling of oa vowel in · Eskimo •. 
;/ 
We are sure that doubling 
I I 
of a vowel in French comes 
from .an underlying double . vowel. ·But ·we are less sure of 
1 o • .. ':! I 




' . .. . 
I. 
fo~s may ~ont~in cine of several different vowel cornbinauions 
.. -:' such as .. two short vowels, two long vowels' (?.:t= v~rious com-
,,. 
·, 
binations of lqng·. ~nd short. 
: . 1.- -
f'• • ' 
___ .. _ 
-~ _ . .-!--- ~--·~ -:?-- --~,....~- :.... --- ·--
. . 
·" 
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4.1 \ Introduction D 
4.2 
"' 0 ~ • • ~ .. 
Vowel ·Formant Frequency Mea_surements 
• I 
4.3 
I . .. I . 
Influence of Vowel : DOubling on . Fqrmant· . ,, . · 
{) 




4. 4 _Influence of Consonant G'emina tion on .Formant: 
\ . . "' 
Frequencies of Preceding Vowels · · 
' ,. 
•, 




. . f-'•: 0 
: · '~ 
. ,· 
'.' . . ' 
, ·\ , .· ~ 
4.6 - Influence of Vowel Doubling on Formant I • ' ' • 
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I -nfluence of Consonant ·Gemination on Formant·':. 
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4 . ·. VOWEL~ QUALITY .. 
(. . 4.1. Introduction 
·' .. 
' . ·~· 
~ . ' Iri this chapter, t~e influence of 'two main factors 
. .. ' , 
and t~e effect .of their· .corilbinatiotlEi;· on . the 9uality ·of 
'. • • • • & • • 
! -· .· 
vowe-ls in Eskimo and Frenc;:h. will ·be ~nvestigated. 
. I 
I These · 
... factors· are: ·. . -· -. ::'-;' _ 
I . . \ , 
, 1. Con.sonant g~mination' fo.ll.owi?g ~in</le and ' double .. ·· ~ 
,. 
~ • I I vowelh ~ 
. - ~ 
. tl ' .• .. 
It:. has been observ.ed i.i\ the }!>reced.:i,:ng c~~pter that 
/,. ·:. . g~minat~on of fo~low~ng cOiison~nts, ~~~ vowel d~~bling i1ad 
.. I ' 
. . . 




:" ~ • 0 ° 0 , • • I • (o • I 0 • • • 
0 
• . J_. ·, I_. ' ~n·· effect o.n the 'quantity .o .f a v .. owel -in .'a' seq~ence. ·. The . 
I 1. I · . . · · · · · · · · ·"' " 
· · · ne~~- J?henornen.on investigated ,wa·s the in~uence of · th~s~ . two 
" ' - ' factq~s on the quality of the vqwel .in t;h~se s·equences. 
• o. 
. ' '• I . 
I , ·. I, 
~.' ' " ·'\ . 
. . 
' I ' • 
.._. ' . \ 
0\ 
• • • (0 
It wa-s decided to limt·t the investigation ·t:o . 
s~ciu~-J:1·c~s -~ith Jinal ~ ;~-i~~l.ess stops ~nd p~·r.ti'c'ul'ii~ly .to 
. . . .... \ ~~ ... , ' - ' . - ' -~ 
s~quences of the . typ_e tV (Vft.(.t) .. so that the vowels between· 
• A - ' 
,, 6 , 
· l I 1 l 
0 • :' \\ • 
the tWO ··stops WOuld have t!'le same formant tr~:tnsi ti6n ·On both . . 
' 0 • 
. ' • . 
. ·~·. ; ;\; 
J. 





. · "ends." • .. 
..... •. " 
. , ~ .. '~ ....... ( _Following oe'iattre Is: ·the.ory th'at· "rthe quaL(ty . of a 
t ' • "' '11 D ' • • '• 'l ~ 
vow.ei ~:an ' b~· investigated by ol:_lservin'g . the posit,'io~s of ·the ' 
. . \_ If.~·~ ..... , • -
different formants of thi~ ·vowel" (Delitttre 1966:229), ·it ~as . 
• ... • ' I • ' ·,. I • . • I 
. ' .... . ' (' :' j 
ctecided to examine' 'the' t'requencies of ·the·. formants for the, 
. . ~ . 
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·' . 





t • • • 
. .. . 
. ' . 
.·· -'\-_. - /' '--~ 
I • 
I . · 
. ~ .. 
< .,.. I a 
--•' 
' 
. I 72 \. 
The'relation between .formant l .position and 
~rticulatory position: . ~hould be stated in ~he 
follo~i-ng term~: there ·is a direct . relation . 
between . . Fl fr~uency ris-ipg .. an'd overall opening 
of the oral t~ct. The higHer the fr~~uency qf 
formant 1,, the .wider the overall ·opening; and 
inversely. · '. . • · . 
• • j l' • ' 
• I 
·He also ·cl.iims· ·(~966: 2.J1) thai;.: 
There is a direct relation between back-anq~up_ 
tongue · retracting and formant 2 frequency low·ering: · 
the more the'tongue is retracted the morej the . 
~requency'o£ .formant 2 is lowered; and inversely. 
' ' . 
. '·· But. 'it should: be ' kept., ih mind than. ther!=! is no 
. -
• . . \ . I' 'nec~ssary one-to-one relationship between acoustic ·features 





.: and articuiatory m6vements--·see, . for example, Ladefoged·-~ s · i ·· · 
. . . • ~ · . .. . · . · r : · . ~1. ~ . . . ~ 1 . • 
results 'tor · perceptual ·rounding of vowel·s with .. expert • · · ·6( 
. plionetician..., ~La~efoged.• . 196;>. Thi~, c.o~P~~d · wit·h· the ~a~r r 
thi't ,I madel"no direct , investigation of .articUlatory 1mavemei ts 
b'u~ rather examined thei:r; acousti'c results only, mean:; .tha · 













" • !'~ 
·-· 
. I 
• • • •o,., •: 
·any state~nts which' I · rnake about articulatory movements a e 
. . I . ... . 





. . . -~- .. 
, 
' 
4 .• 2 Vowel Formant Frequency. Measurements 
is a' welL, kl)oWn fa~t· th~·t L~asuremeAL of the 
. ... 
. pea~s of the vowel envelope curves provide . the ~ost rneani gf~l 
data · r~garding ~o{.;ei · freq~en;y'~. . (Pet~rson, 1959: 183). 
' The reader is x~ferred · t~ Sectioh 2.4 ~ fdr a descr ptio 
,, 
• .._. , I> ~ • • 
of the· method .useQ. to produce the vowel ·env.elope ·curves. u in9 




· The biggest probl,em· was ·to determine the pla.ce in 
': ' . ' . ~ " . 
. ' 
' . 




. ·. ' 
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. \ 
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.. , .. , 
-time w~ere\fhe ~-ections should be made. \ It was ·decided to 
. . r 
choose~ the place in time where the formants 
•, ' \ ' . . ' . . . . . ' 
of the.v6wels 
. . I' I 
· were the .. ~\ost ·"steady".~ .. ln the .icases where tne vowels 
. -. ' . . 
·'. Sh,owed obvlou1S tz:ans.itiOhS t~. the ··con~onaZJ,tS at both ends; ,, 
. . - . 
the Jniddle : p0i_nt WaS 'ChOSen,. i ,.e• 1 the lOWeSt Or higheSt . 
frequency poi~t1· )f~r· .a• ~articti:~~~~ for~ant,' particuia;ly F2 
~ . ' ~ 
since it carri~s sb much information about vowel quality 
'Q . I 
for reference Fischer·-J¢rgensen, 1958:121-125) ." · 
• . i., . ' . . : . ' . ' 
·. The next · s~ep .was .to ·araw by · eye a smoothly .curved : 
' . 
spectrum of ea~h vowei' by1 joining. the pe·a~.s of ea.ch· harmo~ic 
. . . . ~ . 
. ' 
component op the 
~ ;> • h • 
exp~~ded scale s_ecti?I'l· . _This meant 
I , . , . .. -
ar~.aved at a :. {centre). frequency and 




. . . ; 
in.many·cases .one 
. ' 
··! ' . - ·~ ' l . intensity 'for 'a giv.en' formant ·:whidh ;- did riot coincide wl.tn the' 
. . . " - . 
. . 
f ,requency .or intensity. of any· single haz:ynol}ic ,componertt 
i . . " . I 
4 
'disple:Wed lin· the _secti_on.. The __ same . me~od as . the ·~ne 
describ~d /by G~-Fai~~anks ahd ~P. · Gr~bb (19~1:208) was· used: 
',' 
. ' 
. It wa~ .decided tba.t · i_if wouid .be preferable to make, , 
'direct measurements at the points of J;naxlmurn ,_ .. ' 
ainpU.Ade a ·s rec1~rded on tne. sectiqn with due · reg::irq to .diP. shaping characteri'Stics of the system~ . -In 
most instaJ?.pes .dne :_component was · obvious],y most 
pro~inent, but tiwo adj-aeent compone~ts were equal 
: . fn funplitude iJ! /some for~anbs and"-~~e . the .ar:ith-. 
:metic mean was ~sed. . · · 
, ._,.. I 
I ' • 
We encountered a . few problems.here,the same one~· 
· ·Ladefog:_ed · ~ent~ons in hi.s .. book Th.ree · Areas ·. of Experimental 
. J.Phone~ic.s {i9~7: 81) · . . . ·· ·_ . ,_ · . . ~ . . : . . . ._· ' · 
. . .. 
The centr·e of. formant one .' is difficult to loc'ate, 
when it is low i~ .- frequency. In all ·voweis ti:t.ere· . · .. ).s usually a great .dea;L of energy. at ·.:t;:he fundam~ntal 
lfr.equency. When a . formant ·is within one ' and '?)ne- . . 
half octaves of · the fundamental it is more -~ifficult ·· 













- ·-··- 1 - . . 
. . .. ·I 
. ' 
.I • • • • • •• 










• ~ ' I, "' ' .-





to specify: i ~s centre frequency, because in these . 
circumstances .usually only the frequency components 
higher· than -:.Hie assumec;l centre frequency decrease 
in amplitude·;· there is thus ·no peak in .the spectrum 
arid i t 1 is dl.fficul t to know: whether t9 specify t_he. 
formant centre as being nearer · to the fundamental 
'or to. ti}e second harmonic. ··This difficulty occurs 
typically· w.tth '[i] and [u] .. · •. When formant\ one 
is close to ·. formant two it· i ·s d·ifficult to .locate " 
the centre frequencies of·. ~ither of these· formants~ 
This : situation .often occurs in ·back vowels, par-
. ticul~rly [a] .~nd [u]. 
· I 'sinbe we ·are conc~:rned . here · with ·three E:>f the vowels · 
,-
m~ntioned aboye·, we had to face the:;e problems. It was· 
/' 
. decided to take for the vowels /i/ and /u/ the ·value· ·of the . ~ u 
•frequency half way· between .. the fundamen1:al and the second' 
.harmonic (first -overtone) or sometimes tpe value ~f the . 
- fr.equency of the first overtone d~pending on the overall 
~· ~hape of the spectrum. -;-
~ . . ' 
· • Lapefoged (1967 _: 8,7) ''also merit.ions that: ~I I 
,..,. . . ' . ' - ' 
· It is known that the · perception of equal intervals 
0 - 1 ' I ' 
·of pitch cannot be exactly-correlated .with either . 
equaJ intervals or equal ratios of frequenci~s; 
a~d it seems probable. that in the same way the·· 
per9eption of quality differences is ·not- s~rnply 
r~lated to· either the. formant frequency intervals 
_or . to the .formant frequency J::atios. · . · 
' . . 
·. ~ 
~herefore it was deaided to convert the frequencies 
,.. . ,. . . 
I 0(~n Hz.) of ~he vowel' forma~ts, into pitch (in mel~} usi.'n~ · 
0 
., 
I , . '· . 
the method described in Ladefoged's, Three Areas of Experimental 
e . , -------------------~---------
' ' ' Phonetics (1967:87) 1 i .. e. , , by "Using · ·~ graph showing the,·. 
~ <: : \ ' •• I • t, • • ,' 
re~ation between ·frequency (in. Hz~) and pitch (in mels} drawn 
f ' I ' ' J . ' ' ' • 
• .. • 0 
· f:r;orn t~e data of Beranek '(1949} " ~ · The values of the form·ant 
. . . . 
· .. frequencies (in Hz.) and their cpnverted values· in pitch (in b, 
. ~ : . . ~ .... . . . . . 
~ inels) for ' Fl..~and F2 ~re tabulated in Table~ I to. N .• 
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· S,equences Male 
,· ~ .Hz. Mels 
/tat/ \ 
11 475 570 
' • • f • ~ 


















f . 1' .• 
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500 600 
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'g 0 - 965 






I j . 
' .. . 
. . . .. 
i> ' ' 
' ,-, 
. , .. - . 
-. 
F2 . F3 
Male 
" 
Female Male ~~ma±e 
I \ 
Hz. Mels Hz. Mels Hz. ·Hz.~ 
. . 
1250 1145' 1550 1320 2500 2700 · 
1275 1165 1..55'.0 1320 2525 2750 
I 
I 
' 1400 1235 1650 1385 25QO ' 2500 : 
1375 1225· 1750 1420 2475 2625 \ . 
• ' 
·I 
1200 1120; 1425 1245 2225 2350 
1225 1130 142_5 1245 2325 ·2400 
\ 
·---. 
1275 1165 1350 1i1o 2275 2450 
. 
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TABLE \I 
Eskimo High Front Vowel F.ormant 
· Frequen.5.i~s and Pitches , _ ·! . 
' Fl .. ·-- F2 \ . 
' .. 






~le Female ... Sequence~ Male Female Male Female 
' 




·,. . . ~ 
...... . . 
. 
\ 1 I ' o 
--
· . . .. 
, . 
' . 
. ' i 
. ." 




.. .. .. 
; H·z.\ Mels Mels Me1s Hz. Hz. 
-
/tit/ 3251 425 : 275 375 2200 1625 
' 325 425 . 300. 400 21~0 16iO 




/titt/ 2150 1610 375 275 . 375 
' .. ~ 250 350 300 " 400 '2100 1585 




/ti~t/ ' 250 350 \ 300 40'0 2275 1670 
' f r-
250 350 -.300 400 2275 1670 
I , . ''~. 
/tiitt/ 325 ~25 300 1 ~00 2325 1(390 
' . 
. 325 425 ~00 400 2275 1670 
. . 
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. H:?f.· Mels Hlz. Hz. 
2500 1765 ~675 2950 
:2'4 75 1760 2650 3100 
2450 1750 2650 30'00 \ . 
2325 1690 4600 
: 
·2700. 
I • . 
262s 2350 1700. 2700 .,.. 
2625 ' \ 
. 
2p00 1810 2600 3000 
--2?s<l \ 
--.------,____.-;-
2600 1810 2625' 
2675 1830 2675 3200. 
2675 1830 i600 320P 
~ 
' · 
. ·-' . ·,. ".-.- . I
.. . . I• 
. a;., · . 
~ , c ,.,.,, 
,• . : . \ 
·.,~ 
• .. 1 • 
•• 
. .. 
l . ; . 
·\_ .' 
• • I 
' . ~ 
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TABLE K · 
,. ' . \ I 
, ~ ' . . .. \ . ' \ 
. , Eskimo High Back Vowel ·Formant ·Frequencies 
and Pitches · .. 
. I ; 
·, 




Sequences Male Female - Male Female Male 
. ' I Female 
. ,• "\ 















I ;' ~· 
·.\.'i 'f 
. -~ ..1 




. . 'G 
-
Hz. Mels Hz. 
300 4'00 3_25 
,. 
· i '25 27_5 375 
450 550 375 
475 570 375 
- '37,5- . 475' 375 
450 5·5o 400. 
450 ,' 550 350-
. 450 550 350 
... . . ~ 
.. ·. . ~ ) 
. . , 
~. . ~ -· 
. .~... ' 
. l 0 • • • 
... 
' . . 
. . 
. . ::: 
. ' . . ) . . 
• • 0 
Mels Hz. ·Mels 
425 13,00. 118'0 
4'25 1375' .1225 
. , . 
- -:;· 
. 475 1225 1130 
. 475 1225. ~1;30 
-- -
·' 
475 1100 10·60 
SGO 1i.OQ 1060 
.. 
--4'50 1200 1.120 
. . ' . 
450 1200 1120 
• I ' 
.. 






_Hz. Mels Hz. Hz • 
. 975 880 2500 1700 
1025 1015 2600 . 1800 
\ 
1000 1000 2400 . 16,7? . 
. ·-1050 1030 '2400 
-
' 900 925 2250 
87.5 905 2275 
. . . 
!lQ50 1030' 235'0 
I ' .. 
1000 1000 232S 
. .. 
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Female·· · Male 
. ... 
Male Fema1·e Male Female \ 
. . 
Mel's - liz ~,jy. ' Hz. Hz •. Me1s Hz• Mels Hz. Mels Hz. 
' 
. . . ~~ ' . . .. 
.. 2BJ~ "'-' 750 820 825 86.0 1275 ;1.165 1725 1405 2.950 ~1 .. • - . 
... . . 
'· 800 850 1750 1420 2900 ' . l 
-
" 800 1350 1750 1420 2975 
' 
0 I , . 
. ' ' Ens- 825 ~-5~: ~000\ ' 915 860 1250 ll4:l .lJ ::>U .LZ£20 
•. 




·-825i 860 :950 980 1250 r~s 1650 13~5 310'0 2SOO .. .. . . \ .. _. 975 . 980 1650- 13'85 2825. ., \ I' 




. I . . 975 980 1650 ~3 _85 2775 
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,,. 
' Sequenc~s ·. Male Fernal~ Male Female Mal.e Female; 
I .. . •' ~.1 • 
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.,.. 
.Mels MtHs Mels H:z. Hz·. Hz. Hz. -Hz. M~l.s Hz. \ .. 
"" 
•' 
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French 'Hig'J;l Baqk V_owel .Formant. 
· F,requencfes _and Pitches 
ro ••• 






~ale Female Male Female Male F~mafe 
·" Hz. Me-1-s Hz. Mels Hz .• 
" 
. 
300 400 325 . 425 '1300 
'· 
·275 -375 329 425 1375 
I ·. - . 
450 550 375 . 475 1225 
-
415 . 570 t 375 475 1225 
. ' 
I 
375 .475 _:ns 475' 1100 
450 550 4:00 sao 1100 
·450 550 '350 450 1200 
450 :sso· 350 450 1200 
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Mels Hz. · Hz. . \ . ... • . 
980 2500 ' 1700 .. I 
-
1015 2600 . 1800 
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1000 2400 ., 1675 
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In this wa'y c;l, better pipture ·pf vowel quality at-~ i;he 
; I 
· : .' I . 
perceptual level was obtained. 
. : I • \ ' 
I • 
Since a form~t; specification i•s an aCCC?Unt of some 
_of the main features of·· the spectrum of· a sound we 
may .begin· qomparing 'vowels by displaying them , 
graphi<;:a.\.~Y in . terms. of their formant's . • ~. , axes 
have ~et!tn arranged s,o that 'the. traditional forms of 
rep:resentating vowels is' preserved (Ladefoged, ·1967: 
9:2)~(- ' ,· . . 
~ .. f • 
Following· Ladefoged' s I pr~ced~res the differ:nt' ro~els_ .wer~~ .. _ L •• 
plotted ~n .gral?~ paper (cf .. Figs •. 1-4) and arrows were ,drawn 
:foining the points representing' differ~nt vowels· ~o ill_ustrat,e 
the influ~rice of Vowel' doubling '<arrows labelled L) I and 
. :·. \ . . . 
f~llowing .consonant geminat~on T(arrows . labelled G) on the 
·quality o~ t~e vowel·. The : directions : of those arrows enabled 
. \ 
" . \ . .. ·. . \ ' . \ . 
. · us to -make same very tentat~ve . conunen:ts about . the changes in . 
; · . . . . . ' 
th~ ;ual,ity of the v~wels. _ _ .On the_ F~·gu.re.~ 1--4: 
Ll. · Re~resents vowel doubling before single cronsonant·s:. 
L2 R~presents vowel. doubiing before. <J:erninate consona·nts • 
.. 
Gl ·Repres-ents consona~t :gemination following single 
. . ' 
vowels. I . 
• r_ G2 ·. Repre~eri~s· consonant gemination following double 
. ' . I 
{l I · · 
. , "~r; 1o~t'1 , •· , . 
From ·the ' ~igures 1-4-, table-s were made_ .to ~llu~tra-te · · 
-vowels. 
.. tn both 1<7-nguages . a'nd. .~or ~ach vowel the influence which the .. 
douolin~-of""'·t:Ee vowel _a_nd the consonant g~mina ti.on· have on 
~ • . { . ' I . ~> 








vowel· /ai and the h~gh frGnt vowel /i/ ·o f the ·.Eskimo -male -
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infor~~nt, are . situated in a relativ~l¥ close position with 
. • • I ·• ., • I 
·. . 
respect to each othe-r. :It should be ·noted . that there exists 
• 
. . 
differences . ~ri pitch b~tween those vowels as follows: 
. .. .. 
~et~ee~ :··: tut ·:-pnd -tat 
. :.·· 
between · tuut and taat 
·-.:.~
betwee'n .: ·tutt and tatt 
. \, 
' : .. · 
,0 . 
between tuutt and taatt 
about 200 Mels dif~erence for 
Fl . w . 
ab~ut . 130 Mels difference in Fl 
about 70 Mels differ~~ce in· Fl · 
arid lQO Mels difference. in F2 · 
about 80 ·Mels difference·· in Fl 
.and · lOO Mels differemce jln. F.2. 
It must be noted that Fig •. 1 is based- only on two formant 
. ' . 
_frequencies whereas· one must c;:ons~der. the whole. spectrum of 
I • 
··the twl':r'·vowels . in order to specify this ~ifference ,in ~ guality.­
In general, the intensities of the th~rd f?~ant for /u/ 
. . 
vowels were e~trernely small compared to the intensities of F3 
. for /a/ v9wels (see Tables· R-T) below. So the ove:r:~l-1 .spectra 
? 
·differ widely .and · the auditory differentiation of these 
. ' 
phonemes presents no ,problem •.. 
·, ' 
. I 
. It .was 'al'so noted ·.e~rlier (Sect.ion ·3. 5) that the low 
. . . ( . 
vo~el ./a/ is 'on the ~verage longer . than the hit]h front . and . 
higl( back vowels /i/ and /u/. · All those cluses no · doubt. 
contribute to the auditory distinctiveness ·of the three vowels. 
. . . ' ' . 
r ·t cari be · seen that for the male. informants in Eskimo 




/i/ ·appeaJq to be more back than .the same vowels for the female . · 
infprrn~nts in bo.th languages. 
. ex plana, tions: 
. ' 
- , · . 
. . .· 
The . follo~ing are ·tentative 
0 • 
·, . 









I . , I 
. ' 
• • • ~!' 

















I • 8.9 . 
. . 
Th~s . di~tinction· co~ld come from the fact that · th~ 




-males. so that the resonant ·frequencies ·associated L j!, 
with the cavitie~ t~nds to Qe lower. 
" ~- This distinctio~ co~ld . sim~ly come from the fact ' 
~hat for ·Eskimo male arid femal~. informants come from 
.. 
·different dialect areas in Labr~dor--(cf. -Sebtion ·2.2)i 
' . 
· and· for Fren'ch, as 'J.t. was noted in _Section 1-.5, · the 
.. 
· male French informant uses consistently more retracted · 
· _ al~oph,ones of .the ~~ngle open vowel p~oneme ,, whereas 
.the female informant has more fronted aliqphones. . 
~ ) 
F-igures 3-4 'seem to confirm my audi to~y · judgelne~ts; 
• • I 
concerning this fact'~ 
'} .. 
.4. 3 Influence of vowel doubl·ing 6n 




- . From ~ the Figures l-4 · a~d · the · Tables P-Q -it can be 
/ . . . , 
. : 
. ' _..~·-'"· ~. \ 
observ~d that vowel , doubling has .ari,l;·influence on the quality . 
. - . ~. .. • ~ .. 
. . .. ... t 
of . the vowel in voiceless stop sequenq~s · of the . typ~ 
• _,. . I ~ " , 
tV (y).t (t) • · ~ · :- ~·( · 
In ' Eskimo 
I 
. ' 
· ., . In general - · the ~ow vowel /a/ is. lowered' and· ·backed · · 
,·I • 
'. 
. by do'ub~irig 









' ,"' j. 




•• . li 
. . . 
• .. 
.. . 








. . .. . 
.. • • I 












~ ~the liig~ back vo~e{ /~/ 
backed . ~y doub~i1g.·' 
9Q 
I 





. In g~ner·ai· -·the low vowel /a/ · is · low:ered ·and 'backed 
. ,. 
. . ' 
' 1 ... 
. ...... ·. . . 





- the !ligh- front v·owet' ;i; is fron.ted by 
' ' 
· doubJ i.ng · 
the high -back vowel fu./ is lowered. and.; 





. "" ' ~.. . 
The effect of :the . doubling of a .vowai seems to be 
. ~~··· 
·, 
similar in · Eskimo and French :t;or the low ~~.vowel /a/ ·.and , the 
·high front vowel /i/ ~ ··T'i-1e vowei /u/ 1 ·. h~w~l'~~ 1 ~s ~roif:ed · 
when doubled in French while ' it is backed in Eskimo. The 
• fact that /u/ is fronted.. when doubled may come from the . 
·; effect of consona~t ~nticipation--the consonant or consonants. 
. I ' I < • 
following the do~le vowe·i '/l:lti/ b~ing /t/ or /tt/. 
,, 
.. . In Eskimo the short vowels are . all more ·mid-centra·! 
' . 
'than their long or d~uble correlates (no disti nction \-iill b~ 
made betweep long _and double since w~ hav e ~ot done ~ . " d~ep" 
~nalysis of Eskimo. phonology) • . Therefore in Esk~rno ·the set 
. , 
of single or short V<?weis is closer to the. center than,. 'the . 
set of th_eir lo~g or. double correl~tes, _while in French_ this 
. is . t~u~ for- the ~owels /i/ .and .. /a/ but no.t .. &Jior the doul;>le 
. 
vowel ·;uu/ which appea~s to be more mid- central than its 
• ' . 
' ,. , 













I , 5\\ ' ' • I •. 
single correla~· · . . ' " 
The Eskimo· short /a/ appears to /pe more.·mid-centra·l 
than ·the . Fr~I}.qh /~/.· It is not:f.ceabl~ -lr ~ig ~ · '1 -.~nd 2~ . t~at1, 
in· Eskimo the lowering of the low vowel '/ 
. • • I whe.n ·doubled is 
~~ch ?reat~~ ~han the l~oring du~_ t 'o ·the> d0ubl.ing ·of_ the 
same vowel in ,French. T s explains,' per~~ps, why some · 
·-
.. 
phope~icians would like to distinguish. two phonemes ·in Esk~~Oi 
t I · • 
.. namely' /a f.· and . I a:/. or . I A/ a~d ,Ia/. 1 
. . - I • ( . ' ' · . 
, . 
~ : . . 
4 ~ 4 In,fluehce of· consonant gemination on formant 
. . . 
.  
The analysis of the Tables P. :cind Q ~~.~bies us to make 
the following observations: 







. ·' ~ . \"" ., 
. • .. ::. I"! 
for low v 'owel. ·:fa/.: . . Male /'a/ and /aa/ 
are rais'ed and·· fronted by gemination: 
Female · /a/ and jaa/ 'a~e both .lowered and . 
• 0 • 
f;a/ is {ront:ed butj /_a~f is slightly backed 




- for high front /i/ :. s~ngte /i/. is ' 
-rai.sed and l;>ac~ed ·by. gem:lnatitm: ·doUble .. 
/i'i/ is f:r;_onted by gemination; 







• - I 
• and back~d or fronted by gemina~ion: double . 
:; 1For mor~ information · about .vowel re.pr~sentation s~e:;:· 
· · Smith~ 1974 or Pyle, . l91l, •in Section 1.5-of this . thesis· • . :. 
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I ' 
I 
.. . . • 
. •' 
. , . / 
/ · : . . . . 
· ···· , · :;<· "< ·. . ~: .. 
. . . . . : . . ' .. : ' 
·: -. ·_. ·. · .. _: -.. ;u-~/ -_-is lo~ef~- by g
7
· l rnin . ion • .. 
1 I .~ >. ... 
./ . 
• • ¥ 
.· _ smi_t~·· ~ · :state,ine~t· · (19-7.4) that~ _ . . . 1 sing'le- - v~~~l~ -~ie-~~--~i.~~-sed . a . a· ~edu~-~d;··;i.n 
_and, ~ength befor~ . consonant cluste:rs: 
. ~ \ . . ~ . . ·.·. . . . .· . v - . : 
. . .. . . .. . . /a/- .:.....-r . . [A] ·. .. 
' • • I • ' i 
• \) ' ,/i/~ ~r [i] _J ccr 
I 
. • • I 
~ /'' /: 
92 •' . 
- I 
.. . 
.. ~-. . •• I . /U/ -,~-.. [U] I 
. : .- .. ,.::.: .. :.;~.:i·~l.. -~herefore verified. The/~~ - rticu-lation · .~ffects. of the . 
' 
. ,.. - . ' 
. . . 
• - ,_
1 /t-t/ context may explain ~; ~ingl"e apparent exception, the 
' .. 
.: . . 1 rais,ing o~ the- male )i/ /v ~eL ·· 
1 · · · i ! 
• p I 
) ' . n French "': . / / . / . . · . 
. ( : . { 
. v 
/ In general - 'for loW.. vowel · /a/: single /a/ is 
· 1/. /lowelr~~ an<j, very. slightly, back;,d by . 
· _ _ . . /.9emf.Jtion; doUble /a a/ iS lowere~ a 




' ; . 
·. '·!· // ... ~ ·for/oh~gh front_.Li/-:--single /i/ is 






., / ' .do~ble /ii/ is backed. l;>y .: 
. ( ,' ''. .... - fot . ~igh: b~ck. vowel ~~~: . single /u/tl is ~ 
. . I . " \_.. 
· f " lo~E!Ji'ed and backed by· gemination double 1 
i · . . . : ~ . -- . I -
, /- ... _, ;, , : /ilu<Is lowered a~d fronted by gl min'ation.~//' 
Compariso-n·-: of · bdth . .languages -~-- ' /,. \ 
' lan,gua?e: ::!::::~!:: ::f::::~:Yo:e;: ::m::~:~::r::tt:: t '. ; 
"fq:llowing consonant af~er ·_a . ~i~gl~_ :vowe,t ahd · the gemlna t f'on -;/ . 
.. ,· . . I 
o.f the following consonant afte~ ·a double :v8wel. _i 1 
. . . . ·; . . 
·\ ' · . ' --. 
.. .~ .. · 
;~ ·. ;_· 
. ·' . 
L . I 
. . 
·. 
. . ~ 









/' \ / 
\· 
' ' 
I 11 : 
Shor Vowels 
,\ ~ 
-Short. /a/ is in geri~ral lowered by following 
'. . 
-. 
. . ... - . ---· 
on'$~~n:~ ge~ination in both languages .except· .for ·the Eskimo 
rn~le 4 i-n:~rnant. where it is raised·. ·· · 
· .-/ -Short /i/ is f~h languq~es. , · . ·-Sh'ort /U/ -is ~ ' 
.. ·',l "' . . . : 
- in ~both la~~u~g~s . 
. :· ... - .) r ·_.\.;? .. 
Long · voweis 3 · · "'~ ) ' 
in g~·!ieral raisedo by s·uch gerniDation in · 
! .~ 
in general lowered by . such 'gemination .. 
, ' 
-Long /.~a/ 'is lowered by following consonant gemination· . 
1 i~· both languages exc~pt ·fox: the E.sk~m~ male,. tlkt~~m~nt where . 
-· it is raiseq. \ JA· · · . . \ ;:·.,.: · .. 1 ., I 
. \ , ·q .(' 
· . -Long /ii/ is in general frqnted by~ ~Uch gemination 
' ., . . ,·1' " 
. ·~ 
:71 - ,. // . . '·' ·'If 1n French . while it is 'backed . in ~skimo. 0 ' ' if: 
' ' 
. f. )/ • . . 
. ··' 
I / • - -Long · /uu/ is "in· general lowered :Oy .such gerni:nation .. ·; . 
\ 
I I / .. . . . . 4 
t
'i / / ' in .,botb language~ .. 
. :. 
' l . 
. . ,
, Y' . < . Cgmparisoi;l 6; EffeCts of Vowe{ Doubling: 






I • --h.. 
' 1'1 .. ' 







: , i I 
I · 
. A look at .the relative leng.ths of .the arrows on 
·" ' . . 
Figures 1-4 s.hows us that the effect of L~ (doub l ing · of the· 
' ' 
.. vowel) is greater ·than •the ~.£f.ect of G· . ~ (Gern.inatfon of . the 
. ·- . ""'· , . I 
• . l • • , t"· . .• . ' 
. f~llowing. _co_nson~nt)' in e,p'tP languages; ~e arrows being in 
. . ' general.. -~~n:ger ' ·when'' th~y join single vowels to double· vowels ' 
~equences than ·wnen the_y join single .f.inal cqnsonants to 






























4. 5 ·Vowe~ Formant Intensity Measurements · 
.. ; . 




It was also decided to ana·iyse the. intensities ,of 
vowef formants. I We "j:.0ok. a ·s a refer_ence_ the· intensity-of ' thE7 
first· formant of the ·sfngle vqwe~ /u/ ,before a s'ingle 
: . . 
voiceless stop /t/. The values o .f the int·ei~{ties QIY..all the 
· .~ ; I 
~ I 
other formants were compbted relative to· that value (measure- . 
in~ts were ~de fro!ll sec~ions :where , i/32" equaled;a dif.fe~ence 
of 1, dB) • Also, _correct~_ons were made for the use of the_, H-S 
. ' 
.. ·weighting . device on the Sonagtaph. This device ·amplifies the 
intens~ty o'f the hi_ghe~ ·f!:ants. The corre-ctions .were mad~ :J 
us'ing the calibrated frequ~ncy-resp. onse curve. of the spectra-
l . 
• p , ' • ' 
graph when ope'rating' in the H-S mode .. This curve .shows us · 
. . . . 
that th'e machine arnp~fies smoothly the intensitie1s of . .' · 
. . . ·. . 
. .. 
, . .Freq~encies from .6 d~ "· at 1 .KHz. to about 15 dB at 8 KHz. 
\ .' 
.. ... , 
. ~ ' . 
. . . . .: ( . . . 
This produces accurate results only whem thei:. measured vowels 
are on the same spectrogram as is the reference vowe l . ·· In,-
all . other cases~ erro;s may be. , introduced by the lack of . . 
·· adequate controls oveJ:: · several variables, pat"ticu2-.arl y, the 
reproduce levvel; though no adju,stments. _werE~ made in the 
. , - . • 0 • .. 
recording !evel for, ~ given speaker.. The manufacturer of . the . 
~ 
'J • • •• • • • 
Dyne microphone used . sp~cifie~ a flat frequency. response from 
SQHz to.;10KHz but we· did not in f~ct ~~a~ibrate this m~·~r~p~~ne~ 
. . 
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: Iz:>.forrnant. 
-
Eskimo '}• ':. 
Female 
Eskimo 
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•' .,. • ,·,I .. 
· ... ·. 
. .~ • I 
, . 
. .. : ' 
.. 
. .. 
. , ,· 




' , / 
·' 
. -,' ·· 'fABLE R ' 




'vowel Formant Intensi .tl~s R~lative . . to 
Fl 6~ ,(ul_ for Each Informant 
For-- '/tat/ ' /tatt/ . · /~aat/ . 
mant -
' 
--ri· 8 4 9 (' .4 4 2 
F2 - 2·. -:ol2 - . 4 
.. 
-12 . 3 - f 
F3 · 
-16 -28 -22 -25 - 3 t.. 6 J · 
-
Fl 7 0 4· 4 ' 4 : 4 
. 
_t F2 ·o 
- · 7 -10 5 .+ 7 + 5 
F3 ~ 6- 0 
' 
....:1s 
- 8 -13 -13 " - ·11 
' 
.. 
Fl - 1 - - 1 - 2 ~ · - 6 '4 ~ 5 
F2 -11 ~12 ~ -15 -15 - 6 Q 1 
• 
F3 · -22 -14 .:..21 -21 -23 8 ~15 
Fl 10 10 9 . 
' 
F2 4 ~ ·1 +1.~ 
9·5 




+ -2 + ,2 
- 3 :- · .. 3 






- 2 - 2 
~ 
-22 . -23 
I 
- . 11 I ' 
11 8 
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I· \ 
·. (,0 
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·, . . .. ·. 
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Vowel Formant ;rntensi ties Relative to 
. 








, •• f • ,. 
Informant ~or- /tit/ ititt/ /tiit/ "/tiitt/ · 
. · 
mant, :--.------...~ . 
Eskimo ·Fl 1 ·1 2 - 6· .1 1 1 4 ~3 . 
•., 
F2 - 2 ' - 2 - 9 -16 - 7 -13 - 0 9 - 2 - I 3 
<il• ~ 
' 
Female F3 - 7' - 1 -14 -14 . - 11 -18 -12; -
·• -· 2 
. 
' 0 
Eskimo F1 3 8 12 8 4 0 5 5 . 3 3 ·. 
F2 
-\5 - 4 3 - 1 - 7 -15 2 2 - 6 - 5 .. 
,. 
-13 Male F3,- - 6 - .s 2 - l ·-12 . 1 0 - 8 - 7 
. ' ' 
French Fl 2 0 0 Q 3 : 0 ,Q . 0 
. 
\ F2 -17. -16 -23 -23 -13 -15" -14 -13 
, 
-is :·(_Female .F3 -14 -18 -19 -11 -13 -171 -17 . I 
' . 





7 - 7 ! ·o 2 _. \1 
• .J' 
Male F3· 6 : 5 2 -12 ' --3 3 - - - ., . 1 
I 
... 
I - .. 
' ' 
: 
. . . 
" . 
. .. 0 • • 
... : .. 
0 0 
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' ->•I ~· ·F2 . 
Female F3 \.._·. <-
~~ Eskiin'o Fl .. - F2 
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2, .. .. \. .• • 
~ 4·-. 6 ·.Influence of Vowel Doubling' 
.. .,..\ •• , · • 1,. 
:· ts " 
' . 
on. Formant Intensit~es i I 
.· ;'\ 
• ' \. .• · 'J 
.By referring . to ' the Tables ~-t and comparing tVt with 
• p • 
1;) l,. 
tVVT sequenc::es ·.cfx\d tVtt with ' tVVtt' sequence~ I we 'obtain the 
-- - . , .· r;,·. . , 
~~f~·llowin~r results: 1· 








.. ,' ' 
~ \ 
· ~In · Eskimo 
'!., 
. ,•' 
~ • ' • q t 
·. Vowel ·· doubling has tll'e f9~lowing eff~cts on Intensities 
r I; ', . . ft. . . • '• ' J . . ' . 
· Low ·yowel /a/ - . F2 is. .i'n~'i·eased ' i.'n "intensity · and so 
' ~ . ' ... • ..:r\ 
•.· " 
:Hl.gh I frori.t · v~we+ '/.i/ 
0 . . .' \ .. - . 
( 
High ' back vowel /u/ 
, 1 ' \ 
is Fl. 
. ~/. 
- F2 .seems .to-be 
. ·" 
- .,. ' 
inte._hsity and 
'1 ~ ' ' 
0 . • '· 
·,- F2 seems to. be 
increas-ed in 
~ 
so iS F3. 
,· 
~ncreased .i ·n, 
0 
. -( . 
~-
· intensity. 
... -- ~ 







•· ·· Low ·vowel ;a/ ' 
~ ' 
~ F~ is increased in Intensity .. 
• 0 
: ' 
' ' ' 
.; 
• ~t - ~ 
... . t> ' 
. ,}. ... . 
.. . . _._~ , .~ 
., 
• u • 
b ~ . . . " . . . 
whereas the res~lt~ · for F3 ' seem 
.. . - . 
i ~ 
' 
' incoru:;lstent ·_for the Female ·but a 
. . . .... . 
"\• 
'. · definit~ _deprease 'in intensity ~s 
:obs~rvable for· the M~le. 
p 0;'· . 
. Hi:gh front vowea /i/ .t ~he intensity of F2 is increased -
" 
-', ' \. - a~~o observable ls :a slight: in- _ • - ·, ~ !l..;o . • t • ~.1 • • 
· .· crease in the !ntensity· of F3. -
• 0 ' ' • • ' O • I 
. . 
~High back· vowel ' /u/ ~ F2 is incr~ased in !~tensity. 
" 
·' 
. ' I . 
' ' 
'rhe~ef~ore, in' both ·lang~ages we ·c:an ' obs~~ve -a ··slight :i,.ncrea.se _ ~. 
,o ' • .,. • • ' o II 
c ' · I . ~~' ~ ~ ~ . .. . . 
in the intensities of formant !f::wo· when the vowel is doubled.' · ..; 
• ' 1;1 •• • "' 
t ! 
-


















- '· . 
·: -.. . 
. . 
'• 
• r~ .' 
'· ~· 
99 
It is interesting to compare the results obtained 
. · t. . 
. . 
'· 
' .. _. __ 
·h.ere with those o~1;:a.~ned by ~:lls · (19~3) . ·fpr · Britis)1 English . 
. . 
:( ·sfead~ vowet;· Wel~s resu::~~ show that i~. E~g~sh, ·there 
exists. a difference in the intensity spectra :between tense 
: . . . ·I . 
and. lax vov1els: . the lax vowels having higher formant 
'It '.;,"' ~ : , - , ' ' ' • 'It • ' I 








' I . 
/ 
<, 
.; ' · intensities for. F2 and F3 (and usually Fl), than do the 
I . 
corr~sponding-tense vow~ls. The table below iLlustrates 
' t ; 
these differences. 
' '. ' ..4 • 
on. the contrary, ~y resu~ts show that in 
. : .. . 
...... __;__..----- ----- --- -
,,,.,,·, ·-. . ·. . " { 
Formant Intensity Increases [for English 
Lax Vowels (after Wel'lS)-'1 . 
, · j 
•I ·-· 
' 
-- -..r~nse/Lax ; Fl F2 F3 ' 
·. ; ;, :' 
~ 
'iii 
. ,• t, ~,~;, . ~ . • '- ~J:i + 7 . :+14 . •. ~ ·.~ . \ ' 
' 
- . ' 
' I :·.: ... ( 
u 
u/U + - 2 _, tl2 . ' ' + 5 I . . 
.. 
a/ i:J. ·+· -:~- + 2 3 I + 5 .. 
e 
0/t> . \ • 0 . + 4 + 7 
-
'· .-
' --l1eari increase + 2 .·75 + 8.25 + 7.0 
' -- C' 
0 
,, 
':\: ! ' ·- "- . . . . ~ ,c .. , Eskimo and in FrenFh, the intensities of . Ff a: d F3 are sl:i.'l;h_ ,J doubled.· ~his i i~at~~- ~hat . when·: ~ increased the. '\Zowels are tly . - . 
f ; "'t.. . ~ "' 
Englisfrvbwels possess a f so-called· tense/l~x distid~tion whose 
. ' .. ' . . -" .-. ; ) ' 
pponetic corrala~es; ·a""~e.' very. different . from the correlates o'f .. 
. . .. . ..,..:.l . ~ . ' ' 
the 'single/douple di~tin.ction in Eskimo and French. 
; - · • , - - ... • : • 6. • • i . . . 
. - . It wa~ als,p~ecided. to compare the ·drffeFences 
I : . . , 
e~isr.tirig · betwee~ ...:. formant frequencies of the lax/~~se vowe~)> 
. - ·. 
1 It can · be noted ·that this e-ffect }is more prqnounc-ed : .. 
in· the two· high- vowel · pairs than : ino the . two low vqwel pai.rs. 
• ,-.7 . • :r i ~ u 
Q . 










. ' ' 
' ·.: 
.... 
- { . .. 
11JU --- . 
pairs ,_in Wells . (1963) · with ._the ·corresl?onding . differences for · · .. 
the single/double vowel pairs in Eskimo and French. , Tabl~s · 
'. \, . . ._. . I 
. I 
- ~ u-w list those frequencies. 
" · 
. c1l' 
·· !f· we consider the differences which exist b~tween 
the tormant freqJencie~ of the- lax vs. tense vowels of Wells 
~ - - ~ · 
. . ' 
on the· one hand and the differences between the formant 
. -
frequencies of single 'vs. doub1e vowel~ · of the . mar~ info~~ants 
. ' --
. ~ . . . 
_j.~_Eskimo, a~d Fr.ench -~o_!?: _ ~_!::_J:>-~her~ we ·may notice that ; 
. l . 
·I 
For the 16w vowel: , 
In English the biggest difference is an- F.2 'frequency . 
\ 
··· dif~erence of 153Hz ·. · Whereas the biggest .d.if:fei:ence '- is . an 
' . ·~ 
Fl freq_uency aifference ,of ·11,3 Hz. in EsJtimo ... ~nd 75 Hz. in 
· French· .. 
- For .the high fro'nt vowel: 
In English we: observe th~~- biggest dif£e~ence -bet~een . 
• • . , • 1 • • ·~ • 
Fl and ~2 frequencies, namely 71 Hz. 'for -- Fl and 27 5 Hz. for 
F2 .. In Eskimo the Fl ·difference ~s 75H-z. and the F2 
~ difference" is 125: Hz. · In French 'the Fl difference is· only · ·. 
. -
50 1Hz., . the F2 . change .is 350 Hz., and there ist also a larg.e · .
. 
·aif~rence of 525Hz. in F3 • . 
- .. 
. ,
:- .. _ _:_ _ _ ~~;. For th~ • l)'igh .back vowe 1: 
.;- J. -
In ·!English we · have the biggest· difference in .- fo~mant : .. 
. :fi.-r.equencies in F3 wher e we find a dif£erence of 120 Hz .; 
' ... ~ . .. ' 
wh~re~~- in both Eskimo _and Fr .ench · we observe a big dif ference 
I , ' \ 






· . .... 










- -' --- --
~- . 
~ -·-
f TABLE ' U ---., __ _ . ,-~---
... _ 0 - \ 
~ow Vowel Formant Frequencies .in'Tpiee Languages 
English . Eskimo 
.. 
25 Male~ - l rMale 1 
. 
/a/ Fl 677 /aa/ F}- 600 
F2 1083 F2 .1212 I 
" 
F3 2540 ' FJ 2275 
" 
/A/ Fl .722 ~ /a/ Fl 487 
F2 1236 F2 
I. 
1262 
F3 2537 F3 ·2512 





" • I o t 1 
/' 
,. 
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. -
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French 
1 Male 1 
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·- TABLE1 V I c 
) • I ' 
.High Front Vowe'l Formant Freque'ncies 









' 25 Males Male Female '-. Male 1 · Female 
/i/ Fl 285 Vii/ Fl 250, 300 Vii/ 300 250 
·- . 
F2 2373 F2. 2275 
-- -
2600 -~ "2350 2650 ' 
-· - - .. 




. /I/ Fl 3,56 /i/ Fl 325 300 /i/ 250 250 
2l50 
I. I F2 2098 F2 -. 2475 2000 ' 2400 : 
.. 
-· 
F3 2696 F3 2650 3000 2875 · 3200 
• ' ' (aft;er Wells, . 1963) • · 
'. 
., .. I, '· ' 
. ,. 
., 
. .. .. ,
·-
'' I , 
' 
. · ' 
' .. 
. . -. . ;- . 
• "" , t 
- , 
. \) , .· . 
•' 
-~- . 
' . :t 
. ' 
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.. '•· . 
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' t <t r 
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· TABLE W , 
Hi'gh Back Vow~l Formant Frequencies 





25 Males Male Fem<itle 
/u/ Fl 399 Vuuj F}- 410 387 
F2 . 939 F2 1100 900 
F~ 2320 F3 2260 
' 
/U/ Fl 376 ·, /~/ F1 3o·o 325 
F2 950 I ' ... ~ F2 1350 1000 
' 
F3 ~440 F3 . 2550 1750 
• 
. . 
(after Wells, 1963). 
. . 
. \ . . . 
·, 
' 
' . I: .. 
;;; ~~,! . . 
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, \ 
in:F2 for both hmguages -. 
These d4fefen~es 'in- formant f~e~ue~cy show d~fference~ -·~ ,·, 
~,. .:,."" · ~ • • I ~ · 
in quality in alt 'P,~irs of vowels in . all three· languages (see 
<\: 
Sect.ion 4.1), bu_t no real pattern can be discerned 'in the 
differences between the lax/tense Eng~ish contrasts and the 
" ' . . .. 
. .. 
single/double contrasts of t_l)e Eskimo and French male inforrnantp. 
' . 
' However, for the high fro.nt vowel · in each language we· observ~ 
.'~'~ . ' 




We may therefore conclude that formant intensities . 
/ 
• _ __L-
. provide · more c.onsiste.pt 'clues "'than · do f.ormant frequencies for . ·· 
. . . ; ' ' . . '\), . . 
both .the lax/tense vowel distinction in English and the · . .. l
• , 1 0 ' • - I ,~ 
. 1t' . , ; - ' 
· s;i.n_gle/double vowel distinction . in Eskirno ·· and French. 
. . .! . ' . . . ' 
' j ·' ' .. 
4. 7 Influence of .Consonant Ge~ination on Forinant :7 
. , Intensi:ties of Pre,c'eding Vowels ( . 
I 
.-. By referring. t o the· Tables R-T · and comparing tVt ~ with 
. . ~ . . -
.a ,. 






In Eskimo ' o l---' - ' -· - -- 1 ~ 
·1 Consonant gemination has the following effect· on 
Intensities: · 





no apparent result, except for . 
male in,formant: . taat vs. taatt! 
.... 




• ' . 
• 
' (J ' ,. 





















. \ .. 
·"" 
; _ () '\ 
, _ 
• 
intensity of F2 and F3 when the 
double vowel pre.ceeds ~a geminate 
/tt/. 
Hig~,.Front .vowel /i/ - no apparent pattern. 
' 9 ""··-- I 
·Rig~ Back Vowel /u/ _- Forrn~nts Inte~s~ty of single vowel 
. 
... -... 




~ Lo~ ·vowel- /a/ 
I . 
..  ~ ~ 
. l-
' 
/u/ seems to. be ·increased . when 
preceding a geminate·. consonant. 
~ ' 
Intensity of F2 seems to·: be 
decreased when preced!ng .a . 
I 
geminate. 7 
High Front Vowel /i/ - For the · f _emale informant we note 
' ' ' 
a slight decrease in the intensity 
of F2 and FJ. No pattern .for the. 
' . . . 
male informant was observable. 
. ' : \ 
_ Jt'igh ·Back Vo~~i ~lui 
'. 
. ' . 
- Only for the femal~ ·informant do 
' . 
' 
we nptice a s lj,.g~ t increase ' in the ' 





. . It seems that ther~ 1 ~s no appar~nt infl.ti~nce of 1 
fo,i~owing co~sona~t geminat*o,n on the int:e~si ties ... ~f' ·-·the . . 
·' 
. ' 
· vowel formants in Eskimo and Fr~nph. .r 
.. 
•' 
I I . 1 
.. ·' 
,., 
' .. ' -
. . 
' . . 
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· 4. 8 c~nclud\ng Remarks 
. -~ 
·-. 
It can · be deduced, _that in both languages the .... doubling 
. . ·' . 
o I 
of the ·vowel has a' greater eEfect on the· quality of a vowel 
.. 
·.than has the gemi'ba.tion of th·~ . following consc;mant. However 
' . . 
.' 
·the reliability· of these· results may be ques·tioned si:nce 
' . I . 
'0 ... .. • -
this ·study )'las· unde~-taken with the use of on+y the sound. 
' ' I • 
.., 
spectrograph.~ More sophisticated _equipment would ~redUce. more 
. ·, . . ' . . . . - ~ . . . • . . .,0, . 
valid results. Also spe~~ra· were drawn by eye (see Section .... 
· 4.1 above) -so that only_ rough approximations a:& formant 
• • l , t ' '\ 
I • 
frequencies· ·and inte!'lsi ti"es ~ere ·oi:rt~ined •. . · 
r 
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5~1· soma. Generalizations 
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5 .1· Som~ Generalizations 
' . 
1 08 · 
·-~~ .. :, .... , 
'. ""~ .... · . . ·'·~ · 
It has been shown in this thesis that the doubling of a 
' 
· V.owel had a iargef·. e~fect on .the, ql..:lanti ty 'and · qual;i t;.Y of 
_,r- . 
.t , • 
. this' vowel than doe's-- ·the gemination of the cons_onant following 
n•. 
·' 
it. · ~ 
.......... ······ ········· ······ ·· 
.. . . ~ .. .. ' . \' ' .. .... . ' .... .. ' ·. 
' . ' ... .. . ' ' .. '' -: .... ' ... ' ... . ' '' '. '.: ' ' ' ' .. ' ... ' .... '. . . 
.. .... ,.-.; . · . .. The g'erninat~on of a following consonant was ' Shown .to: 
. ' 
have a more reducit:19' eff~c,t 'on .the duration of a preceding 
. . . . ' . 
vowel in a -' languagef which has gemina-trion' within word . 
\ . boundar.ies iEs~imo) than in a · lan~age which has ·gemination ' 
' l .. • ~ 
across word boundaries (French) • 
. . 
It wa~ proposed that gemination of .a consonant has a 
' ' 
g.reate:r · ~ff~ct _, . in ,both the above types o_f · languages, on '.the 
. ' .. 
duration of 9 preceding single .vowel than on that of a 
preceding double . vowel. 
Regarding the lax/tense vowel oppositio~- in English · 
on the one hanr arid' th~ sin'gl.e/double vowel oppositiqn in 
. . 
Eskimo. -p.nd French on the other (see. section 4. 7 above) , · the , 
experiments indicate .that each ~f the 1 t~o oppos'l tions i~volves · 
- - ' -) -- ___ ,. _ . . 
·. several acoustic cues : (e . g., duration, formant frequency, ·· 
... ~ " " . . 
. ' 
formant intensity) whose.mantfestations are .not the· sam~ for · 
both oppositions. ·It·~lso appears that, in general, · formant 
intensities provide. more consistent cues than -do forman·t · 
_ frequ~ncies . for the . single/double v:owe l distinction in ··Eskimo ' 









and · French. (see. ·.section 4. 1. above) • Perhaps the same is t-rue 
also for the English; lax/tense vowel distinction. The -
' ' 
relative durations of the c.onsonants and vowefs in CV (V)C (C) 
- / . 
·sequences seems to be very sign~ficant for . ge~ination in -
' ' I ' . . 
French and Eskimo. ·Further .i~vestigations are needed to 
.. 
-test· all the above conclusions., 
· various p~obl~m~ were· brough~ to~ight, which deserve 
. . . 
0 
• ) • o . ~ I ' 
to be more t~or·oughly in~~~~~st.~~~~- ~-. ~ Fqr: '~~ampl~, . in.· Chap'f::er·.· .... ., ..... ·:·· .. . ~ 





' ' 0 , 0 0 
... ~ ......... ....... , . ....... ... :j "'the concept · of (language · specific) _neutral. tongue position · .@ 
- • • • • • • 0 'J • • 
was introduced and this id'ea, along with Ohm<:tn •~i>' co-
• b 
articulation theq:i:y (1966, .19€pf, . served . to explain tentatively 
-. ' f.. . . 
some . ver¥ interesting point's in. the different seetions of 
Chapter ·3, · concerning .fhe relati'ye length of the· different .. ··r-
vowels in Eskimo. and' Fren9h. s~ch a neutral position theorY 
' . . 
as p:ropo~ed by H.onikman (1964) , has ~ot rec·eived the atten-tion· .. f" · 
. \ 
which it deserves ·. frC?m experimentai. phoneticia-ns. We hope 
that some . future research on vowel duration will seek to test 
·thl±.s concept. 
I 
.MY findings indicate that phone1:ic "distinctiveness is 
I 
. ~ 
us.ually maintained ~henever there is an iiaderlying phonemic 
. . . . I . 
· dist~~c'tio,.· _ Therefore we hav:.e not. ~ad to ~ppeal ' .to the 





1.4 above. , 
There are several ·ph·one-tic cues associated with any 
:. ' 
. on~ ·~onemic dis tinction so ~hat if one cue ~e.g·. ·' a9solu te 
length)' fails ·to 
.· 
phonetipally mainta in · a 
'\, ' 
•• 
' , """' 
. •' 
. b 
... ~ . . 












·. ' '( 
, \ . - - .-. '· . ' . " 
others ·(such . as relative · length; quality, including , not only.., 
... '" \\ • • \1 • , • • •• • . • • "" 
J. . ' -. -
formant frequencies 'but al'so relative formant .:!."ntensit.ies , .  
" 0 
.etc.) are. available to the hearer. 
. . 
· One possibility which remains ~ to be investigated is·. that 
the overaLl patter~ of·formant ch&nge in time (in either . 
frequency, or intensity"' or both) ·. cou"t'd be used to distinguish -
.~. ..' r · ,' ( 
.a vowels · which are .,identical in al'l· other respects • . ·. Another· .. · 
o .. , o o o < ' ' o- , I o ' >) ~ > o : .- ' o ' ' o ' o 
...... "'"' .. , ....... : .. '"' '' un'ex~rnined poss.ibility i,s that of' acoustic··: ~uscontinul.ties 
. ' .. . . 
' I 
which _may mar~ nboundaries•i between the two membe.rs of a 
double vowel in Eskimo or French. 
' . 
. . :;- ' 
- '. 
'•, ... ' •, I 
., 
.s. 2 · Evaluat;i.on of the Reliabil~ ty ... 
of t}1e ·Results' 




The two E'skimo .informants ·\:/ere ~born in two different .'... . 
· I 
\ ' . / .. . . 
communities of ·Labrador (see Section 2.2)· ·an ·learnt the . 
. . , . . . , I . 
. Eskiin~ lang~ag~·- be_tween . tqe_ ages_. of + and 6 •t j _This is the ,, 
period ' when a ch~ld really acquires ·a langua e and this is " 






I ' • ' ' 
Ros'e, when\ disc~s.sing the la~.~uag~_spoken arounqo ____ _ _ _ _ 
,. · .. Hebfc>n_;-whe_re- .sam fornes · from, once said ·th~t "People: _ar~und · . . 
. ·' . . . . I 
., thete . tHebron) seem to .. be 'dragg,;lng' their words and ·Speak 
- •-• .- --- - ---- - , 
0 ~ -- 0 ) i'J , 0 ' L 0 • 0 , 
G more'- slowly t)lan people aroun¢1 Nain" • Also, when as'ked! aftl~r . ' ,, . 
·,, 
• ._ I "' 
·- the experiments were conducted, ·if she noticed· a diff erence ··.·. 
~.-~ I ' ~ 
in pronunciation between the two dialects· she said that, ; ·. 
~-~ . ~ '· ' 
' . 
. ' I 
'· ,, ..._ .. ·,. 
'" 
' , . I I 
I'''' • " • • r• '' ' ' ' I 
'· 
,: 
;· 0 • 
.. .. . 




"people around Hebr~n· :·(llke. Sam) would -have 'i1. te~den~y . to 
\. \ ·. 1 
speak with : · ·~dark'·' ·ja/' s ·. This · would confirm my f indirigs. ~n 







2. Idiolectal.Effects o· 
. \ ~ ... 
- . ·, 
·Especiall_Y·. fo~ tbe st. · Pie_r~eQ q~ale~t · the ·fmale·· 
. . ' 
irifor~ant, Marce~, is a .natural "imitator". He can i~~ta~e . : 
.. . 
. . 
very accurately any dialect or. idiolect,, . this is ·why··;he .is . 
. .... -- . 
~ . . . 
very· gifte
1
d · i~.'.learning foreig_n la.hg:uages-. · This fact· ~·ay 
< 0 • • • • 
,h,ave int~rfe·rred with the study. in that he migh:t have sl~ghtly 
exagJe~a.ted ~is id~olect, whln. 'he was ~sked . to . Jpeak. in every-
~ , " I , . • . . ·. - · .• ";·"' 
day 'St. Pierrais" . . ~·was p_r~sent in the anechoic room when ., 
c I I ... · •6 
th~ . recqrdings" were made, but as a speaker "of the s~e dialect 
' . . ~ • ' '\, rj 
.. , I could !not noti.ce ·any such· exaggeration in M.~rcel' s speech. 
r/ I , ' 4 • ' 











Time/ and fun'ds perm~t:t~d . an investigation with only . ~ · ' 
' . 
' \ : . . " .: • ·i 
in;'Orrnan~s . (one .of ea~h ~e~) for -both langu.ages st'Odied~ · 
f) ' • • ' · · 
.) two 
_;· : A . broader inveistiga tion using the same sequences but"' wi tll .1!1· 
., • <.. 
.. 
. · :-',.\'more : i~t"ormants ~ say : :f'ive 0~: te~ of . each·: s~x, and -b~ing: more .I . 
- . . . . 
. ,
·. · sophisticated equipment, could, of course·, · ·giye us more 
• \., . . • • • pJ &~ . . . 
'.·· ,···:r:eliabie results: Such a thorough investigati9.P ~a¥ be - . . \ 
. I ., - ~ • , . . . . . · ... 
,-·-~ --'--~. -~-~--e:arrfecf _q-ut_a_t ·aiate-r--d~-t-~ .- i~-- q~de~ · ~~ · confir~ . or J.,nv"~lid:ite · 
~ ,f\ • 
' < . 
r ~·· . ' • 
·.the· results stated ·in this thesis. ' c 
_" . . ! . I . . 
.. 
• ~- c ~ . 
, ·. Conce·rning the fourth ' chapter of this thesis, it is 
. -!:" '. • .·· ," ·, ' •' • ~- .· • . • • I ,/ , , ,· -i· 
... 
··~q lSe -~n~_(ed that the quali ~y of ':.the v~wels were ~obs·~:.Yq . in·- - •• • liJ' 
,. 
tV(V) t(t} sequenc~s O?ly. Therefore ·the r.esu.f~s· cannot· ~e-." 
I> . \:.-
... 
• ~ I • 
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1. . ,-·~ 
anp. ,.the, quality 
• -.. "' • . 0 
'' 
of vowels 
.sequen9es of the type pV (V.) p (p) or kV (V·) k (k) or" othej 
.l.. 
comb.inationp ~f .phonemes may' b~·.' i.rlvestigated at a ,later 
. in ord~r 
,a., 
, . 




to obtain mo~e . co.nclusiv~· results. 
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INTRODUCTION TO .APPENDIX t 
'. 
· ' Each page is 
of the page ~ont~'ins 
m~de . o~_:_,£our \ co_lumn~. ' The 'left hal: 
figures: for ~ingl~ v~wel sequences; 
~·~. . , 
• I ~ } • ;.. I • \ 
the right hal:f· for double vow~l sequences. ·. Each half page 
. ' - - . . ' . , ~ 
subdivi~es ·into 'figux:es for ~ale infoirna~~s on. the left and 
... 1. ~.,..~ . 
. female on the r~g.ht. This 'yi~l.d_s -t:-he ;foll~fng correspon~ 
I • • . . _..,i{_ . 
den6es: '- · 
... 
·' Column f - · single vowel, male 
' . 
2 - . Single vowel~ female 
. ~ . . 3 
4 
Doubl~ vowel, male ~,. . 
. ;: . ... 
Double vowel, female 
\ 
Each columri' ·contains two numbers." . The . ·first of these. is a · 
.two 'di~it whc>le ~umber and. represents th~ du~~ti6~' -of the 
sequence ~n · ce~tise~onds (see sec~ioh 3.1 for meas'urement 
method)~ the~s:c?nd . is 'a.fr~c:ion co~re~t ~~ 3 places of 
I . 
r . 
. . decimals representing the ra.tio . O:f vowel duration to the · ... ,.· 
. . . .:;~ ~ ·. . .. 
~ ~- .· . 
sequeince duration on it~s ~eft~ . .. '~ ' 1i. 
• • II ( ' 
. ,; .-t. . ' .)>. . 
:...:  'i"' . ·. o:rhe symbol · i repre.se.nts . a word bouqdary. In the 
• • ..(1 - .... • •• :' • ' • • • 
··Esk'imo;·corpus ~ t occurs only. in sequen~e iJ)itiai pos_i ti~n 
. ~ 
in SOine Of the 'data 1 and iS therefore · ShOWn before the 
. . . . , 
fraction . co~r~ct "to 3 places of· decimals in such cases • . 
. . . . . 
:J:n ·the French corpus nowev,e~, W<?rd boundaries .. ocdur ini ti~l-ly, 
. . I 
• I 
medially I and (rarely) fi'nally in sequences. . It was 
. . . ) . 




. :-·J ' ~ / ' 












-- \ -.. 
·-, ... 
121 
·· · ··fema-le· columns in ord~r to show· the occ~rring word boundaries 
in French. 
-- ·. The single .digi. t numbers (tw'o or three) in 
. . 
·. parentheses occasionally /o.l,lowing the r~ti~ ·number means : 
. " 
that results were' identical :from two or t'hr1~~ s epara t:e 


































. I ·. 
' • 
' \ 0 .. \ . ' ·. 
. : · · 
' I '" , • 
. ': : 








"·, . ~. 
~ ~ . 




15 #. 266 
. 16 #. 321 
17 #. 294 
' ~ 
26 #. 0 77, 
27 # .111 
tat 
14 #.357<2> 
.- · tatt 
. 30 #.133 









takk ' . ~ 
17 - .176 ., 
15 • 200. 
2~ #.107 
32 '#. 094 
•l 
...... 
13 . • 461 
. 14 . • 500(~) 
. . 
~  # ·· · :· . <~-. . . 
o· 
' .. 
21 #.380 (2) . 
.27 - #.148 




22 . #. 454 ... 
\~ -
I 34 # o 235 
35 ' # ~ -228 
19 . #. 315 . 
20. #.350(2) 
22 # .. 318 
16 #·. 312. • .. 
18 #. 388 
:· 25 • 160' 
28 • 17'8·. 
' ; • ; ! 
. taap 




33 .• 303 
. 46. • 36'9 
· taat 
~8 .714 
\~~ • 645-.647 





· taak : 
. ~ 
' 22 .#. 591. 
22 #. 636 
.taakk 
31 #.322 
33 J;.3Q3 . 
,' • v, I 
· taan 
. . I 
18 • 444 '. 2'0 .400(2) 
\ ~-.,p;r~ •• 
~-
:.\ . . 
~. ' 
. ,, 




42 • 3.33 . 
. 42 • 357 
31 • 64-5' 
32 · '.656 
26 . ,. 615 
27 .592 . . 
. I 
' . 
38 #. ·394 . 
44 ' #.409' 
46 ft.456 .· 
:2T ·ft.S92 · 
. 30- #.566 . 
. ' . ~ 
40 #~450 
42 #.428 





• • < 
30 ~-#.666 ' 
35 #.6as· 
38 #.684 
. • i' 
. ·, . 
! . 
• I 









0 IJ I 
-, 






28 #.178 '33 #'. 242 34 # ~ 441 4l.. #~454 ·' . ..... 
- 29· #,.206 35 #. 228 34 #-. 382 44 . #. 463 
36 ~. 250 ,, 
:~ . . .. tas I taas -· ., 21 ·#. 333 ( 2) .#. 290 . 27 .592 35 .571 





16 . .-312 15 .. 466 I ~7 #. 648 39 ·#. 743 . { 
17 .353 19 .444 36 #. 639 ·36 # .;694 
.15 
' 
. • 333 
taq 0 ~ 
19· #. 36B 26 # .307 . . 
. ·1_ 
io #·. 400 . 32 . #.212 
23 #. 391 30-#.333 : ; 




23' # .174 (2) 32 I • 
30 # .166 (2.) 39 #.179 
-· 










..  .. 
~ 
•. 
: ,_;)· '• . . : ~ . 
.. 
I 
.. , • I 
,• 
·' .. -








. . . 
··-. 
'". ·. 





' . ... : 
=r .. 
. { .. ·r · . ' ... ; 0 ------




















14' #. 285 
. 15 ' #-.266 
. 20 #.3bp 
tipp . 
26 .. 153 
27 ·, .148 
30 .'133 ' 
31 .129· 
I 
22 # .-272 
25 i.280 
26 #. 230 
30 .100 
33 .• 153 
'32 • 093 
35 • 085 
tit,_· " ~ 
• ._ . -·····----~----· . ----:1.-4 - # ~ 3 57 ( 2) ' - ~ 2 # .. 3 6 3 
, . , 15 #.333 ' . 2'3 #.348 
. ~ 
,. 






32 # •. 125 
32 .#.156 
tile-
' · :1:4 ..• 285 (2) . 
12 # • ~ 6 6 ( 2 ), ~ 
f • -
·26 - # .115 
i7 # .11:1· 
tin 
11' #. 363 ·. 
· 12 #.:33~(2) 
.. tinn .. · 
¥ ..1 ~ ' :·_ 1'/:> 









25 # .160 




18 #. 333 
21 # ~ 333 
, 24 ' #.291 
18 -#. 222 
·19 #.263• 
25 # . _120' 
30 # .133 '. 
I • 
20 # .-300'. 
·. 23 #. _391 
23 . #.347 
' . 
32 . • 187{2} 
- ' 
., 
. '\ . 
.. 
. 2o · .• sao 
21 • S71 
J:L. • . 
. ·Y'" . tl.lpp 
. ·. 35 .228(2)· 
' 
. tiit ·: .. 





r?·· #·. 529 . 
19 ~ ~ 526 
.·? '. · 
tiikk' 
p ':~~~r · 
28 \~-~~ 




20 ·h650 ' 




._. - 2i· . '476 








• 5 ·00 - "\ 26 
30 • 500 · ~,.. 






25 #. 5_60 
.. I . 
30 .266 
3 3 • 30 3 
. ' 
" ...... 
.!1 •• .. • 
34 # .• 588 ·. 
38 # ~ 5 -78' 
I ,' 
. ' 
27 · .. ~:407 1 
.. 












I • "' : 
. o', 








' .. .. 




' - a· 
t 'is 
.20 .250 
-' 19 .263(2) 
' ~ · ~ig 




16 ·· • 250 
16 • 312 ·. 
~ 














Table 2 (contf nued) : 
I 
2t~ .192 '(2-) ' 
., I 
• 0 2~ . ~ 428 
20 . ~ 400 -
17 .352 i> 
- ; 
31 #.161 





· 34· - • .588 
.~7 ..... ~4-·---
, - 0 
tiig · 
34 • 73s·l 
BO . · .6'66 
'tiiq 
,, 
. . 11 lo 58"0 
34 ':. 588 
r· 
- "i 
tiiqcr . · 
r 
·j. • 










40 • 450 
Al:~ • 53 6; 




3i2 . ·625 
30 .~33 
'· ' • 






























• ' 0 
' .. -
·. .. _ ..... cr·---· -- ··- '!. • •• • ~·....___ ___ - - ···- • - ··:· 



























' <' I ' 
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1r • ~ 
Table 3 /t/ + .High back · vowel in·. Eskimo · 









. 15 #. 300 . . ' 
18·#.277 
··. 
29 ' #.138 
·. _31 # .129 ' ,. 
·12 #.214 
1 ·4 #.250 
. \ I , . 
























31. ·_ # .129 
33 # .151 --
28 #.107 




. 15 .. #.4'00 
. . 
• • I 
... .. . 
0 •• ,. 
' • 
. , . o . 
' 
20 # ·.250 . -








. . 34 
#~til 
#.147 
#.171 ; . 35 
"' . 










- 20 #.250 ' 
14 #.285 
. ,. 
. 33 # .151_ 
38 #:131 
.. '.24 # ;.125 ' 
21 -#.333 
25 .# .• 360'. . 
. 27 . #.296 · . -
32 # .·218 i ' 
36 .#.25P 
0 . • : 0 
l' 










- 2 8 . ~ .;3 21 . 




- f2 ,• 63 60 
26 . • '654 
. tuu~t, 
f 
31- • 2 90 1 • 
32 ·.,.281 
• .. • p 
,. 
tuuk;. .. 
D 29 #·,. 620 
31 , # . ·645 
32 # . _625 
tuukk . 










- I .· . L' 




·31 .• 483 . 
·33 • 363 
: 35 .3'42 . 
.. , 
; . 
,_,. 30 , '#. 466 
.\ #.441 ' 
~ 33 #0• 242 · · 
.. 37 -#. 216 . . .. 
... 
22 • 545 
26 • 576· 
, tuunn ·_ 
' ' • '\1 
22 .409(2) :·_ : . .:, 30 
:" - 36 
I -
a 
. ·, . ' . 
r • 
t- ' • . , , 
' • J !. . -~ 





















* ·. ' :. 






20 # . 400 
~> • .. 19 .#.368 ' 


























.. . fl. . . ·. / 














. . ·· 
· TaBle 3· (contin~ed) 
24 #.250 
27 #.222 
- 20 · ··.4oo 
1'6 .. 437 
fa ~· 388 
.. 















. . 27 
. 555 
26 .538 









~ ,.. . . 















38 . . 447 
39- .512 
I .... ,: 
' ' 38 • 71.0 




























. ' '. 
a. 
. •' 
• J '• 
\ 
i 






) .. , 
... . .. ( · 
.-- . 
.., ... . ~ ·. 
1 
ct ., J 
~ t J .. ... ~ () : . 
128 
" 
• • I' • • ' I 
Table 4 /p/ + ·lo~~vowel .in Eskimo 
~ 
17 . #. 294 . 
11 #.272 
.12 #.~so 
30 • 20·0 




. . 13 . #.384(2) 
. . 
patt , 
. .25 #.120 
•27 #.148 . 
28 #.142(2) 
.. 
,_pak · .·' 
\ ' ' . 
· 15 #.400 (2) 
'17 #.-.411 
' 
pakk ' •' 
1 
\. 
\. .. ' ' . . ..... 
__ :_ .paap"' /7'" ",' 
21 ·#.'38i. ·. 22 ·.681 . 
20 # .40'0 ·-. ·. 21 ~ : '. . . 
" , / 
31 .193 
32 . .197 
. /. ~aap~ . ·. · 
28 ~357 4 .400 
.=1 
. 
. 22 #.31\ 23 ~. 347. 
. . . 
. , 
36 #.222 · 
·35 '#. 200' 
27 #.185 
24 #. 208 . 
22 #.454 .1. 
2s #. 40o 
' 26 #.423 .· ·. 
. .26· .346 
paat 
24 .666 
25 .680 . 
· paatt 
I 
32 . • 312(2) 
.. 
.paa·k 










J1.· #· .• ·sao· 
33 #~606 
_\ 
...... ," 27 # .18·5 
.29 #.172 
32 · #.250 
35 #.285 
36 #.277 
32' ' :-.• 375 ' . . 
30 .3a3 · 
35 . • 400' 











'30 .# .129 
... 
' 31 #.133 .. 
., 
. ':' .. 





' . \ 
'• 
' ~-
' ' . 2 5 # •· 4 0 0 







paan . . · 
. 32 ~f. 7&-1 
32 #.750 
33 ,#.757 
22 • 7 22 




.}8 • .3~5 
r • 
' 32 #.722 
.. J6 #.656 
30 ·. ~ 633 
. 34 .• 616 
' 36 . • so.o· 




I '• • 
I , 
.. . .. 
















#}'4 00 (2). 
. ; 






. , .' " 

























































• . . 
.. 
.. 
.· ' '130 ' 
Table 5 /p/ +High front-vowel in Es~imo ..: 
u 
,. · ' 
12!£ 
13 ~.384 · .. . 
13 #.307 
ElE.E. 
. 27 # .148 
29 _ #.~38. 0 
, .. 
., 
·~ -- --....."~ .. · 
·•. 
16 # ~ 312 ' 
15 #.333 
10· #.300 
. 11 #.272 









. _pikk . 
26 #.1i5(2) 
,23 ' '.174 
2·4 ·.166 (2) 
27 .148 ' 
pin 
10 - #.400 
11 #.454(2) 
' · I 
- pinn I ,.,. 
28 #.107 
·'28 t-.143 
d • . 
19. #. 263 
15 #.266 
3't .. #.1~9 
34 #.;117. 
I • 
ig· #. 263 
21 · # .• 285 
23 #.260 
21 #. 2381 
~ . ~ -
· -~bb.148 
27 #.111 






. 30 ' #.233 
eiit 
25 .• 640 






28 #. 428' ' . 
·. 3( # .483 
33. #.272 
34 #.294 
27 .· \ • 518 . 
29 • 517 
33 #".324 
37 #. 303 




18 #. 2_7{ \ 
.20 # o 300 I ' 
16 ·.250' 
15 . • 266 
19 #.473 ' 
' .. ~·21 . #. ~ 4 7 6 ' 26 ,1# .500 (2~ ~ . 
. 34 ' #.'117(2) . 
26 .115 




28 -#.285 ' ., 
JO #.30~ 
~ ----· ---- -- -- -~-. ~iin 
. . ' .. . ~ 
' ' 
~·16 #.375', . . 19 '#.579 
17 #.353 • . I 120 '#.600 
18 ' #.388 22 #.636 • . 
eiinn 
. . 
. 40 #.375 ., 
. ' 41 .#.365 · . . 
26 #.500 
28 ' #:5i1 
32 ir-. 625 
21 '# .1"43 ·. 
24 #.208 ··. 
' 26 #.192 
26 .ff:'.384(2) ·.' ·. · JO #.4-33 
· .. · 36 # .4~6. · ; 
. ' . 
I ' 
• ' . 
. • I ·. •t' 
. . 





























~ ... . 
26· # .. 192 
'29 '#. 241 






3.7 # •· 622 
38 #.631 







.\ .44 # .454 " 




' ) • ' 
, I 
. . . ~ 











' ' ' 
' , 
<') ' 















0 ' • 







\1? ·. 3,3.3' 
16 . 31~ .. : 
11 - #.272 
;1..3 : #~307 
.14 #.285 . 0 
putt 
26 . 115 
28 ..-143 
27 # .11) 
28 # .143 
















·. 21 • 222 
A_ · · · 2-r~ .18s . 
-~~: 






'• ·22 #. 363 ' 
. 
25 #.320 "' 
33 .121 
35 .143' 
. 21 • 285 
22 • 27.2 
20 #. 350 ' 
. 23 .. #. 34 7 
'-' 
27 : • 1413 
-30' .133. ' 
27 #.1:48 
29 # . _103 . . · 
20 #'.300 
22 .. #. 318 
21 #-.143 . 
24 #.125 
: 
~ .. 17.' • 352' 
18 .444 








~ --. : 
\ 1'9 # 0 526 
J 
puupp 
28 . • 250 
31 • 258 
29 • 689 
30 _;. 666 





'36. • 2 7-7. 
., . 
-' ·'. 
• f l 
EUUk 
20 #.500 
23 #. 521. 
EUUkk 
3~ - # .212 
38 #.210 
·puun ! 
25 • 600. 
25 .640 
.Euunn ' 
30 • 400 






24· #. 45,8 
26 .#. 461 
28 . • 285 
. 33 .303 
3'1 ..• 527 
36 .516. 
38 .• 36'~ ( 2) 
. 
i 




·41 #.292 '0 
27 • 555. 
30. -.533 . 
.. 






' ' . 

































































' ... . 
; 








. ~., ..  · '. . . 
' '• 
' • ' I 
.' . 
; .· . 
' . . 
,• 
. . . I 
"· ' > 
- -------- --· ·- - -- -- ... -
_\ 
.. 
• : 135 
· · Table 8 /k/ + high front vowel in Eskimo · 
kip .· 
·. ·15· #. 266 
16 #.250 r 11 .# ~ 294 
~ 
29 .• 103 
32 .125 
kit . 
.. ' . . 13 #.230(2)' 
I 
2 o, # • 3 0 0 ( :2 ) 
: 17 .235 
.. . . 16 . • 250 . 
. kitt .. 
.....--
3b 
· .. : 27 
. 26' #.230 
28).250 
21 . • 238 







29 #.275 · 
24 .250 
23 .217 . 
30 ~1'00 
36 ~1.38 
25 . . _120 25 
31 
,26 





31 • 096(?) 
. Jdk 
' 15 #. 333 
17 #.35·3 · -·. 









· 21 #. 238 ' 
· . 3? # . ·o9·3 
'35 #.085 
·-
' . ' 
. li # .• 272(2) ' ' I - 26 #.307 
10 #.300 - I 30 #.JOO 
I ' • • 
' . 
. . 
· , '":•:. . 
' ..... . 
··--:._ . 
· . .... ,,. 








. o3 9 · # • 2 5 6 ' 
kiit 









3'4 • 470 
35 .514 
. '38 #.289'1-' 
.. 41·#.268 
. . 
34 . #. 50o~ 
40 #.525 
34 • 294 - ,·. 3'7 . • 324 . 









2.8 • 285 
31 • 290 
33 . ·• 303 
Jdin 
~ . .23 #. 609 
: . 2 5 ,# ~ 6 8 0 . 
- : ~ 
' '25 #.56d: . 
-28 #. 571 . 
·. 
• ' 32 • 2-77· 




. I , 
#.529 
# .• ·526 
.. 




































20 ');3 00 













' l ,, 
. Table ~ (Continued) 
32 .125 








. ·, ,. 
\, 
. . , :"" 
· .. . 
<- ' 
kiinn 
'30 • 4 00 ( 2) 
kiis 
---'-






















40 #. 450· 
.. 35 #.371 
I . 
.. \, 
.. ..:. ' 
. " 








- . ':> 
' ' 









,, ! ' 'r ; . , 
I 7 I . 137 
·::} -
- ~~-... ~. ·.- .. 
' 
· ' j 
.. 
' ~ 
.Table 9 /k/ + hl.gh back vowel ·in,... Eskimo i 
I 
' 
: . ' . i; 
'kup · kuup 
·-
-L..- - ' ~·· 
' 
, . 
13 #.230 "21 #.285 · 21 • 571 29 .48~ 
14 #. 285 22 #· ~ 317 . 23 '.156·5 
15 #.266 
'-'• 




28 - • 071. 32 .0~3 
. \ · 31 .226 36 • 277 
• 
· f 30 .100 34 .088 34 .• 235 
.. 
' 
• ' "' kut 
- ' 




' 12 # .-416 .40 #. 650 33 #!.-487 
' 14 #~285 ·33 #: 606' ~ 41 # ~" 515 
' 




·. •okutt kuutt 
' ' . ._ ·-: ! 
I 28 .1.07 30 .14'2 34 • 2-77 40 .350 
29 ' .103 :35. !100 36 .294 - 43 • 372 •' ' ' 
. ' 
' . kuk ~ . kuuk 
16 *. 312 lB # ~ 388 \ I 25 #.560 26 #.500 ' . 
17 #.294 '20' # ·• 300 26 # .• s·sa ... 28- # .464 
. 18 # '. 277 28 .428 ·-., 
\ . ,, 
kukk kuukk 
33 #.12i 30 ... #. 200 ·. 38, -# .184 39 ' #.23i 
' 34' #.li7 31 #~1-29 40, #.200- 42 ·. #.262 
(' 
. '· 
.. -- · ... ... 
kun · kuun ,• } 
I I I 
15 .300(2} HJ -~77 r -25 .720 ' 34 .588 . 
20 .• 2'50· 27 ._703 34 
-· 529 • , . T .! 
. ' 
kunn kuunn . ' 
'. 
' . \ : 
.. . 125 25 . .160 32 28 ! . • 321 30 •. 333'-. I 
. . 26 .153' 34 .. .176'. 29 ' . · .345 33 • 363 : 












. . : 
• I 
I ·~I 
. I • •\ 
' . 





- ~able 9 
~ 
kus 
p~ 20 .A.OO 22 • 318, 
-·- 21 '.;;381 24 .291 
' 25 .• 240 
.. 
, . . •. 

























































.. : . . ,\ 
• , ,, r! 
I . 
1 _ • ·l,c !· _ 













I . . 
15 ··• 466 #tap;- _ 
17.· . :410 . #t~·- , 
18 . • 3 8 8 ( 2 ) # t p- . 
18 • 3 3 3 · # ta - ~ 
"' 
-~ 
26 • 384 
.21 .• 381 
21 . • 334 -
tat . 
.Ll . • 545 
" . 
• .1.....,_ 
~-- ·· .-l 

















.. -· ~ . , ... .... 
. 
' ;."\ • 
~ , . . . 
a · 0 i> •. 
~-
I • . 
.I. 1 
-
Table 10 -~ : /_t/ + low vowel in French 
. 
. .. ~. '' 
20 • 4So 
21 • 426 
1~ -<. 384 
_·. 14· ._ _;. 4 2 8 
15 ..• 400 · 








25 . ·• 720 























19 .. 211 ~ ~ 
33 • 484 · .. #t#a#ap#p-
34 · • soo·{ 2) · #t#a#ap#p-- .. . · - .. 
-' 
. '19 . • 421 (2) 
16 . 375 
~ ·; 16 -o: 250 
~ 
27 .371 -
28 . • ·357 .(2.) 












.· "r :'· !-· . 
taatt . 
.. 
' . . ·Q' .·· .. 
c 
.. ·~ 



















... ... ,. . 
-t .1·· ·1 
22 • s·go 




















. ;> "' 
'.\ 
0 

























.. ' 0 




·. · ·' 






















\ .· ~ 7' . ; 4 7 0 ( 2 ) · # ta # n-
• ·.: :9 18 •. 4 4 4 o • II " 
' • t> 
II 
i.J . 
tann· ..... *""": 
--· 
•• 
"20 . • 35.0 
21 . ;'-285 















c : ) 
· . 0 
.. 










• ~, • • • • 0 ' ':t ; G:l 
· ·Table· · 10 (Cont'iriued) .. ~ · 
• .. #0 







27 ~40~ '• 26 • 577 (!) ~ --.... ~ 














24 .'583 .. 
.23 ~ 739 
·27 ':.593 -
. :·:~ 7 ~. 6•30 
2 8 • 6,4 3 
faakk .0 
26 •• 461 
. 28 .464 . 
. . " ) ' . 
, 4 : .. - -.2'6 .38.4 - -- .- '31 ' 0• 451 






18 , .444 
2'0 •• 400 









33 • 484 
33 -; 4~4 
.. . 
taan 
c; 3o • • o33 
32 ;656 













-Q, .--~ ) 














# t# a-# akjJ{-
. 
.• • 0 • • .. l 
- ~ #ta#an-
0 u , , 
. ~ \tl D • : 
. . 







21 -. s23 · ~ 
. 2;0,· • q'O.O,( 2) 
~247'· -. • 666 ' 
.l :.: " \ ,.J~ 
¥' ' 
31 • 54 8 
J5..: . • _4~~ 
• ~ b ; .. ... 
o· 
· ~;-= . 
' . .., . .._ .... 
23 ~ ·.608 
24 . • 625 
... 
.· : . 
. 
•, 3E •• 5;55 
38 .55.? 
· #ta#an#n-· . /, 















... "' ' 















s-· ... • • 
-, / 
.· . 



































I 21 · .475 
22 .409 -
" • CJ 
.. 
-tass : : ·- -. , • 
- . . 
30 -. • 400 












· . 4 7 a c 2 > _ ::.. t4ta z-
. • '4 58 - . . ;, . . 
·- ,.. . '\ 
ta;zz 
: 
26 · • 423.(2) -taz#z- · • 










25 ., · .360 
27 ~444-
31 • 322 ."' 
, - ·· 
30 . • 366 




















' ... -· 











45 .515 . '#t#a#as- 27 .555 
. 37 . • 541 
" 
29 . .517 




. : . 
-- taass 
. . 
- o · 
-----:- =s;::::::: .. . 
--
I 
43 .488 # t :# a# a-s# s- 42 .544~ ' " h . . .., 
35 ."457;:. "" ~ II I 4i3 . • 488. ,. r"· 
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This Appendix is the key -ta Appendix I. Beside~ -
. ' " 
each . se~uen-ce~ the Eskin_lO word is . giveh _with its English . ·. 
, . 
meaning. It was chosen to a_dop~ the followi-ng convent·~on 
for convenience: in. these tables /q/ = [xl' _and · /g/ = [ ] , 
the. /n/ is the velour ·nasal sound foundo in English •singer~. 
-· 
For the Fre~ch seque~ces _ the wo~ds .~r _utteran9es corresponding 
. . . 
' . ..: .. ' -. ' ~ 
t.o each· m~_nlmal · pair ~s given .. be.,sides each sequence; th~ 
(sl-g) ~~gn mearys _ s.la.ng and ~cell) means colloquial. No 
. . 
Engli_s~ tr1anslation was given fbr ·those- u.t ·terances. 
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. ' . 
. . . 
. . . 









.., I, 0 , 



























' ' . 
1'6.7 
.. .. .. 
1 . 




/atiipi~a~/ go ahead 
J:i'e has done · it 
. I 
.. 
/atippat/ if when he · . o tiipp /atiippaa/ 'if he puts .his ' 
_ · puts on : . · . - ga.riliOOnb on 
/tutippaa'/ he steps · on fl · · ' 
• ' . I .h~m. ... . 
: -- - t 
(titik/ to· ma~k . 
/tittip~k/ .bQiled 
/tikik/ finger · 
/tikl.in·natuk/ he 
always arrives 
/tikkuavqk/ he points 
/tinik/ low tide 
. . ..,: . 
.tiit · /Tiituusi/ .Titus 





. ,. . 
/tiikittuk/ weak ·tea 
, ;,... 
.. 
, . , . I . 
tiikk /atiikkat my · two names: · ' 
I ' ' " ' ' • ~ '0 
til~ . /tii~/ . T)..~a · ' ~ ~ 
\ • . ; 
'J 
/atinnik/ the returning 'tiinn /a.llatiinnat'aga/ I 
·' . ,' ·<- always !U~ke hi~ ... · 
• I 
. . . 
.jatisi/ your names· 
~· 
/atig±k/ coat 
I ' I 
/atiqanntllk/ he has 'no 
nan:t~, - .. 
write · 
. ' . 
. ~ 
tiis )a~iisi/ ~~you all g~~ ··:. 
a~e~d J · 
• 0 
tiig · ?_a'tii~~k/ two coats · -· . 
. ' . 
,\ ' 




· ' · 
,• 
' · ' ·. 
., 
' 
. 1 ·. 
' . 
. ... 
tiqq /tigqaa~/ - se.al . ·. ~ • 0 - ~· .: 
. r 
.. 
.. \ i 
' .. 
. • , 
I 
,· 
0 ( . 
. . .· 
I . • . • • I 
. '" ..... -... \ 
; . 
: ' 
' I ' 
,, ', . 
• .. 
. .. 
~ . ' 
</' ' 
.. . 










'· · . 
D , • 
0 . 











.·. , . ;:r 
. . ·"" 




























. , . . a/ 
0 



















"' ' . 






TO\. TABLE 3 
iuJ?~ · /tuppat/ when it la~ds 
~uup /i ~t~upikkua/ t~ose two · 
-. . · \p there are old men 
tuupp /inutuuppat/ if.he-~s 
·alone 
tu_t, 
__ ,.·~J ... 
' . ., . . 
/t~tippaa/ he steps on~· tuut- /t:aggatuutik/ m_irror 
him · · 
, 
tut~ · /futtuk/ caribou · . tuutt /pu'tuuttaga/ he is. 





/tukik/. to kick ' 
/tuki~uk/' he ki~ks 
/tuuk.ak/ th~i~~ · ·, 
... •' s •. • 
\ tuuk 
r"' . • - -· •. . , 
/tukkak/ · football· (the~ 
· ·· kicking). ~ . 
tuu~k /tuukkak/ harpoon head 
/tUkkat;>aannak/ d~'·t . 









/inutuuniattut/ he .will' , ·. 'J •. 
be alone .. 
J ' I 
. . -."'1' J I j 
/inutrtunnina/ his being 
aloneness 
t~~;n ' /t~n~ii t/ you; · la'nding· 
/tunnuk/ 1ar.j..bou f'at # . 
·.tus. /~usavuk/ li~ hears 
. . \ .. :\ . 
tuus 
. ' . 
/inutuusuuk/ he can be· 
alone • 
., 
. ' . .
• 
: _, 










:tug . · /putugarini fuk/. tit has 
· no· hol~ \"· 
f \. • I • } 
· · _tugg /putuqqavuk/ it~has a 
hole · . .'_J ) 1. 
I 
I I . 
,• 
·' . { 
·' 
. . c L 
. 




. . . - ' . ~ . 
o• , . I ' 
·: , · 
_, 












ol : •• \ • 
) . 
_j • J . ) . 




.; .. _ 
.; 















.I ,; . 
\. 
\








/papikak/ sh9rt tailed 
/upappat/· if he comes 
to you in. a 
" ·threa tenh1g . way 
' ' I 




~- ... -\ ( , ... t.r~: •. , . : - " 169 .. 






· houses' ·· · 
paa:gp /ilupaa·ppat/ · if._ when· 
she puts · b'n her·· 
s ·lip · . 
"' 
paat /il'li:P.aatik/ your slip 




,pak y'palcik/ to. screw ( s'lg) 
paatt '/napaat~~k/ tree ·· 
'\.\ - . .. . 
paak /paaka/ p·arka ., .' 
• ). ¢- ·: .- -
p~-~kk /ilupaakkik/ slips 
.< fe~.ale.~ g;~rmen~s?. .. 
pakk /pak~ua/ th~se up there I, 
I?an . 1 '/.p~ni!k/ daughter 
~ 
pann '}p~nnik/ _ ~ry ~re~ 
p~s ·/pasik/ to plame 
. -·~- . 
. ~ . 
'. / ..,· _,· 
1 ·. 
, ' . ~ .-
.· . 
. . · .. 
pa~~ Vpaani/ up th£ ·"' 
jtappaani/ ?P~ere 
~~n~ /t:ukkapaaim~ k/. dbn·• t 
· ' you · be kicking too 
. much · .l . · · · ·· 
't,!o •  
,. 
'/.paasuuk/ he can wrestle paas 
. ,. 
. \ 
. . , , . I 
l . , --~-"' 
. . :_, : .. 
. ... 
I ... 
.  ' 
..: ,, · . . ' 
' ' 
• , 




. ' . 




• ,J . 
. ·. ·.· . 








. ' . 
. j '. 
'• , 
o· .· 











. '· I . . 
. ' . 
., 
' · 
. . ' · .m 
. " . 
: ; .. 
' .. . . "' . · .. 




. , a 
. • .. 
' . 
. ' ' 
. ... . 
·. 
. \' """ 





KEY TO TABLE,S 
' 
pip . · /pipik~ttuk/ small 
"pi piked" 
piip /p:Lipak/ paper . 
_, 
-- - -;· ..... I 
I . 
. 170 '· . 
._ 
I I 
·_ . . ., pipp /pippat./ if he does piipp /piippat/ if it comes 
> ·' 
··,- ,off · .~ 
_/piippuk/ he came off 
pit /P~~~k/ · brJ:dle · . ·~ . pi.:lt /tap~iitukf he. has ~o~r- · . 
(p±taappa~/ if· he gets .. · - · · eyesig'ht . -. 
.one . ~ . ' 





;pikani/ up there 
/pipikittuk/ 
. piik 
;Jikkua/ those · up there· piikk 
/nutaapikkua/ those up 
! .there are new 
/ittuupikkua/ those two 
. old m~n up there 
/pii~ak/ peacock 
















. pis ( /pisuk/ to 
• 
. , 
. ·_: I . . 
. · 
-' • I 
•' . 
. . . . _ 
~ · .-. " 
: ' .. 
.· .. 
. ,. 
. . :. 
.. . 
.· 
: t · 
',,- • I I 
. •, 
' . . 
., 
. .- .. 
- . .. , 
·. · 
_walk n 
. / . 
-. 
. ' ' 
·' 
t• . . 0 
' ' . ' 
. . 
p·~inn /piinniquk/ : it. ·has. 
. - ~ . come -off · · 
pii~ /p-iisi/ p~.as .. 1 · 
.. : .. · 
-. 
' · 
·. . - ~ 
' - . 









' '""' .l 
' . ' . 
. .. - ' ' . .,_ 
. ' 
. ' ' 
• .. 
' "' : .. 
' . . 
" . .· . ' 
', ' ' • ' ~ I ' 
. .. 





' ~ . 
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' .' . 
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\ KEY TO TABLE 6 
I J 
-: pup /pup~k/ ~czerna , i · · puup 
. . / I -"l 
• • I . 
.... . . . __ ~.<- '~--\ . , __ 
. . 
/puupikk~~/ th~?e 2 
. are · b~-gs · ' ~ · 
pupp /ipuuuk/ he is paddling puupp 
. . \' . I . 
/s~pu~ppatV if he plows 
put 
;· ' 1 putt 
.. puk . 
/aputik/ snow 
/put!u~k/ he hol~s it 
~. ,(:) 
ptiut 
., , .. 
. . ~ . ·. 
/ipuutik/ ·oar 
. ·. , 'r· 
- . 
/iputtajuk/ .'.he cc;trries 
. · paddles 
p~utt· (supuutuk/. he ~ is blowing 
/puttavuk/ he floats 
,. 
' J • 
/~pukuk/ to pick chips puuk< /puukavuk/. jumping 
. "'' ' - -- - - ·--- ------... . 
. 1 L-,, . 
·-~ .. 
I . 
.. , ·; · . pukk I . /pukkl tuk/ stand ·low in paukk /puukka/ ·my bags 1 
~- . water : ~ ~ . 
.· 




. · .. 








• I ·,· 





punn· · I apunnik/ ;the bumping 




. .. . 
. , • .. 
J r .. 
. . 




' .. · ' 
I J 










. •. ~ - . 
• I 
. J 









. . . 
. . . 
· .. 




' . ' .. ' ~ 
'\' ' 
'· 
... t • • 
{ 
. . ·'. 
· . . 
,,..~~ . 
' I , : 








' ) ,. 
~ - ; 
/ 
• ... 0 
' . 
. . ,· .. ·~ .: .... _~ · ... ·- . :. ·· .. - . 
. : . 
- . . 
' \ 
·. 
. .I .. 
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,,;._\ . - . KEY ·T~ _,_ ~,ABLE .7 
\ 
' o· 
• • I 
/~apik/ . kaap ' .. /kaapak/ ' copper_ ,... ' 
/tukkap~annak/ don't 
you be kicking too 
.. much 
. \ ' ~ 
/nukappiak/ child 
. jkap 
~.: · . -
• • 
. ' . 
kapp 
. ' 
kaapp_ ~aappuk/ h~ goes accros~ 







-kat . ,.{katak/ to £all 
I 
/qikatti/ -t~e- · i4nactive 
. . one· · , . ·. · · 
katt 
I-
..... --- . 
kak /kakivakf ·· fi~ s~ 
.• . . 
/:Kaatak/ garter · 
,kaat~ /ikaatuuk/ pne who goes 
acr.oss 
kaak /k9-aki ttuk/ ·he has ·small '. 
.1 hunger . . . 
, . 
.· . : . \ ~ 
/ikaaJcldft/'dO you go tp the · ~kk . /kakk~vuk/ he blows his. kaakk 
~ nose · 
· . kan jtakanani/ up there 
': /p~kani/ UP. ther€1'. 
.. 
kann · /takanna/ that one 
./ . 
I 






• .J'· 1 . 





. . , ·. 
- .·. 
I ; l o I 
opposite side · 
kaan /ikaani/ ·on the opposite 
· :·. side - · 
i 
kaann· /ik~ariniatuk/ he· will· 
g~accross : 
kaas /ikaasuuk/ he can g~· 
acr6ss 
I 
~·· \ ,. :' •, , • / r , 
I 
. 
,,1 ' • ~-~ ,. \ l - -~.:....r > J ... 
.;;.;::. · , •• : 1 / ' • \! ), 
.-'\: ~ . "1..' 
. v ,"l 'c. .. . 
' \ -
' l· 
•• ' \. • tr: 
,, 
'" . . I .. 
r"\ • • r ·:,: ,, : 
. ·. ---.-...... ·. . .. ·: . '.. . 
, / 0 \~' .. : ••• · ' :.\ 
... _ . \' ' }' -c:..~--1 ~· . .• 
J . . ~ ~ 
. . _ .. 
"· . .... . 
. t 
.. '/]' 
· _, .. · 
• ' -1. 
. . 
: 
. , · 
' ~ .. ' . -~·\. :·· . .. .. ~-~-:----~·:: .. ~ ... 
. . 
a ' 
' . \ ·~ ·: ··.: 
•' 
• • • J ., 
•t~.'• . ' 
. ' ' ' 
" . ~. 
. I 
I , • . 
.. .. . { 
.., 
~., . : . 




I • • • • 






. . t' 
. . 
•' 
.. . \ 
I . . 
-~ . : ·- . . 
' ' l , .• 
:, 
... 





. ' ~· 
.. I. -. -~~ 
..,....... 
. I 
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KEY TO TABLE 8 / 
kip /kipik/ to cut off kiip /sikkiipuk/ 
' 
I 
kipp /aklppaa/ he replied .to kiipp /kiippat/ if he bi~e$ 
h;m · 
' "!" ' 
• 
'·kit /kitaa/ side away from kiit /kiita/' only 
' · wind . 
: /aki ti~/ p.i)low 
ki tt f;iki ttuk/ very · 1-i ttle . 
- tkaakittuk/ he. has · 
. . small hunge:r; . . 
/pipiki ttuk/ · sma-1'1 1 
• II p.ipiked II 
~ kik · /ikikik/ smali" "'flamed. 
. . ' . \ 
. . 




kiik /kiikittuk/. has small 
bite .. · · · I '• 
' . I 
. , . . · kikk /kik~ut/ whq? (pJ!ural) ·· ki"ikk /akiikka/ . ~y prices . : 
. - (dual) · 
\ /kina/ who (sing) "kiin 
I :·' 
I 
.. kinn '! i~inna/ that one kiinn /tikiinnatuk/ he 
alway.s atri ves 
~-
... 
I ' • r 
. .. 
. ~ , .. . . ~






. : ··-. ~~ . : 
. ' 
.· ~ 
~is /tuki~ik/ to understand kiis· 
. ' /kisak/ anchor: 
!kiisi;vuk/ -he. bites lii]ll 
.. "1 
.. ,, . 
• , 
' '" "1": 1,1 
' . ' . . 
.. 
., 
. "'" ··---J .· . . . •. 






. . '' 
. I~ .' 
q. r '-· 
' "1 . ' 
I . · .. 
. , . 
' · t • . . 
-I 
• I 
, ' . 
. ' 
.... • ' 
.. 
•• ~ - .·· . . . 
• C> . • 





·.\- . · ~·· \ ~ 
'-l'iYt ;...,. · •.. 
• , • I ' " 
' . . :f 
~· '" I ' ~ ._) • ' 
. :· '\ . ·-
.. ' t '!.;_1 · . ; 
. .· / . 
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KEY. TO '!'ABLE. 9 "' 
/kupuk/ to· _pick --chips_·· 
. \ 




:kutt /akuttak/' to t:hFOW a 
ball 
kuk /kukik/ .finge~ nail 
\ -
r • 
kuup · /i ttukuupikkua/.' .'two old 
· · mifi. up there 
kuupp >qak~~Ru~~P~~/.- if he, 
~oes by the hill ··: . 
kuut · /kuuti/ God 
·r l ~ . • • 
kuutt '/qakqakuuttuk/ .he.· is .' 
' . : ' ·- walki~g . over the. . 
. 'hill ' 
/kuukittuk/ he ha~i 
. . , ·• I ?mall· brook -
. 
' . 
· kukk /k.ukkiv'uk/ he has . · kuukk /kuu~ka/ my brooks 
' . . something be~we.en . .. · - . . . 
i 
.: r -
· .his teeth \ 
·kun· /uk.ununa/ · ~o th~se -ones kuun /ikuuna/ throw that way 
kunn /akunnik/ . long t'i'me · ·· · kuunn 
. kus · /ikusik/. elbow ! 4 . · kuus 
, 4 1 ' ' 1 ,, . 
I . 
. _; .... .. . ~ 
/qakqakuunnatuk/ you 
. have 'to climb ·over -
\) . a 'hill ... _ ,:~~ 
.· . \ "i .-
/kuus.imk/ running". · · 
-streem) 
I 
' ·-, _ ·. 
-\.. ------. ~------------------------~~--~------~ .. ----------~~~-- -· 
. . ). . 
.. 
. .. .,. .... 
.· .. 
• 
I ~t., • ~ -. 
. I , o · . 
. . 
·, 
.  : · ~ 
' . . . . 
• . -~ - ._ p • -:· . ! : 
f .I I ' 
. : ' . 
. ~ 
. ' ·.· . 
. -- .. 
,. 
; . . 
~ ~ . . · .. -
.' . . . - . 
---- ~-
- ~ - · · · ... , . · .· . -· , . ' ,· 
· .. . · . \·: :' ;- ~ : · : ".-~~]-- -: ·- .. ..: . .. . · ... . 
.. ... . : '' 
' 













~: .. , ·. ·. ',; 
~ • I 
: ~ - : ' 
1 ~ 
·\ ! . 
. ' . .. 
. . 
. .. 



















0 ' ., 
#tap-
#tap#p-
. I • oi 
#ta#t-















- -: . 
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· KEY TO TABLE 10 
c ' • 
. . ' 
:! ..
t I aS appuye · 
.t f as apporte ! 





tapette (slg ·~) 
tapes P!=lS I cornm~ c;a .~t#a#ap#p , t ~as "h.a.pe" . · 
(coll.) · · putain!· ·-(slg~) 
ta t@te 
t.§tes ta · t~te · 
taquin 




#t#a#at#t- t'as ·hate . tu sai~! 
#t#a#ak_- · t 1 as accornpagn·e 
·t I aS a cete• 
le~ t "ac ,que fait la, '#t#a#ak#k-: t I aS ; 11ac" COUillo~n 
montre ( slg.) 1 , · ~ 
ta noce . 
\" . . · 
le metarie n' est 
·pas bon 
ta .salle 
. ' o•' 
tasse · . salle 
c' e:st .azur 
extaze 0 z~lee . ~~ 
.. , 
0 0 ·~ 
#.ta#an- 1-t I aS Arinie ~Oll o,) 
o. 
• o, I 
.#ta#im#n- . t' as· ''Ane" non pap -




• ~- ... t' 
: 0 
#t#as#s- t 1 as as ' simple 
·'· 
0 0 
o o ... I 
------·-'.._J .~· -· _...;..-~--~.L..~ ro __ ··_,__ __ ..__ __ __ _..__ _ __________ • • • :. •. , 
~ ... ~·~ , • I 
• ' 0 
·. ·:· 
. . 
. ·, .. 
, .·· 
.. · ' .. 
'P • , . 
.. 
o I 0 ~ . -
"' . 4 ' 













' 0 • 
. . ,, 
. . · .· 
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• • ct •• 
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, ·' . . .· 
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I · 
. , ' ! I 
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·KEY TP TABLE ~1 
.#tip-
#ti,p# 
I • o ' 
" ~ 






. . . I 
1 _ .- ~ypique 
. 'tyJ;>e 
u.n type pas b~te 
. '• 
. 'l'i ti . 
. petit·' tapette · 
'' . 
tiket 
une pratique . 
· . couctWe · ' 
t '#' r - 1 l.p- . 
, 
cti#i#t-
le . parti "hypie~' 
I ' . T~ti 'i_' __ tape {cell.)' 
--ti#;i.#t#t'- Titi_·, x' .t'tape ,_ 




Titi i'casse .(toll.)'. 
• I \ 
·:; ..... . 
'• 
. .:.:t#in.:. c .. ' est' y ~nne co11 ... ) 
" . 
c ~e~t. inn~ _i .. ·:. -t#i#fn-









Martine ne l!e; voi t ' 
. pas 
t~ssage 
elle tisse sa • 
to,ile· · ' 
tison · 
expert]._ :Ze ze iee 
I ' 
...., • ' '~ t ; • I "' 
' , \ ... , 
\ 
. . \ . . . . . .-: 
. , • 
.. "
. . 
. . ' 














..s , .! 
#t#i#_is--:-
1\ . -. I . 
c 'e~t-y . ici? ·(cell.) 1 
'#t#i#\s#s- c I es.t I y ;;hisse" · IJ I;'. . 
I ' ,(b.' ' savez .yous? ' {cdl~.) -~ ~~'~, • • 
-ti#iz-









.-.. . . 
. . 
la part~e · 
~ izom~trique 







. ~ ~ 
L . . . 
. • . . 
. ·
• · • • I_' 
: P) . 0 0 ~A 
\ . 
o J I ! \ . 
' . 1,· I , ~ ~ ·- ·\ . .. ~ . . . :-~ .. 






' o · ~ ... 1$ .. ' 
. ' .. 
... 
I . (t· . . . 
' .,.. 





































' . #tu#z~ 
- ·tuz#z-
, .· .· I ' 
·' 
. . 
. .. , 




































' · . toute ta vie -t.u#ti#t#t- il a cherche 
. 
1 
. par tout ou 
' t .' trpuver . 
. "' 
tout.casse ~tu#u#k~ atout cui c,arreau \ 
toucan ' ' ' J' · 
. _.:.-' 
.6 : ·.rr 
. I' 
I • 
touque cassee tout 11 h0\~c..!!:_.4~1.-· _ _ _ 
est· .il n'me · fait 
·#tu#uk#k-
.. ~ ,, . . 
' I 
tout· noir . 
Martoune ne veJ.It 
pa·s· · .. " 
,, t ' \ 0 ol) I o 
tout tra 
·~ · 















• p • . 
\ :· 
' 
' . . pas . pe_ur 
-: 
.'f 










' \ .. \ · . . . 
. ' . ~ . " "' .. · 
, . :_·I· ·_ . ." 
· . . '· . 
• - 0 . : ; ... 
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'• ~, I 
I 
G I • ' 
I . a 
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.,. . 
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I I , • 
. . . . . 
·. 
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..1 ' ., 
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,·, 
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'i ,. · · • 
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' ' I 
I , 
1-78' i, ! ,. 
' ' 
papa a pas vu (cell.) 
le pape Pie XII 
pa#-a#p-




) · .t .. -





'. (Slg.) .. 
_.#pa#at- . j 'ai· pas attendu 
. " #pa#at#t- · j,~ a~ ·pas h~te t_u 
~ . t 




pas a c8te 
P§ques catholiques #pa#=_ak#k...: pas 11 ac!' -couill.on 
"ic" ' (~.lg."}. ·.: 
pas nouves · 
panique . 
une panne noci ve 
passage _ 
passe surtout a 
dro~te ·: · · 
pas un 





. ' .. . . ~ 
,, . 
#J?a#an- · .. - c.' est ··pas· .Annie 
.-
#pa=lf:an#n- - c'~s.t pas - ~nne non 
·. plus .. . 




· ·. 1 • ' I 
• >-
.. . 
.c''.est pas as 
: si-mple: 
c' e~t pas . azur 






~ . ' 
' j 
..... t .' 
c • I. - ~ '01 . .. 0 • 
' . I ' -~ ' 
~ ·. . 
· I , 
.. . 0 •/ 










u '··!" • • . 
' •' 
_,, , r , 
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. ·' 
: 1 . . : 
• ~,'I 
·'' ·' " 
' . ' . . I 
• • I • • 
·' . 
\ . · ' 
' . 
. ·. 
· .. ·, .. . 
• ' 
' . 
' ' . 
. ' ,· 
I • • ', 
' . 
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